THE FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
Commencement Ceremony

7:30 p.m.  May 5, 2017
9:00 a.m.  May 6, 2017
2:00 p.m.  May 6, 2017

Donald L. Tucker Civic Center
Florida State University is one of the 11 universities of the State University System of Florida. It was established as the Seminary West of the Suwanee River by act of the Florida Legislature in 1851 and first offered instruction at the postsecondary level in 1857. January 24, 2001, was not only the 150th anniversary of the founding of The Florida State University but was also the sesquicentennial of the establishment of public higher education for the State of Florida, and the University held a year-long Sesquicentennial Celebration during the year 2001. Francis Eppes, grandson of President Thomas Jefferson, was a civic leader and Intendant (Mayor) of Tallahassee who worked diligently to locate the Seminary in Tallahassee. Eppes’ formative years were spent on his grandfather’s estate in Virginia, and he brought many of Mr. Jefferson’s views of the importance of public education in the liberal arts to the Seminary’s Board of Education, of which he was a member for eleven years, including eight as its President. In 1858, the institution first became co-educational with the admission of women students when it absorbed the Tallahassee Female Academy. Its Tallahassee campus has been the site of an institution of higher education longer than any other site in the state. The first liberal arts college in the state, it was renamed the Florida State College in 1901. In 1905, the Buckman Act reorganized higher education in the state, moving the male student body to the newly established University of Florida in Gainesville and designating the Tallahassee school as the Florida Female College. It was renamed Florida State College for Women in 1909. In 1947, the school returned to co-educational status, and the name was changed to The Florida State University. A comprehensive graduate research university, it has grown from an enrollment of 2,583 in 1946 to 41,473 in the Fall 2015 semester.

The main campus of the University is located in Tallahassee, the state’s capital. Florida State University also offers degree programs in Panama City, Sarasota, and the Republic of Panama; instructional programs in London, Florence, and Valencia; and internships opportunities in China, London, Florence, Panama, and Valencia.

The University has operated international study centers in Panama City, Republic of Panama since 1957; in Florence, Italy since 1966; in London, England since 1971; and in Valencia, Spain since 2000. At each of these locations, courses are offered during the Fall, Spring, and Summer semesters. In addition to FSU students, the centers are open to students from other U.S. institutions and throughout the world.

In addition to the Study Centers, International Programs offers programs in many other locations. These sites vary from year to year, but generally include programs in Australia, China, Costa Rica, Croatia, Czech Republic, Ecuador, France, Ireland, Japan, Russia, and Switzerland. These locations host a variety of study abroad opportunities ranging from broad curriculum offerings to faculty-led programs focusing on a particular area or major. In addition, our Center for Global Engagement hosts exchange programs in Jamaica and Germany (Beyond Borders).

The Center for Academic and Professional Development develops and deploys web-based credit and non-credit courses for degree and non-degree seeking students. It also provides continuing education and other outreach activities locally, statewide, nationally, and internationally on behalf of Florida State University. All of the center’s activities and programs support its mission to extend the resources of Florida State University to promote lifelong learning.

The University employs 1,779 full-time faculty and more than 4,000 administrative, professional and support employees. There are 16 colleges currently offering 334 undergraduate and graduate degrees, including the Juris Doctor in Law, the Doctor of Medicine and 78 doctoral degrees.
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COMMISSIONER OF EDUCATION

The Honorable Pam Stewart

CHANCELLOR
STATE UNIVERSITY
SYSTEM OF FLORIDA

The Honorable Marshall Criser III

BOARD OF GOVERNORS

The Honorable Thomas G. Kuntz, Chair
The Honorable Richard A. Beard III
The Honorable Patricia Frost
The Honorable Jacob Hebert
The Honorable H. Wayne Huizenga, Jr.
The Honorable Darlene L. Jordan
The Honorable Sydney Kitson
The Honorable Ned C. Lautenbach
The Honorable Alan M. Levine
The Honorable Wendy S. Link
The Honorable Edward A. Morton
The Honorable Norman D. Tripp
The Honorable Gary S. Tyson
The Honorable Fernando J. Valverde

FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY
BOARD OF TRUSTEES

The Honorable Edward E. Burr, Chair
The Honorable Maximo Alvarez
The Honorable Kathryn Ballard
The Honorable William Buzzett
The Honorable Emily Fleming Duda
The Honorable Susan S. Fiorito
The Honorable Kyle Hill
The Honorable Mark Hillis
The Honorable Craig Mateer
The Honorable Leslie Pantin
The Honorable Bob Sasser
The Honorable Brent W. Sembler
ORDER OF
THE CONFERRAL
OF DEGREES

The order in which the academic degrees are conferred has been established by tradition. Beginning with the newest college in the University, the degrees are conferred in succession, proceeding toward the oldest college. Therefore, at Florida State University, the Dedman School of Hospitality is first and the College of Arts and Sciences is last in the conferral of academic degrees.

- Dedman School of Hospitality
- Jim Moran School of Entrepreneurship
- College of Applied Studies
- The Graduate School
- College of Medicine*
- College of Motion Picture Arts
- FAMU - FSU College of Engineering
- College of Fine Arts
- College of Communication and Information
- College of Social Sciences and Public Policy
- College of Law*
- College of Nursing
- College of Business
- College of Criminology and Criminal Justice
- College of Social Work
- College of Music
- College of Human Sciences
- College of Education
- College of Arts and Sciences

*Separate ceremonies

ACADEMIC REGALIA

Patterned from medieval university customs, today's academic regalia reflect the status, scholastic achievement and study discipline of the wearer. Colors are associated with different disciplines as seen in the trimmings of doctoral gowns and the edging of their hoods and in the tassels of caps worn by undergraduate candidates.

The rainbow of colors evident at FSU is traditional including white for the arts and humanities, brown for the fine arts, golden yellow for science, light blue for education, pink for music, citron for social work, drab for business, purple for law, apricot for nursing, maroon for human sciences and green for medicine.

Distinctions between gowns and hoods indicate the type of degree held by the wearer.

A gown worn fastened at the top and featuring long pointed sleeves is worn by those holding a bachelor's degree. The master's gown, which is worn open, has long chiseled sleeves with a slit near the upper part of the arm. The doctoral gown, also worn open, is faced with a broad strip of velvet and has crossbars of velvet on each sleeve. The bars may be of black velvet or of colored velvet indicative of the degree's discipline and agreeing with the edging of the hood.

Hoods are worn by those holding graduate degrees. The doctoral hood is longer and more elaborate than the master's hood. At FSU, the lining of the hood is garnet and gold representing the University's colors. However, a faculty member who holds a degree from another college or university wears the colors of his or her alma mater. The distinction should be made that the edging of the hood is in colors representing the wearer's discipline, but the lining of the hood is in colors representing the wearer's alma mater.

The colored tassel on the cap of an undergraduate candidate indicates the candidate's degree. Graduate candidates for degrees usually wear black tassels, although the doctoral cap may have its tassel of gold thread. At the time the bachelor's degree is conferred, the tassel is changed from the right to the left. Thereafter, it remains on the left side of the cap.

The governing force behind all of this tradition and the continuity of academic symbols dates from the Middle Ages. Officialdom dictates that the tradition should be departed from as sparingly as possible, not only to preserve the symbolism of pattern and color, but for utility as well.

Students wearing cords today are graduating with a degree of distinction. This distinction is based on all college work attempted and is awarded to undergraduates and College of Law students only. Students must have a 3.5 grade point average to graduate “Cum Laude” (gold cord), a 3.7 grade point average for “Magna Cum Laude” (garnet cord) and a 3.9 grade point average for “Summa Cum Laude” (garnet and gold cord).
COMMENCEMENT

MARSHALS AND SUBCOMMITTEES

HEAD MARSHALS

Greg Beaumont
Susan Fiorito
James Hunt
Rochelle Marrinan
Dennis Slice
Mark Zeigler

MASTER/SPECIALIST MARSHALS

Brandon Bowden
Craig Filar
Sara Hamon
Bruce Janasiewicz
Sandy Lewis

DOCTORAL MARSHALS

Laura Osteen
William Woodyard

COLLEGE MARSHALS

Sindy Chapa
Martha Cooper
Jane Dwyer Lee
Jim Elsner
Gregory Erickson
Fran Gomory
Rochelle Greenberg
Joseph Grzywacz
Michael Hammock
Kristine Harper
Carolyn Herrington
Noyan Ilk
Nathaniel Line
John Mann
Meredith McQuerry
John Myers
Pat Pallentino
Stan Pelkey

George Pesta
John Ribo
Gary Smith
Cynthia Studenic-Lewis
Kamal Tawfiq
Geoffrey Thomas
Maria Whyte

CONVOCATIONS EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE: Kimberly Barber, Greg Beaumont, Mary Coburn, Taylor Knudsen, Karen Laughlin, Sally McRorie
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES

UNDERGRADUATE AND GRADUATE DEGREES

John Thrasher, President, Presiding

FRIDAY EVENING

Processional
Sir Edward Elgar
Pomp and Circumstance
Florida State University
College of Music Brass Choir
Mr. Matthew Boswell, Conductor

(Those who are able are requested to rise when the Procession enters and to remain standing through the Seminole Tribe of Florida Color Guard, the Pledge of Allegiance led by Richard Taylor and the National Anthem led by James Schmid)

Welcome and Comments
President Thrasher

Welcome
Ms. Christina Lavender
2016-2017 Senior Class President

Introduction of Speaker
President Thrasher

Commencement Address
Mrs. Wendy Ludlow Clark
Chief Executive Officer of DDB North America and Advertising Age’s 2017 Executive of the Year

Award Presentation
President Thrasher
2017-2018 Robert O. Lawton Distinguished Professor of the Year

Conferring of Academic Degrees
President Thrasher

Recessional
J. Dayton Smith
Hymn to the Garnet and Gold
Arranged by: Charles Carter
Mr. Boswell, Conductor
Mr. Schmid, Vocalist

(Those who are able are requested to stand for the Recession)
SATURDAY MORNING

Processional
Sir Edward Elgar
*Pomp and Circumstance*
Florida State University College of Music Brass Choir
Mr. Matthew Boswell, Conductor

(Those who are able are requested to rise when the Procession enters and to remain standing through the Seminole Tribe of Florida Color Guard, the Pledge of Allegiance led by Nathaniel Boler and the National Anthem led by James Schmid)

Welcome and Comments
President Thrasher

Welcome
Mr. Nathan Molina
2016-2017 Student Body President

Introduction of Speaker
President Thrasher

Commencement Address
Mr. Michael Goldberg
Chief Executive Officer of Zimmerman, the largest retail advertising agency in the world

Conferring of Academic Degrees
President Thrasher

Recessional
J. Dayton Smith
*Hymn to the Garnet and Gold*
Arranged by: Charles Carter
Mr. Boswell, Conductor
Mr. Schmid, Vocalist

(Those who are able are requested to stand for the Recession)

SATURDAY AFTERNOON

Processional
Sir Edward Elgar
*Pomp and Circumstance*
Florida State University College of Music Brass Choir
Mr. Matthew Boswell, Conductor

(Those who are able are requested to rise when the Procession enters and to remain standing through the Seminole Tribe of Florida Color Guard, the Pledge of Allegiance led by Rebecca Tauber and the National Anthem led by James Schmid)

Welcome and Comments
President Thrasher

Welcome
Mr. Ben Elwood
Speaker of the Congress of Graduate Students

Introduction of Speaker
President Thrasher

Commencement Address
Mr. Brian P. Murphy
Founder and Chief Executive Officer of ReliaQuest, the global leader in enterprise managed cybersecurity solutions

Conferring of Academic Degrees
President Thrasher

Recessional
J. Dayton Smith
*Hymn to the Garnet and Gold*
Arranged by: Charles Carter
Mr. Boswell, Conductor
Mr. Schmid, Vocalist

(Those who are able are requested to stand for the Recession)
THE MACE

With origins in the Middle Ages, the mace is an ornamental staff that symbolizes the authority of the university president.

The Florida State University mace, created from native black walnut and gold-plated silver, was designed by Ivan Johnson, FSU Professor of Art. The woodwork is the effort of James C. Smith, 1992-93 Lawton Distinguished Professor of Psychology, and the metalwork the product of FSU alumnus Donald Vodicka.

The university marshal bears the mace before the president as the academic procession enters and retires from academic convocations.

THE MEDALLION

The medallion, which hangs on a heavy chain and bears the university Seal, was first presented to then FSU President Bernard Sliger by the Alumni Association at the revived Fall Convocation in 1988. John Thrasher is the sixth president to wear the brass medallion as a symbol of the office at formal academic functions. The Alumni Association has also presented all living former presidents with this badge of honor.

THE BANNER

The Banner is the highest ranking of the armorial ensigns, types of flag with heraldic significance, dating from medieval times. A knight who had displayed particularly valorous conduct became known as a Knight Banneret and was permitted to display his coat of arms on a square flag or banner carried on his lance. The Banner marked the carrier’s position in battle, in a ceremony, or at a tournament.

Like the Mace, the Banner is one of the medieval heraldic devices adopted by the faculties of universities in Scotland in the 1400s to embellish academic ceremonies. Today we use them to identify the colleges participating in formal academic convocations.

ACADEMIC DEANS AND DIRECTORS

Dedman School of Hospitality
Dr. Donald Farr

Jim Moran School of Entrepreneurship
Dr. Susan Fiorito

College of Applied Studies
Dr. Randall Hanna

The Graduate School
Dr. Nancy Hanna

College of Medicine
Dr. John P. Fogarty

College of Motion Picture Arts
Mr. Reb Braddock
Interim Dean

FAMU-FSU College of Engineering
Dr. J. Murray Gibson

College of Fine Arts
Mr. Peter Weishar

College of Communication and Information
Dr. Lawrence C. Dennis

College of Social Sciences and Public Policy
Dr. Tim Chapin
Interim Dean

College of Law
Dr. Erin O’Hara O’Connor

College of Nursing
Dr. Judith McFetridge-Durdle

College of Business
Dr. Michael Hartline

College of Criminology and Criminal Justice
Dr. Thomas G. Blomberg

College of Social Work
Dr. James Clark

College of Music
Dr. Patricia J. Flowers

College of Human Sciences
Dr. Michael Delp

College of Education
Dr. Marcy P. Driscoll

College of Arts and Sciences
Dr. Sam Huckaba

Undergraduate Studies
Dr. Karen L. Laughlin

University Libraries
Dr. Julia Zimmerman

Dean of Students
Ms. Vicki Dobiyanski
DEDMAN SCHOOL OF HOSPITALITY
Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Kathryn Anne Baston – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Jamie Rae Berry – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Caitlin Rae Chapman – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Peter Nathan Chapman – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Amy Ruth Christianson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Marcelo Del Vecchio – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Ashley Dover-Gholston – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Caroline Colby Fountain – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Karla Valeria Gaona Castillo – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Samuel Burke Mayfield – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Nicholas Anthony McLean – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Gregory Lake Meadows – Hospitality and Tourism Management
John Michael Ramirez – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Leah Rue Rozar – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Victoria Marie Skarda – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Kate Lynn Teeter – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Molly Annarosa Walters – Hospitality and Tourism Management
Phoebe Ty Ziegler (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality and Tourism Management

COLLEGE OF APPLIED STUDIES
Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Megan Lee Alderman – Professional Communication
Nicholas Michael Alexander – Professional Communication
Danny Arzu – Recreation, Tourism, & Events

Ashleigh Melissa Bragiel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Cameron Joseph Butts – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Sarah Elizabeth Caldwell – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Christine Hazel Canon (CUM LAUDE) – Law Enforcement Operations
Kaleb Tyler Casey – Law Enforcement Operations
Derek Edward Coker – Professional Communication
Lauren Elizabeth Corbin – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
John Stephen Darwin – Professional Communication
Sandra Elida de Arrignonaga (CUM LAUDE) – Professional Communication
Premo Averi Deering – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
John Maximiliano Demning – Law Enforcement Operations
Claire Lee Drake – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Mary Margaret Earnhart (CUM LAUDE) – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Coralanne Jeannette Emborski – Professional Communication
Matthew Edward Flinchum – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Danielle Alessandra Gracey – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Camerin Dixon Hatcher (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Professional Communication
Jennifer M. Hendrick – Law Enforcement Operations
Phoebe Elizabeth Isaac – Professional Communication
Brooke Ann Jaworski (CUM LAUDE) – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Ashlyn Noel Jernigan – Professional Communication
Micah Levi Lister (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Professional Communication
Michael Tyler Marlow – Professional Communication
Jordan Malter McAllister – Professional Communication
Jeanne Ann Mitchell – Professional Communication
Taylor Kyle Olmstead – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Tara Owens – Professional Communication
Sosonia Shauna Kay Quarrie (CUM LAUDE) – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
McKenzie Brooke Rinehart – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Byron Keith Rogers – Professional Communication
Andrew Robert Sidles – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Anna Kathryn Smith – Professional Communication
Candice Logan Snodgrass – Professional Communication
Lourraine Louise Souza – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Ashley Ellen Teate – Professional Communication
Joshua Dalton Turner – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Daniela Alejandra Vintimilla – Recreation, Tourism, & Events
Tyler Ray Virgin – Professional Communication
Brennan George Walsingham – Law Enforcement Intelligence
Malayna Rose Ward – Professional Communication

Whitley Markita Wilson – Law Enforcement Operations
Master of Science
With Major In

Julia C. Chroncik – Corporate & Public Communication
Sara Sue Di Calogero – Corporate & Public Communication
Taylor JoAnn Dorrrough – Corporate & Public Communication

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL
Master of Science
With Major In

Omena Okpowe – Materials Science & Engineering
Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Charlie Sanabria – Materials Science & Engineering
B.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Larbalestier

“A New Understanding of the Heat Treatment of Nb-Sn Superconducting Wires”

COLLEGE OF MEDICINE
Master of Science
With Major In

Whitney Taylor Basford – Bridge to Clinical Medicine
Diana Marcela Benedetti Davila – Bridge to Clinical Medicine
Cortez Brown – Bridge to Clinical Medicine
Laksmi N. Castillo – Bridge to Clinical Medicine
Jasmeda Q. Colvin – Bridge to Clinical Medicine
Fernanda Correa – Bridge to Clinical Medicine
Malcolm Lamar Dix – Bridge to Clinical Medicine
Tamara R. Gali – Bridge to Clinical Medicine
John Alexander Gonzalez – Research in Biomedical Sciences
Ciara Jahnay Grayson – Bridge to Clinical Medicine
Maheen Islam – Bridge to Clinical Medicine
DOCTOR OF MEDICINE
With Major In

Richard L. Laryea – Bridge to Clinical Medicine

Krista Michelle Brinkerhoff
Eric N. Brown
Nicole Brunner
Jared Keith Buchan
Quinton Cooper Campbell
Kai Chen
Caleb Evan Combs
Steffany Cortes
Kevin Christopher Coughlin
Heather Kay Cross
Alexander Davis
Blake T. Davis
Allison Morgan Ellis
Donald C. Engle
Stephanie M. Fall
Elizabeth S. Floyd
Eli Andrew Friedman
Lindsay B. Gardner-Walden
Steffin B. Golden
Paulin Gotrace
Matthew Thomas Grove
Danielle Elizabeth Guinan
Jennica Justine Hagberg
Sarah Allison Hardy
Crystal Harrison-Taylor
Jacob K. Hawkins
Jane-Elyse Henkel
Alexander T. Herbst
Jonathan Reid Hester
Heather Renee Highsmith
Jessica Lorraine Hill
Ryan Jeffrey Hill
Ariel Louise Hoffman
Henry Brant Huson
Rebecca Jean Iman
Samuel Bahman Jalalí
William Edward Johnson Jr.
Christopher Larsen Jones
Mayuri Jagdish Joshi
Emily Anne Kaltz
Joelle Ashley Kane
Eric Matthew Keasler
Dwight Elijah Kemp
Matthew John Khayata
Amber Kathleen Harrell Kirby
Ashley N. Knarzer
Travis Logan Larson
Ilisa Lee
Jason Adam Lesnick
Juan David Lopez
Rodolfo De Paula Loureiro
Miranda Charity Mack
Angelina Malamo
Dejon Jermaine Maloney
Ashok Kumar Manepalli
Brittany Marie Martin
Tamara A. Marrishow
Jonathan Andrew McKenzie
Anthony Robert Miller
Dorty Morency
Robert Morris
Dina Mercedes Mosquera
Edson J. Mwakyajala
Alisa Janell Newman
Kaitlin M. Nicholson
William D. Nimmons
Kristen Noud
Nwamaka O. Onyeozili
Emily C. Ost
Caitlin Parks Premuroso
Chirag Patel
Jalpa Mrugesh Patel
Mitesh Dipakkumar Patel
Joseph G. Pepitone
Mueez K. Qureshi
Rachel Elizabeth Rackard
Rhea Camille Ramjit
Stacy M. Ranson
Samuel Hunter Renfro
Torrie L. Reynolds-Herbst
Rachel L. Rider
Jarrod C. Robertson
Zachary Shai Rogozinski
Janina Rojas
Myron L. Rolle
Carlos Alberto Rubiano Jr.
Donya Salmasnia Imanrad
Jacqueline Mercedes Sanchez
Brett R. Schubert
Thomas James Shakar
Krysten Elizabeth Sherrod
Michelle Elise Silva
Heather Kelly Stewart
Theodore Jackson Strom
Alessandra Maneguilli Correa Taylor
Princess Urbina
Sanaz Vaziri
Alex Michelle Vezina
Peggy H. Vogt
Michael Sean Warren
Caroline Boke Waryoba
Tristan Buchanan Weir
Tyler Paul Wellman
Whitney H. Whitfield
Shanin S. Wilson
Israel Wootton
Jeffrey Rhodus Wunderlich, Jr.
Eftechios Phil Xanthoudakis
Catalina Maria Zapata
Karolina Zaynakov
Susanna Taylor Zorn

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
With Major In

Lisa Marie DiCarlo – Biomedical Sciences
B.S., Louisiana State University
Major Professor: Dr. Richard Nowakowski

“Gene Expression in the Mouse Brain during the Female Reproductive Cycle”

Kourtney Catherine Graham – Neuroscience – BMS
B.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Yi Zhou

“Regional Inhibition of 14-3-3 Proteins Induces Schizophrenia-Related Behaviors via Disturbed Neuronal Circuits”

Stephanie N. Hurwitz – Biomedical Sciences
B.S., Tulane University
Major Professor: Dr. David Meckes, Jr.

“Oncogenic Extracellular Vesicle Biogenesis and Protein Trafficking”

COLLEGE OF MOTION PICTURE ARTS
Bachelor of Fine Arts
With Major In

Jamie Francis Blackband (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Stephen L. Bond (CUM LAUDE) – Animation & Digital Arts
Mary Kate Broadway (CUM LAUDE) – Animation & Digital Arts
Justin David Burt (CUM LAUDE) – Animation & Digital Arts
Taylor Rae Cook (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Corey J. Crumpacker – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Aaron James Hadley (CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Amelia Catharine Hazlett (CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Jared Samuel Hopkins (CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Zachary Hoskin Jr. – Animation & Digital Arts
Carly Elizabeth Howard (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Geri Lynn Ingall (CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Grace Victoria Marrero (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Andrew Joseph Mazzarella (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Lana Arielle McClung (CUM LAUDE) – Animation & Digital Arts
Emily Sue Mills (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Animation & Digital Arts
Courtney Taylor Ross (CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Justin David Sadler (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Spencer Magnum Smyth (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Animation & Digital Arts
Gabriel Dutra Souza (CUM LAUDE) – Animation & Digital Arts
Austin James Tyler (CUM LAUDE) – Animation & Digital Arts
Melin Valdez (CUM LAUDE) – Animation & Digital Arts
Brooke Aniela Zbytniewski (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Animation & Digital Arts
Lily Salem Ziegler (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Motion Picture Arts - Production
Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Chad Everett Adams – Mechanical Engineering
Andrew Mitchell Alderman – Civil Engineering
Kevin ElierAlfonso (CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering
Ryan Luis Alica – Mechanical Engineering
Migara Yasaswin Amarasinghe – Computer Engineering
Olisaameks Rac Anaeto – Civil Engineering
Richard Torial Anderson – Computer Engineering
Migara Yasaswin Amarasinghe

Ryan Luis Alica – Civil Engineering
Kevin Elier Alfonso – Chemical Engineering
Lindsay Ming-Xue Chen – Computer Engineering
Dylan Kyle Chestnut – Chemical Engineering
Wesley Michael Chevillo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Bruce Barton Childers III – Computer Engineering
Hyunbin Shawn Cho – Computer Engineering
Melanie Denise Chung Hun – Industrial Engineering
Nathaniel Joseph Cohen – Electrical Engineering
Andrew Joseph Colangelo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering
Anne Marie Collar – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
David Nathaniel Cook – Computer Engineering
Nicholas Robert Cooper (CUM LAUDE) – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
Ezekiel Braxton Copeland – Industrial Engineering
Marco Joseph Cordoba Sanchez – Civil Engineering
Ernest H. Cribtree – Electrical Engineering
Corey S. Cresp – Civil Engineering
Emily Kathryn Czelusniak – Environmental Engineering-Civil
Thomas Michael D’Aguilar – Environmental Engineering-Civil
Justin Brady Daniel – Mechanical Engineering
Jayden Donald Darby – Chemical Engineering
Jovanny Davila – Industrial Engineering
Austin Myles Davis – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
Spencer Fielding Day – Mechanical Engineering
Jonathan Giovanni De La Rosa – Mechanical Engineering
Salvatore Anthony Dellaria – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
Garrett Kelley Desoto (CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering
Christopher Ryan Dicks – Electrical Engineering
Breck E. Dorsey – Mechanical Engineering
Patrick Joseph Dorsey – Civil Engineering
Shawn Matthew Drawdy – Mechanical Engineering
Sean Michael Duarte – Civil Engineering
Stephen Dubatowka – Industrial Engineering
Chad Louis Duffy – Chemical Engineering
Leslie Victoria Dunn (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering
Daniela Raquel Echeverri (CUM LAUDE) – Chemical - Materials Engineering
Benjamin J. Edwards – Mechanical Engineering
Kendal Lee Edwards (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Engineering
Sarah Evans – Civil Engineering
Zachary Ryan Ezzo – Mechanical Engineering
Tomas Fajardo – Chemical Engineering
Nicole Elizabeth Falco – Computer Engineering
Khaled Diab Farhat – Electrical Engineering
Kieran Patrick Farmer – Electrical Engineering
Leslie Nicole Faulkner – Industrial Engineering
Eduardo Antonio Fernandez (CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Leandro Aurelio Fernandez – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
Luis Eduardo Figueroa Molina – Mechanical Engineering
Hunter Michael Fitch – Electrical Engineering
Marissa Lynn Foreit – Mechanical Engineering
Colin Reid Fortner (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Electrical Engineering
Tyler Sampson Fozkos – Chemical - Materials Engineering
Austin Franklin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering
Susan Elena Fries – Civil Engineering
Donald Eugene Gahres – Mechanical Engineering
Benjamin Robert Galivan – Electrical Engineering
Jason Alexander Gallia (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Electrical Engineering
Ashley Ruth Gannon – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
Grant Garavaglia – Computer Engineering
Sofia Garcia Rojas (CUM LAUDE) – Industrial Engineering
Pedro Raul Garcia-Leoni – Industrial Engineering
Jacob Nicholas Garder – Environmental Engineering-Civil
Eddie Gibson Jr. – Computer Engineering
Melanie Theresa Gonzalez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Electrical Engineering
Santiago Gonzalez – Civil Engineering
Alexis Kyree Good – Chemical Engineering
Max Adam Goodkind (CUM LAUDE) – Electrical Engineering
Terry Grandchamps – Mechanical Engineering
Tariq Wanya Grant – Mechanical Engineering
Veronica Kyle Griffin – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
Brandon Louis Gusto – Mechanical Engineering
Max Adam Goodkind (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Electrical Engineering
Austin Todd Hack (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering
Quentin Travis Hardwick – Mechanical Engineering
Brandon O’Keith Harmon – Computer Engineering
Madison William Harrell – Civil Engineering
Christopher David Hartman – Civil Engineering
Gail Adeline Haslett – Industrial Engineering
Joseph Arthur Hausinger III – Civil Engineering
Matthew Connor Hedine – Mechanical Engineering
Ryan Christopher Hennessy – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
Jonathan Scott Higger – Chemical Engineering
Eric Douglas Hill (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
Kiet Tuan Ho – Mechanical Engineering
Sarah Anne Hood (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering
William Alexander Hoskovec – Electrical Engineering
Austin Cole Houser – Mechanical Engineering
Shannon Erin Hulter (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Brooke Ashley Hughes – Industrial Engineering
Zachary Ryan Ezzo – Mechanical Engineering
Alisha Renee Hunt (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Electrical Engineering
James Romell Hutchinson – Mechanical Engineering
William Steven Hutto II – Mechanical Engineering
Cameron Phineas Jackson – Computer Engineering
Timothy James (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Engineering-Civil
Alexandra Barbara John – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
Andre Johnson – Electrical Engineering
Stephen Scott Johnson – Mechanical Engineering
Thomas Michael Johnson – Computer Engineering
Devin Scott Justice – Mechanical Engineering
Evelyn Olayinka Kassim (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
Kyler James Kazmerski – Mechanical Engineering
Courtney Denise Kee – Industrial Engineering
Brendan Patrick Kelley – Civil Engineering
Catherine Alexandra Kent – Mechanical Engineering
Nicholas Alfred Khayata – Mechanical Engineering
Colleen Margaret Kidder (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering
Michael Britt Kiefer – Mechanical Engineering
Jacob Andrew Kilpatrick – Computer Engineering
Landon Robert Kipker – Mechanical Engineering

Grant Abraham Kleiner (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Industrial Engineering
Jared Jeffrey Klemm – Electrical Engineering
Harrison Adams Korb – Civil Engineering
Daniel James Kozell – Mechanical Engineering
Kimberly Leandre (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Engineering
Dylan Durell Lefante – Mechanical Engineering
Tianna Nicole Lento – Electrical Engineering
Adam Michael Lentz – Civil Engineering
Raymond Thomas Lessig – Mechanical Engineering

Randy Nash Leverone – Chemical Engineering
Austin Taylor Lewis (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Engineering
Trent Loboda – Electrical Engineering
Timothy W. Lootens – Mechanical Engineering
Matthew Lowлавar – Civil Engineering
Rachel Victoria Lucas – Environmental Engineering
Jonathan DePro MacDonald – Mechanical Engineering

Luke Tanner Maeder – Mechanical Engineering
Michelle Desiree Maggiore – Mechanical Engineering
Michele Maltagliati – Industrial Engineering
Alexander Joseph Mangas – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering

Troy Alan Marshall – Mechanical Engineering
Stephan Roger Martin – Civil Engineering
Jena Marissa Martino (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Mark Cole Marzano – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
William Henry Mauch (CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering

Kathleen Elise McClanahan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Brandon C. McGill – Chemical Engineering
Eric Ray Melamed – Industrial Engineering
Austen Lewis Mellers – Computer Engineering
Michael J. Mier – Electrical Engineering
Christian Anthony Millone – Mechanical Engineering

Brandon Scott Miller – Chemical Engineering
Robert David Minter – Computer Engineering
Alexandra Elizabeth Mire – Mechanical Engineering

Austin Davis Moore – Mechanical Engineering
Zachary Tyler Moore – Mechanical Engineering
Kaitlin M. Morarty – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
Garrett Taylor Murray – Electrical Engineering
Olenka Namuche – Civil Engineering
Samuel Austin Nauditt – Mechanical Engineering

Alberto Navarro – Industrial Engineering
Steven Scott Neace – Civil Engineering
Andres Antonio Nodarse (CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering
Ryan Christopher Noel – Environmental Engineering
Joseph Donald Nowicki (CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering
Tyler Wesley O’Ferrell (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Engineering
Kristine Adel Obermair – Engineering-Civil
Marcel Kelechi Ogbonna-Aku – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
Jake Lloyd Ogbum – Electrical Engineering
James Michael Oliveros – Computer Engineering
Engineering and Art History
John Recob Wolpe – Computer Engineering
Sarah Elizabeth Urso Palmon – Chemical - Materials Engineering
Keval Suresh Patel (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering
Ruchi Rajeshkumar Patel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering
Matthew Shelby Patton – Mechanical Engineering
Michael Alan Pelletier (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Engineering
Manuel Paula Perez Ayuro – Computer Engineering
Olivier Gregory Perrault – Electrical Engineering
Hannah Patricia Pippin – Electrical Engineering
Troy Raymond Placid – Mechanical Engineering
Andrew Alan Dudley Platt – Civil Engineering
Garrett Anthony Platy Rady – Mechanical Engineering

Amy Nicole Plommer – Chemical Engineering
Andrew Jacob Pluta – Civil Engineering
William Jacob Pohle – Mechanical Engineering
Jack Anthony Pullo – Mechanical Engineering
Brandon Wayne Purvis – Computer Engineering
Alison Gabriela Pustelnia – Mechanical Engineering

Mateo Quintanilla – Electrical Engineering
Duncan Lindsay Rady – Civil Engineering
Arianna Michelle Rajabi – Electrical Engineering
Alejandra Paola Ramirez – Chemical Engineering

Seth Lucan Rejda – Mechanical Engineering
Spencer Alliot Rendon – Industrial Engineering
James Bassil Rhoden (CUM LAUDE) – Electrical Engineering
David Joseph Riuschek Jr. – Computer Engineering

Cesar Ernesto Rivas – Electrical Engineering
Isaiah Angel Rivera – Chemical Engineering
Fiona Haley Robertson – Mechanical Engineering

Cody Thomas Rochford – Mechanical Engineering

Michael Kyle Roddenberry – Mechanical Engineering
Brian Russell Ross – Mechanical Engineering
Wyatt Orion Rothwell – Civil Engineering
Casey Lynn Rowe (CUM LAUDE) – Industrial Engineering

Samuel Nathan Rubin – Mechanical Engineering
Peter J. Sahwell – Chemical - Biomedical Engineering

Cedriss Mendelev Saint-Louis – Computer Engineering

Hafs O. Sakka – Mechanical Engineering
Nicolas Salazar – Mechanical Engineering
Richard Victor Sandoval – Chemical Engineering

Evon Scott Sarantino – Computer Engineering
George Hastings Sartin II – Civil Engineering
Steven F. Scarpa – Civil Engineering

Savannah Danella Schaler (CUM LAUDE) – Civil Engineering
Nicolas Schutz – Industrial Engineering
Adam Benjamin See (WITH HONORS) – Electrical Engineering
Alexandria Shapiro – Chemical Engineering
William Kennedy Sidebottom – Computer Engineering

Sethin Bailey Simmons – Civil Engineering
Carolina Maria Simone Orilac – Industrial Engineering
Jonathan Robert Sims – Civil Engineering
Kevin Jay Sison – Mechanical Engineering
Willie Clearance Smith – Chemical - Materials Engineering
Ashley Nichole Solek – Civil Engineering
Cara Grace Sorrick – Industrial Engineering
Kaitlin Grace Startzel – Civil Engineering

Braeinit Bradley Strange – Chemical Engineering

Jonathan Blair Strickland – Mechanical Engineering
Andrew Ryan Svendsen – Mechanical Engineering
David Vincent Sweeney – Chemical Engineering
Esteban Szalay – Mechanical Engineering
Victor Manuel Taft Ford – Industrial Engineering
Shazeen Tariq – Computer Engineering
Gregory Devin Tate – Electrical Engineering
Jonathan Michael Thomas – Chemical Engineering

Reid Michael Thomas (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering
Theodore Daniel Thomas – Civil Engineering
Dylan James Tootle – Electrical Engineering
Emily Caroline Ubillos (CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Engineering
Brandon Van – Mechanical Engineering
Emily Yvonne Vargas (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Industrial Engineering

Mariano Alan Villanueva Cruz – Electrical Engineering
Dylan Jacob Wallace – Chemical Engineering
Nathaniel E. Walsh – Electrical Engineering
Tristan Ferdinand Walter (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering

Keith Elliott-Shew Weldon – Chemical Engineering
Carl Thomas Wieand – Mechanical Engineering
Craig Wiggins Jr. – Civil Engineering
Devin Michael Williams – Chemical Engineering

George Bishop Williams – Chemical - Materials Engineering
Justin Robert Williams – Chemical - Materials Engineering

Craig Michael Williams – Mechanical Engineering
Justice L. Wobser – Electrical Engineering

Alexandria Mai Woodruff (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Mechanical Engineering
Alexander T. Yamato – Chemical Engineering

Haili Yontor (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Engineering
Moise Reginald Zamor – Electrical Engineering

Master of Engineering

With Major In

Margaret Amelia Bryant – Civil Engineering
Mark Tilton Llewellyn Jr. – Civil Engineering
Divya Bahadur – Chemical Engineering
Luke Richard Baldwin – Mechanical Engineering
Sai Chand Chennoju – Industrial Engineering
Mingyang Chen – Civil Engineering
Seshuteja Chepyala – Electrical Engineering
Sneha Chityala – Civil Engineering
Sadiyah Sabah Chowdhury – Mechanical Engineering
Esther Osemudiamen Daniels – Industrial Engineering
Ali Esmaieeli Sikaroudi – Mechanical Engineering
Mohammed Masum Siraj Khan – Chemical Engineering
Ali Hassan Hariri – Electrical Engineering
B.S., Lebanese American University
Major Professor: Dr. Omar Faruque
“Simulation Tools and Technique for Analyzing the Impacts of Photovoltaic System Integration”

Haykel Melaouhia – Civil Engineering
B.S., École Nationale D’Ingénieurs de Tunis
M.S., École Nationale D’Ingénieurs de Tunis
Major Professor: Dr. Tarek Abichou
“Gas Emissions in Landfills”

Phillip Michael Munday – Mechanical Engineering
B.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Kunihiko Taira
“Active Flow Control and Global Stability Analysis of Separated Flow over a NASA 0012 Airfoil”

Jonathan Ng – Electrical Engineering
B.E., Huazhong University of Science and Technology
M.S., University of Erlangen-Nuremberg
Major Professor: Dr. Ming Yu
“Effective Channel Utilization: Modeling and Applications in Wireless Networks”

Kyle A. Pascioni – Mechanical Engineering
B.S., University of Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Louis N. Cattafesta III
“An Aeroacoustic Characterization of a Multi-Element Airfoil”

Yiyang Sun – Mechanical Engineering
B.S., Huazhong University of Science and Technology
Major Professor: Dr. Kunihiko Taira
“Global Instability Analysis and its Application to Control of Compressible Flows over Cavity”

Ira Monroe Wheaton Jr. – Industrial Engineering
B.S., Florida A&M University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Samuel Awoyinfi

Theodore Worden – Mechanical Engineering
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professors: Dr. Furrer, Ali, and Dr. Chiang Shih
“Aeroacoustic Characteristics of Supersonic Impinging Jets”

Yuanwei Yan – Chemical Engineering
B.S., East China University of Science and Technology
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Yan Li
“Engineering Neural Tissue Patterning of Human Induced Pluripotent Stem Cells for Modeling Alzheimer’s Disease”

Guang Yang – Chemical Engineering
B.E., Southeast University
M.S., Southeast University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Daniel T. Hallinan Jr.
“Gold-Nanoparticle-Based Analytical Tools to Facilitate Research in Lithium Batteries”

Yang Zhang – Mechanical Engineering
B.E., Huazhong University of Science and Technology
M.S., University of Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Louis N. Cattafesta III
“Three Dimensional Control of High-Speed Cavity Flow Oscillations”
Renata Joy Fulginiti (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Brian Tyler Gamel – Theatre
Dominic Mark Gannon – Studio Art
Madison Selby Gardner (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Media/Communication Studies
Justin Allen Gault – Theatre
Kristy Elisabeth Gaunt (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Danielle Gavish (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Media/Communication Studies
Megan Elizabeth Gerrard – Studio Art
Brooke Colette Giannetti – Studio Art
Liam Michael Gibb – Theatre
Haylee Simpson Glasel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Art History
DeYonté Aaron Goodman – Studio Art
Rebecca Barrow Hall (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Media/Communication Studies
Emma Blake Handler
Lauren Kate Hanranan – Studio Art
Logan Andrew Hayes – Theatre
Joshua Alfredo Hernandez (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Rachel Elizabeth Hochstein (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Hospitality Management
Michelle Juajibar (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Art History
Anabel Inigo – Theatre
Lesli Jeanne Irons (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Morgan Elizabeth Jackson (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Kayleigh Joan Jensen (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art and Russian
Patrick Peter Jornlid – Studio Art
Kathryn Marie Kane (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Christopher Hubert Keil Jr. – Theatre
Hadley Anne Knapp (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art and Art History
Daniel Allen Knoll (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Alexa Kroitoro – Studio Art
Kailey Nicole Krupar – Studio Art
Bethany Elyse Lang (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Caleb Andrew Lang – Theatre
Teresa Maria Laussell – Studio Art
Michael Alexander Leyte-Vidal – Theatre
Erika Mikhiko Love (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Takahya Ma’Kisa Love – Studio Art
Katherine Anne Lowe (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Samuel Conner McBride – Theatre
Dillon James Mcdermott – Studio Art
Erin Nicole Mcclachlan – Studio Art
Erin Kaitlin Meilich (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Kasandra Lynne Meiler (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Sydney Merriweather-Stuart (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Benjamin Lutrell Middleton – Studio Art
Samantha Miker (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Art History
Ismael Azi Milligan – Studio Art
Alana Lorraine Miner – Studio Art
Michael Anthony Molina – Theatre
Michelle Mary Morrison – Studio Art
Jaclyn Marie Neidenthal – Theatre
Samantha Michelle Nelson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Jessica Nguyen – Studio Art
Alison Jessica Nichols – Studio Art
Elena Niculescu – Studio Art
Sydney Marie Norris (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Women’s Studies
Sarah Jean Notley (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Art History
Darian Nicole Overway – Studio Art
James Michael Owens – Studio Art
Miranda Morgan Paine (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Katherine Elizabeth Pedrick – Studio Art
Johanna Beverly Peterson (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Lauren Nicole Pincus – Theatre
Nicole Elizabeth Potosky – Studio Art
Elizabeth Rileigh Puckett (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art and Media/Communication Studies
Melissa Ramirez – Studio Art
Nicholas Kristofer Richardson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
Mary Beth Ritter – Theatre
Jose Luis Rivera (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Creative Writing
Parker Dee Robinson – Studio Art
Ryan Robinson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art and Media/Communication Studies
Megan Rose Rochford – Theatre and Marketing
Jacqueline Sardinas – Studio Art
Kelly Marie Scandone (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Art History
luisa Schneider (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Ariana Nicole Schrier – Studio Art
Michelina Anne Schulze – Art History
Sarah Elizabeth Shotola (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Amber Rose Sieradzki (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art and Media/Communication Studies
Scott Simon – Studio Art
Elizabeth Anne Spoon – Studio Art
Malin Louise Stevens (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Zachary Ryan Suchlicki (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Taylor Catherin Suffridge (CUM LAUDE) – Theatre
John Taylor Timmons – Theatre
Alexander George Tinsley – Theatre and Sport Management
Joan Nichole Townsend (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art and Japanese Language & Culture
Caroline Jean Turner – Art History
Amelia Leigh Vendemand (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Luke A. Votzke – Studio Art
Erin Samantha Walls – Art History and Editing Writing & Media
Caitlin Marie Ward – Studio Art
Marina Caci Williams – Studio Art
Danée Nicole Wolfe (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Madison Woodward (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Theatre and Japanese Language & Culture
Bachelor of Fine Arts
With Major In

Olivia Paige Allen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Amanda Ashley Ayo (CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Alexis Blaze Beucler (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art and Literature
Ryan Carter (CUM LAUDE) – Acting
Steven Christopher Carter – Acting
Kelley Suzette Cunningham – Studio Art and Creative Writing
Sarah Rachel Diamond (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Cristina Carolina Echezarreta (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Max Henry Epstein (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Rebecca Kay Lee Fittin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Isabella Estevez Groff – Acting
Britton Johnson Hollingsworth (CUM LAUDE) – Music Theatre - Theatre
Lillian Kaufmann (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Theatre - Theatre
Genevieve Kathryn Li (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Kariana Raquel Magno (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Studio Art
Kayla Marie McClellan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Shabria Elizabeth Mosely – Dance
Colleen Ann O’Neill (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Studio Art
Logan Lynn Pattyson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Gisselle Perez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Stephanie Ashley Rivas (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Nicole Leigh Ruggiero (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Kariana Eve Sanchez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Acting
Trevor Michael Schmidt (CUM LAUDE) – Music Theatre - Theatre
Taylor Marie Sherry (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Theatre - Theatre
LiA Romana Stivers – Dance
Taylor Anne Thomas – Studio Art
Olivia Naomi Yibei Tinnin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Madalyn Jackson Tucker (CUM LAUDE) – Studio Art
Antonina Valentina Vargas – Acting
Alyssa Velazquez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Dance
Mikaila Monique Ward (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Dance
Karina Willis (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Acting
Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Brenna Elise Adiano – Interior Design
Manuela Emma Aguirre (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Alexandra Nicole Barkow (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Mason Christopher Brown – Studio Art
Cassandra Lynn Bufano (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Shanece Burton – Interior Design
Madison Place Campbell – Interior Design
Carly Lynn Cherny, M.A. (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Jordan Michele Dobrow – Interior Design
Mary G. Downing (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Savannah Lauren Faust (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
April Janelle Gagné – Interior Design
Zoe Elizabeth Gaik – Interior Design
Caroleena Gaines – Interior Design
Alex Jonathan Godwin – Interior Design
Emily Ann Haynes (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Mercedes Henke (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Madison Leigh Hogue – Interior Design
Karyn Nicole Israel (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Reid S. Johnson – Interior Design
Rebecca Nicole Keating (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
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Sarah Elizabeth Kost (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Catherine Bliss Kreh (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Kristina Michelle Lara (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Katherine Frances Long (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Mackenzie A. Lyon – Interior Design
Taylor Paige Martin (CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Linzie Merchant – Interior Design
Bryan James Miller – Interior Design and History
Anna Marie Muhberger – Interior Design
Coral Ann Nolan – Interior Design
Margaret Ramsay (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Mindie Brooke Schwartz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Katherine Rene Skrypek (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Interior Design
Zoe Afrodite Tischner – Interior Design
Katelyn Elizabeth Varhalla – Interior Design
Vanessa Rose Verheuvel – Interior Design
Austen Elizabeth Whipple – Interior Design

Master of Arts
With Major In
Dianna Suzanne Bradley – Museum & Cultural Heritage Studies
Chelsea Nicole Dinkel – Museum & Cultural Heritage Studies
Achia Jemuel Floyd – Arts Administration - Art
Jane Louise Hamel – Museum & Cultural Heritage Studies
Meagan E. Helman – Studio & Related Studies
Ana Isabel Juarez – Museum & Cultural Heritage Studies
Hilary Eva Juillianna – Museum & Cultural Heritage Studies
Silun Li – Arts Administration - Art
Zhijiu Liu – Arts Administration - Art
Elizabeth May Loefelman – Art History
Melissa Erin Maichele – Art History
Mallory Elisabeth Nanny – Art History
Tiffany Frances Patrick – Arts Administration - Art
Stephanie Shaw – Art History
Margaret Aileen Swain – Museum & Cultural Heritage Studies
Morgan Ashley Szymbanski – Museum Education and Visitor-Centered Exhibitions
Xiangqi Tan – Museum & Cultural Heritage Studies
Emily Michelle Tuttle – Art History
Yuqian Wei – Arts Administration - Art

Master of Fine Arts
With Major In
Heather Celeste Boni – Dance
Rachel Ann Buechele – Costume Design
Mary Chong – Studio Art
Jillian Claire Courtney – Acting
Ross Christopher Daniel – Dance
Michelle Eccles – Studio Art
Rainy Edwards – Costume Design
Michael David Fisher – Acting
Rob Glauz – Acting
Amanda Nichelle Hiatt – Theatre Management
Alexander Hope – Theatre Management
Collin Huse – Technical Production
Jessalyn Kilgour – Theatre Management
Christina Ann Klein – Studio Art
Sierra Jean Kramer – Studio Art

Scott Kuiper – Acting
Mollie Hannah LaTorre – Costume Design
Alayna Ardy Lee – Dance
Andre Dontrell Lumpkin – Dance
Brett Mack – Acting
Brandon Maldonado – Acting
Wyatt McNeil – Acting
Johanna Miller – Technical Production
Anna Livia Patsfall – Dance
Erik Michael Pedersen – Studio Art
Michael J. Perez – Acting
Jennifer Akalina Petuch – Dance
Chelsea Anne Raflo – Studio Art
Danielle Nicole Renella – Acting
Kathleen Landser Saunders – Studio Art
Jacob Sherburne – Acting
Amanda Sieradzki – Dance
Kelly Elizabeth Smith – Acting
Cheri Levon Stokes – Dance
Jessie Erin Taylor – Acting
Dana Emil White Jr. – Technical Production
Gabriel Jacob Williams – Dance
Robert Austin Yorke – Studio Art

Master of Science
With Major In
Shahd Abdulfallah A. Alsadhan – Interior Design
Leanna Dors Arroyo – Art Education
Samantha Nicole Beauregard – Art Education
Morgan Elizabeth Jackson – Art Education
Jessica Meli – Interior Design
Kelli Diane Mihalcin – Interior Design
Christian Lee Mummau Nilson – Interior Design
Logan Lynn Pattinson – Art Education
Elizabeth Rileigh Puckett – Art Education
Ryan Robinson – Art Education
Jacqueline Schweiger – Interior Design
Maddison Chloe Stevens – Art Education
Jocelyn Irene Turcotte – Interior Design
Caitlin Marie Ward – Art Education
Erin Marie Weinberg – Interior Design

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In
Mary E. Lescher – Art History
B.A., Florida State University
B.F.A., Florida State University
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Robert Neuman

“The Little Studio That Could: The Contribution of Walt Disney Feature Animation Florida to the Animation Renaissance and Theme-Park Entertainment”

Kristi Marie Peterson – Art History
B.A., Florida State University
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Carrasco

“Consumption and Construction: Devotional Images and the Place of Empire in Postclassic Mexico, 1325-1521”

COLLEGE OF COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION
Bachelor of Arts
With Major In
Rona Kiana Akbari – Digital Media Production
Alexis Aria Bass (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Anais Bergues – Advertising
Carolyn Jane Alanz Bernucca (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Rachel Ann Brockett (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Aubrey Laura Brown (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Jonathan Patrick Candella – Advertising
Tabitha Rose Cervantes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Public Relations and Creative Writing
Mindly Anika Clarke – Media/Communication Studies
Nicole Alexandra Corrochano – Media/Communication Studies
Austin Franklin DeWitt – Media/Communication Studies and International Affairs
Amanda Leigh DiPirro – Public Relations
Rachel Anne Dix-Kessler (CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Sarah Rose Fuhrman (CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations and Theatre
Sara Maria Gomez (CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Kaitlyn Danielle Hamby (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production
Caroline R. Hardaway – Digital Media Production
Tatiana Jeudy (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Jamie Denise Louden (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Lindsey Ann McBride (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Megan Michael McClain (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Jack Horrell Milocco – Media/Communication Studies
Nathalie Nagamine – Advertising
Errin Halloran Theresa Orzel – Media/Communication Studies
Jannmaris Perez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Jordan Thomas Prutsman – Digital Media Production
Rose Hongbao Rodgers-Dryfoos (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Morgan Christine Rose (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Advertising and Editing, Writing, & Media
Mackenzie Lynne Sadler (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Editing, Writing, & Media
Brandon Natalio Santos – Media/Communication Studies
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Concentration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Katelyn Nicole Schulze</td>
<td>(Magna Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Public Relations and Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jocelyn Denise Simmons</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies and Sociology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Savannah Stewart Stifer</td>
<td>(Summa Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Digital Media Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Elizabeth Summers</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Public Relations and Editing, Writing, &amp; Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miranda Faye Teta</td>
<td></td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies and Editing, Writing, Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandi Jenae Troup</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Elizabeth Walz</td>
<td></td>
<td>Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayle Michelle Wilson</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Digital Media Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiersten Marisa Wonsack</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Digital Media Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bachelor of Science</td>
<td></td>
<td>With Major In</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan Carlos Abreut</td>
<td>(Information Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Andreina Aldana</td>
<td>(Digital Media Production)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Alex Alessandrelli</td>
<td>(Digital Media Production)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth F. Allen</td>
<td>(Communication Science &amp; Disorders)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joanna Alvarez</td>
<td>(Summa Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mariana Mallaco Alves</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaelisse Aponte Caraballo</td>
<td>(Magna Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Public Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crystal Mercedes Arguello</td>
<td></td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Armacida</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirile Gershaine Subella Arrindell</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Denise Arvin</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sari Ruth Babkes</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sofia Elena Ball</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthias Baranovich</td>
<td>(Information Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarod Barclay</td>
<td>(Information Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Camila Valeria Barco</td>
<td>(Media/Communication Studies and Criminology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Bartolucci</td>
<td>(Information &amp; Communication Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Frank Basen III</td>
<td>(Information Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carter James Bass</td>
<td>(Information Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaitlyn Debra Baughman</td>
<td>(Media/Communication Studies)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Stefani Beard</td>
<td>(Magna Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Christopher Beattie</td>
<td></td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kassi Sheyanne Bell</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Digital Media Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Michael Bessati</td>
<td>(Information &amp; Communication Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Luiz Bergami</td>
<td>(Information Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anais Bergues</td>
<td>(Advertising)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Frances Berman</td>
<td>(Advertising)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Jay Berry</td>
<td>(Information Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Stone Russell</td>
<td>(Magna Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Digital Media Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brooke Ashton Bibza</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Francesca Gabriella Blasio</td>
<td>(Magna Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Lynn Bly</td>
<td>(Information Communication &amp; Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Quinn John</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Ray Bolt</td>
<td>(Magna Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nikhil Colin Bosshardt</td>
<td>(Information Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D’Jenaya Annise Bowser</td>
<td>(Summa Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Tyler Boyett</td>
<td>(Media/Communication Studies and Criminology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hannah Elizabeth Brock</td>
<td>(Magna Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Clark Buddemeier</td>
<td>(Information Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Bailey Burnette</td>
<td>(Magna Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Advertising and International Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Bennett Burns</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Gustavo Bussé</td>
<td>(Public Relations)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pablo Jose Calderon</td>
<td>(Magna Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Marie Callahan</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe Clayson Dorner</td>
<td>(Summa Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hope Alexandra Carpiniello</td>
<td>(Media/Communication Studies)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiersten Renee Casey</td>
<td>(Magna Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phoenix Noelani Catoa</td>
<td>(Magna Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tony U. Cazarez</td>
<td>(Magna Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Ceratti</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Public Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Cristina Cevallos</td>
<td>(Advertising and Management)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Tsiroma Chalom</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michelle Chavarro Rendon</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry William Cheney II</td>
<td>(Magna Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deep Rameshblai Chvatia</td>
<td>(Information Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Cooper Chisman</td>
<td>(Information Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Caroline Church</td>
<td>(Information Communication &amp; Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Brittany Clark</td>
<td>(Summa Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirstin Jacari Clifton</td>
<td>(Communication Science &amp; Disorders)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Michelle Coffey</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maribeth Lee Collins</td>
<td>(Magna Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacqueline Nicole Collett</td>
<td>(Digital Media Production)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Tyler Conley</td>
<td>(Information Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Lee Conrad</td>
<td>(Information Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Lee Conrad</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lucas Gomes Costa</td>
<td>(Information Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Paige Couch</td>
<td>(Magna Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Information Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Courtney Paige Covello</td>
<td>(Advertising)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Nicole Cowan</td>
<td>(Eco Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Information Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Lynn Cuva</td>
<td>(Magna Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabrielle Elise D’Errico</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Information Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Daniels</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natasha Marie De Novi</td>
<td>(Summa Cum Laude)</td>
<td>(With Honors) Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Del Orbe</td>
<td>(Information Communication &amp; Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Robert Del Vecchio</td>
<td>(Information Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Micya Bo Delesparra</td>
<td>(Media/Communication Studies)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sydney Mae Dell</td>
<td>(Information Communication &amp; Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wyatt James Kelly Dell</td>
<td>(Information Communication &amp; Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Marie Demarchena</td>
<td>(Magna Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana Marie DiAntonio</td>
<td>(Summa Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Nicole Dickey</td>
<td>(Summa Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Public Relations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sabina Dieujuste</td>
<td>(Media/Communication Studies)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cathryn Elizabeth Dobrowolski</td>
<td>(Summa Cum Laude)</td>
<td>(With Honors) Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Peter Doren</td>
<td>(Information Communication &amp; Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Wyatt Dossey</td>
<td>(Digital Media Production)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healy Elizabeth Dwyer</td>
<td>(Magna Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Information Communication &amp; Technology &amp; Social Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara M. Echeverri</td>
<td>(Information Communication &amp; Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gage Franklin Eggleston</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Digital Media Production</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachel Sydney Epstein</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Public Relations and Editing, Writing, &amp; Media</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marielle Christina Estrugo</td>
<td>(Information Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kaylyn Susanne Evans</td>
<td>(Summa Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skylar Ann Evans</td>
<td>(Media/Communication Studies)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victoria Christine Fariñas</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler David Fatkin</td>
<td>(Information Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Rudolph Felts III</td>
<td>(Information Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ana A. Fernandez</td>
<td>(Magna Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Marie Fioravanti-Score</td>
<td>(Advertising)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna Ann Fishman</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Information Communication &amp; Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnathan Carlo Flechas</td>
<td>(Digital Media Production)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catherine Elaine Foster</td>
<td>(Communication Science &amp; Disorders)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniella Michelle Frank</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Media/Communication Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby Lynn Frazier</td>
<td>(Summa Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Betty Fuentes</td>
<td>(Digital Media Production and Political Science)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alayna Diane Fulco</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maria Jean Galati</td>
<td>(Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Advertising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Franklin Garcia</td>
<td>(Digital Media Production)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Michael Gaydon</td>
<td>(Information Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell Grant Gayne</td>
<td>(Information Technology)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abigail Taylor Gist</td>
<td>(Magna Cum Laude)</td>
<td>Communication Science &amp; Disorders</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gabriella Lucia Giuliano – Information Communication & Technology

Brianna Godwin – Media/Communication Studies

Karrah Rose Goldberg – Media/Communication Studies

Bryan Gongora (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology

Brooke Elizabeth Goodall (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Christine Taylor Goodwyn (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Editing, Writing, & Media

Elizabeth Jeanne Gorine – Information Communication & Technology

Melanny Melissa Gorrochotegui (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies

Stephanie Lynn Gray (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Savannah Marie Greene (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies

Eric Anthony Grund – Information Communication & Technology

Lydia Faith Hayes – Information Technology

Jaron Lange Hall (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Advertising

Samantha Regan Hall – Information Communication & Technology

Marisa Renelle Halprin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Advertising

Merrie Grace Harding (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Kelly Elizabeth Hunter Harmon – Digital Media Production

Sarah Elizabeth Hartman – Media/Communication Studies

Molly Katherine Hauer (CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production

Lydia Faith Hayes (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – (WITH HONORS) – Communication Science & Disorders

Monique Marie Hidalgo – Media/Communication Studies

Rachel Lauren Higginsbotham – Digital Media Production

John Robert Hill (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies

Asahi Tina Hirano – Media/Communication Studies

Joseph Ridgway Hobbs – Information Communication & Technology

Michael Hoff – Information Technology

Dong Min Hong – Information Technology

Christopher Thomas Hoof – Information Communication & Technology

Joshua C. Howell – Information Technology

Lu Wei Huang – Information Technology

Malory Ann Hudson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations

Meghan Jane Huhn (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising

Marissa Nicole Ierna (CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations

Aleksandra Iricanin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production

Mackenzie Erin Isom – Information Communication & Technology

Alexandra Rae Jones – Media/Communication Studies

Kyle Jeremy Jones (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production and Philosophy

Brenda Jocellin – Information Technology

Hall Jordan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations

Jeremey Isaac Kadoch – Information Communication & Technology

Yousef L J Kareem (CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production

Nicholas Kashner – Information Technology

Jane Alexis Katz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Abigail Lauren Kawa (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising

Lauren E. Keeler (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies

Kathryn A. Keener (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Advertising

Paris Marie Kestran – Information Communication & Technology

Dixie Su Keyes – Information Technology

Savannah Morgan Keys – Information Communication & Technology

Alexander William King – Information Technology

Brooke Kittleson – Communication Science & Disorders

David Samuel Klein – Information Technology

Tiffany Brittin Knight (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising

Rebecca Nicole Koontz – Communication Science & Disorders

Madison Christine Koufos – Media/Communication Studies

Mike Frank Kozlenko (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production

Alexandra Marie Landgraf (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations and Criminal Justice

Lara Rose Lane – Media/Communication Studies

Elizabeth Del Carmen Lara-Gamboa (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology and Editing, Writing, & Media

Kristin Leigh Lauria – Media/Communication Studies

Garrett Mckeen Lawrence (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Marketing

Jamie Tyler Lawrence (CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production

Trenna Louise Lawrence (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Advertising and Editing, Writing, & Media

Renée Nicole Lemire (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Editing, Writing, & Media

Sara Leah Levine (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies

Amanda Jacoby Lifter – Communication Science & Disorders

Charles Ryan Lindholm – Information Technology

Jake Thomas Liotta – Media/Communication Studies

Nicoitalus Demetrius Lopez (CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology

Ilana Fannie Loudis (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Advertising

Jeremiah Lowe – Information Technology

Devon Justine Lowery – Media/Communication Studies and Editing, Writing, & Media

Jessica Nicole Lowery (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Abigail Katelynn Lloyd (CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations

Deanne Joan Luethje (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Sport Management

Michele Nicole Mansson – Media/Communication Studies

Alexandra Charlotte Marcroft (CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations

Jeffrey Carson Marple – Information Technology

Carolyn Ann Martin (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising

Eric Michael Martinez – Information Technology

Gabriela Alexa Maseda – Media/Communication Studies

Jessica Reid Matalon – Media/Communication Studies

Kaitlin Marie Matthews – Media/Communication Studies

Jordan Nicholas Mauro – Media/Communication Studies

Meaghan K. Maus (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Sport Management

Mallory Joy Mays – Media/Communication Studies

Luc Christian Mazzini II – Advertising

Anne Kathryn McDaniel (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies

Rachel Kate McEachron (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

May Rose McGee (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – (WITH HONORS) – Communication Science & Disorders

Gertrude Veronica McMahon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies

Alexis Milan Mendoza (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations

Jacqueline Diane Miller (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production

Jake Aaron Miller (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production

Rene Delaney Miller (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production and Marketing

Amy Lynn Milliken (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies

Allison Lorraine Mills (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations

Julie Miranda-Hernandez (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Tiffany Amanda Molina (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology

Megan Lorraine Mollan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations and Political Science

Mary Katherine Montalvo (WITH HONORS) – Communication Science & Disorders

Alexis Katrina Moore (CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations and Editing, Writing, & Media

McKenzie Elise Moore – Advertising and Studio Art

Aubrey Joy Morganti-Ferreira (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising

Mackenzie Janis Murray (CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production
Melanie Brooke Nagel (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Haley Nicole Neil (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
April Adam Jelliszen (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Gillian Elyse Newman (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising and Studio Art
An Thien Nguyen – Information Technology
Kevin D. Nguyen – Information Communication & Technology
Shannon Alexis Nichols (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Brooke Mackenzie Nolan – Communication Science & Disorders and Psychology
Emily Myers Nusbickel (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Kellie Elizabeth O’Connor – Information Communication & Technology
Caroline Kenyon Oakley – Media/Communication Studies
Sheridan Leigh Obropta (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Thomas Colin Okuniewski – Information Technology
Scott Henry Ordonez – Information Communication & Technology
Keith Thomas Orlovsky (CUM LAUDE) – Digital Media Production
Alissa Johanna Ovalle Marquez – Information Technology
Wesley Antolin Paez – Advertising
Caitlyn Sara Pagano – Media/Communication Studies
Nicole Victoria Palenzuela (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Hannah Rosemary Park (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Ankur Patel – Information Technology
Bradley Thomas Patterson (CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology
Michelle Nicole Pawelsky – Public Relations
Jordan Siera Paxton – Information Communication & Technology
Allyson Michele Peluso (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Ashley Marie Perea (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Janeisy Marina Perez – Media/Communication Studies
Claitlin Renee Peshek (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Claitlin Ruth Peterson – Digital Media Production
Megan Paige Petruccelli – Media/Communication Studies and Editing, Writing, & Media
Kathryn Anne Phillips (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Gabrielle Alexis Pirrera – Information Communication & Technology
Mary Katherine Pittman – Media/Communication Studies
Morgan Ashley Pollack (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Steven John Pope (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Nicholas Joseph Powell – Information Communication & Technology
Noell Victoria Powell – Media/Communication Studies
William Montana Prentice – Information Technology
Jessica Aziza Prescott – Information Communication & Technology
Lauren Leah Prince – Information Communication & Technology
Natalie Quinchnia (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Christina Marie Quinlan (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Karina Quinteiro – Media/Communication Studies
Leah Eryn Ramsier (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Information Technology and Creative Writing
Madeline Grace Reason (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Chandler Micah Reeder – Public Relations
Yancey Lauren Reeder – Communication Science & Disorders and Theatre
Brendan Stewart Rempert (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Allison Elizabeth Richard (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Francesca Panciera Rieth (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Daniel Quin Rigby – Information Technology
Audrey Alaniz – Information Communication & Technology
Emily Rose Rodriguez – Public Relations
Jaline Rodriguez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Juan Rodriguez III (CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Eric Joseph Rosenbluth (CUM LAUDE) – Advertising
Charles Arthur Ross IV – Information Technology
Kristen Nicole Roy (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Erin Marie Ruby (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Katelyn Rose Sabater (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Political Science
Michelle Meital Sanabria (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Alexis Teresa Sanchez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Oriana Valentina Sanchez-Carillo – Media/Communication Studies
Deanna Sand (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Cameron Satterwhite (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Sport Management
Lucas Trent Schafer – Information Technology
Madison Barbara Ann Schaper – Information Technology
Amanda Nicole Scherer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Information Communication & Technology
Madison Elizabeth Schiefelbein (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Chelsea Brianne Schneider – Information Communication & Technology
Hailee Melissa Sciarra (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Morgan Alexis Scovill – Media/Communication Studies
Trevor Kyle Sears – Information Technology
Claire Elizabeth Seefried (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Rachel Elizabeth Seiden – Media/Communication Studies and Editing, Writing, & Media
Yu Shi – Information Technology
Shayla Marie Simon (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Danielle Simone Sinquiefield (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Madeline Kelsey Sisco (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Jessica Brooke Sizemore (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Kara M. Skoniecezny – Advertising
Hannah Jane Smith – Media/Communication Studies
Kelly Ann Smith (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Communication Science & Disorders
Tatiana J. Smith – Information Communication & Technology
Christina Margarita Socarras (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Kendall Linn Sompolski – Advertising
Tucker Gillians Southerland – Information Technology
Megan Elizabeth Stanford (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations
Landon Paul Stefanick (CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology
Hollie Alison Sterling – Media/Communication Studies
Marguerite Lauren Stevens – Media/Communication Studies
Lauren Nicole Strode (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Hammadah Talib (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Communication Science & Disorders
Ashley Stephanie Thiel (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders and Spanish
Sydney Renee Thompson – Media/Communication Studies
Reine Irene Thorndoson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Catherine Christine Timm (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Communication Science & Disorders
Nicki Shay Tipaldi (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies
Kailia Todd – Information Communication & Technology
Kaylea Ann Todd (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Sara Kingsley Tolson (CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Taylor Touchton (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders
Michael James Trebbi – Information Technology
Sarah Catherine Tripp (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Information Communication & Technology
Olivia Jane Tucker – Information Communication & Technology
Hailey Jayne Valdez – Information Communication & Technology
Samantha Noel Van Sickle – Digital Media Production
Oren Adam Vered – Information Technology
Andres G. Villavicencio – Information Technology
Zachary Michael Viskovich – Information Communication & Technology
Matilda Jane von Kalm (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Public Relations and Political Science

Nicole Rose Vortolomei – Information Communication & Technology

Audrey Frances Wade – Media/Communication Studies and International Affairs

Brie Anna Grace Wallace – Communication Science & Disorders

Shelby Dawn Wallace – Media/Communication Studies

Skye Alexis Wallace (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Michael Alexander Walsh – Digital Media Production and Marketing

Baillie S. Ward (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies

Caitlin Elizabeth Warner – Media/Communication Studies

Christina Isela Weill (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders and Communication Studies

Jessica Buchanan Weiner (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Communication Science & Disorders

Andre Weir (CUM LAUDE) – Information Technology

Sydney Weiss (CUM LAUDE) – Media/Communication Studies and Psychology

Erin Elizabeth Welch – Communication Science & Disorders

Alison Rose Wentley – Media/Communication Studies and Political Science

David Robert Williams – Information Technology

Desiree’ Michelle Williams – Information Communication & Technology

Baylee Marie Wilson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Taryn Merritt Wind – Media/Communication Studies

Brooke Nicole Winston – Information Communication & Technology

Sarah Rose Wolfe – Information Communication & Technology

Amanda Halie Yoss (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Communication Science & Disorders

Matthew Carl Youngquist – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication

Sarah Rose Collins – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication

Rose Mary Compagine Shumow – Information Technology

Cariissa Lynne Corpus – Information Technology

Rachel Rose Cushanick – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication

William B. Edwards-Bodmer – Information Technology

Kristie Lynn Escobar – Information Studies

Shuo Feng – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication

Lily Jade Flick – Information Technology

Alvaro Gregorio Gabaldon – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication

Mariel Gaetano – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication

Khara Noelle Gomes – Information Technology

Laura Katherine Gonyea – Media & Communication Studies

Cristian Gonzalez Mendez – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication

Debby Harris – Information Technology

John Daniel Hauer – Information Technology

Ciara Leighann Hensley – Information Studies

Shannon Henson – Information Technology

Autumn Grace Holcomb – Information Studies/School Media

Paul Matthew Horn – Information Technology

Laura Marie Jakiel – Information Technology

Beata M. Kozlowski – Information Studies

Grace Olivia Lemon – Information Technology

Andrew D. Macfarlane – Information Technology

Colleen Marie Marek – Media & Communication Studies

Sharon-Nicole McClaran – Media & Communication Studies

Katie Mikusak – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication

Corey Steven Morabito – Information Technology

Kristina Music – Information Technology

Nadine Flanigan Nance – Information Technology

Beth A. Pendry – Information Technology

Joseph Edward Powers – Information Technology

Matthew Antonio Prince – Integrated Marketing & Management Communication

Lindsey Beth Proper – Information Technology

Awais Saleem – Communication Theory & Research

B.A., Islamia University, Pakistan

M.A., University of the Punjab, Pakistan

Major Professor: Dr. Stephen McDowell

”Nuclearization as National Security: A Comparative Analysis of Framing and Frame-Building in Indian and Pakistani Newspapers”

Zihan Wang – Mass Communication

Bachelor of Arts

BA., Northwest University, China

M.A., Florida State University

Major Professor: Dr. Laura Arpan

”Impact of Group Affirmation on Environmental Message Acceptance, Risk Perception and Behavior Intention”

COLLEGE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES AND PUBLIC POLICY

Bachelor of Arts

With Major In

Lisa Ariel Abel (WITH HONORS) – International Affairs and History

Kelly Anne Baker (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs

Lauren Whitney Dillon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Russian & East European Studies

Jacqueline Sydney Faerman – International Affairs
Diana Nicole Haber (CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Emily Jane Hadden – Economics
Kelsey Price Hair – Economics
Markus Gottfried Halbedl – Economics
Christopher Ian Halbert – Economics
Logan S. Halprin – Political Science
Jude Hamidieh – International Affairs
Jeffery Hardy Jr. – Sociology
Amanda Lea Harig (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Environment & Society
William Walter Harms – Economics
Palmer Alexander Harper – Economics
Ian James Harrington – Environment & Society
Gerald-Yunus Harris (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Edward Harris Hart – Economics
Sarah Niamh Hart (CUM LAUDE) – Environment & Society and Biological Science
Alayna Sue Hayes – Sociology
Donald Mark Heaven Jr. – Social Science
Crystal Lee Hebets (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Environment & Society
Tyler Heckman – Social Science
Tyler Drew Heeter – Economics
Reid Collinis Helgemo – Economics
Margaret Frances Helmus – Political Science
Alexander Cole Henesy (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Economics
Julia Ann Hennessy – International Affairs
Caitlin Grace Herlihy (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Economics
Joshua Lyle Herman – Geography and Environment & Society
Anthony Hernandez – Environment & Society
Danielle Maria Hernandez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and International Affairs
Kaelyn Marie Hernandez – Sociology
Kayla M. Hernandez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Nicole Fabiola Hewitt – International Affairs and Economics
Ryan Doyle Hibbert – Geography
Brian John Hickey – Economics
Danielle Nicole Hickman – Environment & Society
Alexandra Hidalgo-Gato – Economics
Emily Michelle Higgins (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs and Political Science
Christian Alexander Hill – Social Science
Brenda Lynn Hillebrandt – Economics
Chlorinda Fayne Hines – Social Science
Ashley Marie Hirsch (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sociology and Biological Science
Alexandra Marie Hollen – Economics
Darius Alexander Holliday – Social Science
Jonathan Martin Hoppensteadt – Economics
Celli Eckardt Horstman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Caleb Alexander Horvat (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and Literature
Jessie Elizabeth Howard (CUM LAUDE) – Economics
Richard J. Howell – Political Science
Malory Ann Hudson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – International Affairs
William Harrison Huff V – Political Science
Megan Ashley Hughes – Political Science and History
Anna Lorrell Hunt – Sociology
Jake Ashman Hunter – International Affairs
Kelly Stephanie Hurtado – Political Science and Economics
Max Levi Hyatt (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Economics and Political Science
Carl Gustav Hyler – Environment & Society
Tate Riddle Illian – Economics and Psychology
Dillon Emery Irving – Environment & Society
Janama M. Jackson – Political Science
Louis Thomas Ittura (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Naseam Saboura Jabberi – Political Science and International Affairs
Shelby Renee Jablon – Environment & Society
Alexis MITCHAM Jackson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Cierra Lucille Jackson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs
Sunshine A. Jacobs – Social Science
Anna Jayde Jahn – Social Science
Tyrus D. James – Sociology
Diana Nicole Haber
Logan S. Halprin
Caitlin Grace Herlihy
Emily Michelle Higgins
Alexandra Hidalgo-Gato
Anthony Hernandez
Alexander Cole Henesy
Julia Ann Hennessy
Caitlin Grace Herlihy
Joshua Lyle Herman
Anthony Hernandez
Danielle Maria Hernandez
Kaelyn Marie Hernandez
Nicole Fabiola Hewitt
Ryan Doyle Hibbert
Brian John Hickey
Danielle Nicole Hickman
Alexandra Hidalgo-Gato
Emily Michelle Higgins
Christian Alexander Hill
Brenda Lynn Hillebrandt
Chlorinda Fayne Hines
Ashley Marie Hirsch
Darius Alexander Holliday
Jonathan Martin Hoppensteadt
Celli Eckardt Horstman
Caleb Alexander Horvat
Jessie Elizabeth Howard
Richard J. Howell
Malory Ann Hudson
William Harrison Huff V
Megan Ashley Hughes
Anna Lorrell Hunt
Kelly Stephanie Hurtado
Max Levi Hyatt
Carl Gustav Hyler
Dillon Emery Irving
Janama M. Jackson
Louis Thomas Ittura
Naseam Saboura Jabberi
Shelby Renee Jablon
Alexis MITCHAM Jackson
Cierra Lucille Jackson
Sunshine A. Jacobs
Anna Jayde Jahn
Tyrus D. James
Naseam Saboura Jabberi
Shelby Renee Jablon
Alexis MITCHAM Jackson
Cierra Lucille Jackson
Sunshine A. Jacobs
Anna Jayde Jahn
Tyrus D. James
Naseam Saboura Jabberi
Shelby Renee Jablon
Alexis MITCHAM Jackson
Cierra Lucille Jackson
Sunshine A. Jacobs
Anna Jayde Jahn
Tyrus D. James
Victoria Lee Kutney – Political Science and International Affairs
Sophie Madeleine Labarge – Political Science
Christian Matthew Labossiere – International Affairs and French
Alberto Lagomarsini – International Affairs and Social Science
Cheyenne Janiece Lake – International Affairs
Alexander Maylan Lam – Political Science and International Affairs
Lauren Nicole Lange (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and Sociology
Kaylynn Blair Langford – Social Science
Krista Lynn Lape (CUM LAUDE) – Economics
Krista Lynn Lape (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Katie Anna Larkin – International Affairs
Haille Marion Lavery – International Affairs and Management Information Systems
Liel Tova Lavie – International Affairs
Addison Winston Lawler – Social Science
Francesca Lyn Lawrence (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and Criminology
Sebastian Lazcano – Political Science
Jacob Leech – Economics
Stephan Leger – Social Science
Alexander J. Lenk (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science and International Affairs
Abigail Savannah Leonard – Economics
James Edward Lester III – Economics
Jamie Lynn Letellier – Environment & Society
Kelsey Marie Lewis – International Affairs
Tristan Jared Lewis – Political Science
Charles Richard Liggett III – Social Science and Sociology
Amy Elizabeth Lindholm – Political Science
Katrina Nicole Llanes – Environment & Society
Seth Logsdon – Social Science
Salvador Andres Lopez-Santiago – Sociology
Kenya Christine Loutidor – Sociology
Emily Rose Lucas – Political Science and International Affairs
James Charles Lumzy – Social Science
Hailey Elise Lyonnais – Political Science
Adaysha Shantrice Lyons – Social Science
Logan J. Mace – Environment & Society
Jaclyn Kate Mack – Social Science and Economics
Nicole Jasmine MacMillan (CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Melissa Magalhaes (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – International Affairs and Political Science
John Luke Maguschak – International Affairs
Cameron Sanchez Malcolm – Political Science and Geography
Logan Taylor Malter (CUM LAUDE) – Environment & Society and Political Science
Alejandro Mañan – International Affairs
Shea Fitzpatrick Mandese – International Affairs
Richard Anthony Mann III – Economics
Sydney K. Mann (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Political Science
Daniel Joseph Maples – Economics
Ellen Marmol – International Affairs
Katie Lauren Martin – Economics
Josiah Bradley Martin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Economics and Music/Liberal Arts
Johanna Marie Marsden – Political Science
Gregory Andrew Martinez – Social Science
Sherley Michelle Martinez – International Affairs
Patrick Joseph Mas – Economics and Political Science
Jakalah Bronsela Massey – International Affairs
Christina Louise Mastandrea – Social Science
Fraziaie Kiàra Mathis – Sociology
Josue Matias – Social Science
Nicholas David Matson – Environment & Society
Cecily Elise Matthews – Social Science
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Master of Arts
With Major In

Christopher A. Estellite – International Affairs
Sarah Smith – International Affairs
Yu Sun – Asian Studies

Master of Public Administration
With Major In

Allyson Danielle Adolphson – Public Administration
Kevin Peter Baxter – Public Administration
Miranda Alexa Berrio – Public Administration
Bradley Alexander Brackins – Public Administration
Kloee Sarah Cluperger – Public Administration
William Lindsey Crowley – Public Administration
Tatum Marlene Drazen – Public Administration
Andrew P. Goldsmith – Public Administration
Paige J. Gruzlewski – Public Administration/ Social Work
Laura Michelle Hart – Public Administration
Joshua James Jordan – Public Administration
Arta Jusufi – Public Administration
DongHyun Kim – Public Administration
Abra Kathleen Kinch – Public Administration
Blair Alexandra Lange – Public Administration
Alexander Wasescha Manus – Public Administration
Karilyn Rae Murray – Public Administration
Dim Sian Nem – Public Administration
Noehlia Patricia Orozco – Public Administration
Sara Michelle Pratt – Public Administration
Kelly Jon Small – Public Administration
Lilian Viviana Tzul Perez – Public Administration
Mufan Wang – Public Administration
Matthew O’Connell Ward – Public Administration
Yutian Xiong – Public Administration
Wonsang You – Public Administration

Master of Public Health
With Major In

Kaitlyn Elizabeth Barningham – Public Health
Daniela Elizabeth Carbajal – Public Health
Amanda Louise Eimore – Public Health
Daphnie Elissha Francois – Public Health
Isabelle Josette Ghihi – Public Health
Fahad Hasan – Public Health
Antraneise Rasheida Jackson – Public Health
Paula Nicole Kreutzer – Public Health
Jordan Michael Landers – Public Health
Christopher A. Matos – Public Health
Tyler Moriarty – Public Health
Alexandra Quintero – Public Health
Skyler Paige Swords – Public Health
Allison Marie Wiman – Public Health

Master of Science
With Major In

Kristin Brooke Allen – Sociology
Nicholas Daniel Alvarez – Applied American Politics & Policy
Benjamin Park Basow – Economics
Sergio Daniel Bayona Diaz – Urban & Regional Planning
Jordan Michael Breed – Urban & Regional Planning
Geoffrey Bluthe – Geographic Information Science
Omelia Briere – International Affairs
Kerri Ann Brininger – Geographic Information Science
Emily Margaret Burns – Applied American Politics & Policy
Relly-Owen Gabriel Clemens – Sociology
Erek Thomas Culbreath – International Affairs
Pierce Alexander Dignam – Sociology
Lauren Elizabeth Dodillet – International Affairs
Kristen Khayla Eriksen – Sociology
Caroline Escobar – Applied American Politics & Policy
Garrett Scott Evans – Geographic Information Science
Maxwell H. Flugrath – Applied American Politics & Policy
Brittney Nichole Freeman – Applied American Politics & Policy
Karen Michelle Garner – Applied American Politics & Policy
Amanda Marie Green – International Affairs
Jessica Nicole Grace – Sociology
Kelly Phipps Grove – Sociology
Philip Anthony Hall – Applied Demography
Raul Hernandez – Applied American Politics & Policy
Jessica Kathryn Justice – International Affairs
John Matthew Kelly – Applied American Politics & Policy
Zachary A. Kunker – International Affairs
Joshua Zachary Merced – Geography
Stella Nicole Min – Sociology
William Chase Mitchell – Applied American Politics & Policy
Karissa Helen Marie Moffett – Geography
Yuyang Pan – International Affairs
Joshua M. Pelfrey – International Affairs
Jared M. Raff – Geographic Information Science
Christopher Chase Roland – Applied American Politics & Policy
Emily Daina Saras – Sociology
Michael Anthony Sonntag – Applied American Politics & Policy
Justin Thomas Taylor – Applied American Politics & Policy
Melissa Ann Thomas – Applied American Politics & Policy
Tayelor Elizabeth Valerio – Sociology
Cynthia Michelle Williams – Sociology

Master of Science in Planning
With Major In

Peter Russell Barrilleaux – Urban & Regional Planning
Sergio Daniel Bayona Diaz – Urban & Regional Planning
Brian James Brodel – Urban & Regional Planning
Ryan C. Brown – Urban & Regional Planning
William Lindsey Crowley – Urban & Regional Planning
Diana Michelle Elsner – Urban & Regional Planning
Jonathan Michael Hill – Urban & Regional Planning
Ashley Elizabeth Killough – Urban & Regional Planning
Melanie Rose Marques – Urban & Regional Planning
Everett James McGee III – Urban & Regional Planning
Anthony Charles Milordis – Urban & Regional Planning
Simone Nageon de Lestang – Urban & Regional Planning
Alexandra Quintero – Urban & Regional Planning
Michael David Schilling – Urban & Regional Planning
Dimitra Kay Sokos – Urban & Regional Planning
Kukhyun Synn – Urban & Regional Planning
Sarah Rose Vitale – Urban & Regional Planning
Alexandria Oceanus Washington – Urban & Regional Planning
Kun Wu – Urban & Regional Planning

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Stephanie Lyne Bradley – Sociology
B.S., Clemson University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Daniel Toppe

“Save our Homes: An Analysis of the Enactment and Expansion of Property Tax Limitation in Florida”

Ki Woong Cho – Public Administration
B.A., Chung-Ang University
B.P.A., Korea University
M.P.A., Columbia University
M.P.A., Seoul National University
Major Professor: Dr. Ralph Brower

“Political Policy Responses to the Sewel Ferry Disaster: Examining Change through Multiple Theory Lenses”

Alexandra Groom Cockerham – Political Science
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Robert Crew

“Unilateral Action and Executive Power”

Dawn Dionysia Precious Godbolt – Sociology
B.S., Virginia Commonwealth University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Irene Padavic

“Maternal Fear for Sons and Daughters and its Effect on Children’s Outdoor Activity: Logistic Regression Analysis of Racial and Ethnic Differences”

Brian Michael Knop – Sociology
B.A., University of Mississippi
M.A., University of Mississippi
Major Professor: Dr. Karin Brower

“The kids are alright... but are the Parents? Analyzing the Affective Experience of Parent’s Time with Children”

Jeongmin Ko – Public Administration
B.A., Yonsei University
Major Professor: Dr. Frances S. Berry

“How Does Past Performance Impact Performance and Budget Allocation?”

Daniel Thomas Lanford – Sociology
B.B.A., University of Georgia
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Daniel Top


Jin Hui Lee – Urban & Regional Planning
B.S.E., Yonsei University
M.U.P.E., Yonsei University
Major Professor: Dr. Rebecca Miles

“Elderly Poverty Cluster, Urban Diversity, and the Expectation to Age in Place of Older People: The Case of Atlanta, Georgia”

Shoumik Rahman – Geography
B.E.S., York University
M.E.E.R.M., University of South Carolina
Major Professor: Dr. Victor Mesev

“Land Cover Change Using Change Vector Analysis of Landsat 5 Remote Sensor Data: Texas during the 2011 Drought Event”
COLLEGE OF NURSING
Bachelor of Science in Nursing
With Major In

Julie Eve Ackerman (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Shannon Elizabeth Alexander – Nursing
Bergen Louise Arnesano (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Jessica Atkinson – Nursing
Summer Dawn Barker (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Leslie Ann Blaoc (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Nursing
Nicole Marianne Bonito (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Kylene Louise Boyce – Nursing
Lindsey Nicole Brothers – Nursing
Kaleigh Marie Brown – Nursing
Allyson Christine Bush (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Bailey Buza (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Caroline Elise Cartwright (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Nola Cathy Charles – Nursing

Caitlin Michelle Chitwood (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Bridget Racquelle Coates – Nursing
Kelsey Joy Collazo (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Emily Erin Coppedge (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Kristi Creel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Chloe Alexandra Day (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Jennifer Marie Dembowski – Nursing
Jamie Christine Eschbach – Nursing
Sarah Elizabeth Fetter – Nursing
Robert James Flores (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Shannon Mallory Gaetjens (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Isabel Danielle Galvis – Nursing
Brooke Taylor Godfrey (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Breanna Ashley Gonzalez (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing

Hannah Elizabeth Gupton (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Malia Elizabeth Hafner – Nursing
Rachel Ann Hall – Nursing
Savanna Jane Harris (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Rachel Lynn Hayduke – Nursing
Brittany Elizabeth Herold (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Kelly Gilli Hansom – Nursing
Emily Caroline Holmes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Margo Gene King (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Shelby Nell Lawrence – Nursing
Hailee Lee Gonzalez – Nursing
Steve Lizano – Nursing
Cassie Elizabeth Lord (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Andrea Rose Megiels (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Jennifer Anne Meier (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing

Lauren Elyse Mix (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Katie Lee Moore (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Nicole Angie Munoz – Nursing
Amy Michelle Mayfield – Nursing
Stephanie Alyssa Nusche (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing

Bieniire Irene O’Toole (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Ashley Elizabeth Ohorodnik – Nursing
Lauren Beth Poiley – Nursing
Alex Hunter Price (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Casie Renee Rose – Nursing
Katelyn Portia Rowland (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing

Colton Rusinko – Nursing
Allison Raeann Schepers – Nursing
Lauren Cecilia Schoneck (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing

Kara Schwantes (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Aisatsu Bisola Shotomwa – Nursing
Mazel James Lee Sievers – Nursing
Natilia Siwiect – Nursing
Katy Elizabeth Smith (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Nursing

Megan Lynn Smith – Nursing
Erin Lee Smithies – Nursing
August Olivia Stone (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Genie Michelle Taylor – Nursing

Aarcha Mary Thomas – Nursing
Cathryn Elizabeth Urso (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Christina Frances Vandeneoever – Nursing
Marissa Ann VonLanken – Nursing
Kelli Michele Welch – Nursing
Celia Elizabeth White (CUM LAUDE) – Nursing

Anna Rachelle Wirrick (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing
Rebecca Kay Wright (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Nursing

Doctor of Nursing Practice
With Major In

Sabrina Danielle Baker – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S.N., University of South Florida
Major Professor: Dr. James Whyte IV

Kimberly Callow – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S.N., State College of Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Laurie Grubbs

Hannah L. Cameron – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S.N., Northwest Florida State College
M.S.N., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Barbara Little

Simona Erica Devenish – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.A., University of Florida
B.S.N., Florida Agricultural and Mechanical University
Major Professor: Dr. Eileen Commer

Heather Frost Franklin – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.A., University of South Florida
B.A., University of North Florida
B.S.N., University of North Florida
M.P.H., University of North Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Susan Porterfield

Amber Brionna Gennie – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S.N., Florida A&M University
Major Professor: Dr. James Whyte IV

Natalie Christine Glover – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S.N., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. James Whyte IV

Kendra Melanease Harley – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S.N., Florida A&M University
Major Professor: Dr. Susan Porterfield

Amanda Lauren Hill – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S., Florida State University
B.S.N., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Susan Porterfield

Christina Cummins Jones – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S.N., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Susan Porterfield

Jill LeAnn Koope – Family Nurse Practitioner
B.S.N., Florida Gulf Coast University
Major Professor: Dr. Cara Pappas
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Degree</th>
<th>Major</th>
<th>School</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Caroline Vaughan Alexander</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Finance</td>
<td>CUM LAUDE</td>
<td>Accounting and Sport Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayley Marie Alloé</td>
<td>– Hospitality Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Bennett Allsopp</td>
<td>– Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenny Elizabeth Altman</td>
<td>– Marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Matthew Altman</td>
<td>– Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roberto Armando Alvarez</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omar Amezquita</td>
<td>– Management Information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gregory Joseph Antkiewicz</td>
<td>– Management Information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Philip Apell</td>
<td>– Accounting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ian Aaron Applebaum</td>
<td>– Hospitality Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicole Agoshimo</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Victoria Arenal</td>
<td>– Marketing and Professional</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oswaldo Giuseppe Arias Prati</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevin Josué Arrayas</td>
<td>– Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Cody Armstrong</td>
<td>(MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Risk</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Ansayl Arnold</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bailey Frances Arrendale</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Accountant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katina Arroyo</td>
<td>– Marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Justin Arvin</td>
<td>(SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alyssa Gayle Asbury</td>
<td>– Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexsis Mari-Lynette Ash-Woods</td>
<td>– Marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olia Liline Astrelo</td>
<td>– Marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gustavo De Castiño Auier</td>
<td>– Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Humberto Avila</td>
<td>– Finance and Risk Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coleman L. Ayers</td>
<td>– Management Information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexander Anthony Azzopardi</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Finance and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Baccicheti</td>
<td>Economics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittney Rose Bacon</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David M. Bagheri-Kolah Jenkins</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul Allen Baker</td>
<td>– Management Information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Alexander Balan</td>
<td>– Entrepreneurship and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Phillip Balmaseda</td>
<td>Real Estate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mallory Christine Bane</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeleine Eve Barker</td>
<td>(MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Entrepreneurship and Marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelby Marie Barnes</td>
<td>– Retail Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Andrew Barr</td>
<td>– Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon J. Barrett</td>
<td>– Finance and Management Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabriel Alexander Barroeta</td>
<td>– Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angelica Barroso</td>
<td>– Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caleb Jo Bart</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connor Wilkin Barton</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Real Estate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Steven Basinger Jr</td>
<td>– Management and Professional Sales</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karim Alexander Baska</td>
<td>– Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin James Basque</td>
<td>– Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Bennett Bass</td>
<td>– Risk Management/Insurance and Professional Sales</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arianna Victoria Bassil</td>
<td>– Human Resource Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amber Elizabeth Batchelder</td>
<td>(MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Sport Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hernan Bater</td>
<td>– Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Robert Baughler</td>
<td>– Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Baughman</td>
<td>– Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frances Howell Beacom</td>
<td>– Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Paul Beams Jr.</td>
<td>– Hospitality Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Ann Bedley</td>
<td>– Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Katherine Ann Bedley</td>
<td>– Marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Megan Ann Beers</td>
<td>– Marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James William Bell</td>
<td>– Marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsa Bengu</td>
<td>– Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elsa Bengu</td>
<td>– Marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Bradley Benjamin</td>
<td>– Marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tamar Birdie Benjoseph</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Leigh Bennett</td>
<td>– Accounting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lindsey Marie Bennett</td>
<td>– Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Bensadoun</td>
<td>– Hospitality Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marena Villa Benz</td>
<td>– Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelsey Megan Bergener</td>
<td>– Accounting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Jacklyn Bergida</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Entrepreneurship and Marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Catalina Mariana Bernardini</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Finance and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Austin Bemner</td>
<td>– Professional Sales</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Joseph Bernhardt</td>
<td>– Management Information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bristol Christopher Bertha</td>
<td>– Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Ellen Biasco</td>
<td>– Marketing and Professional Sales</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Kwok-Wai Blie</td>
<td>– Management Information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taylor Rose Biela</td>
<td>– Marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Andrew Bielefeld</td>
<td>– Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Scott Bigbie</td>
<td>– Professional Golf Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Stephen Bigelow</td>
<td>– Management Information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Lauren Bishop</td>
<td>– Systems and Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>John Ira Bishop III</td>
<td>– Accounting</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Chester Black</td>
<td>– Marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alec Rolando Blanchard</td>
<td>– Human Resource Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Andrew Blocksberg</td>
<td>– Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Madeline Victoria Bloom</td>
<td>– Marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Matthew Bluestein</td>
<td>– Risk Management/Insurance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitney Adele Bogard</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carly Fay Bogart</td>
<td>– Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Sophia Bohmer Vallejo</td>
<td>– Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanie Brooke Bolster</td>
<td>– Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chelsea Leigh Bonner</td>
<td>– Marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Juan Jose Botero</td>
<td>– Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra Maria Bottaizi</td>
<td>(CUM LAUDE) – Professional Sales</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hunter Bownan</td>
<td>(SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allison Margaret Bowden</td>
<td>– Marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Chase Bowman</td>
<td>– Risk Management/Insurance and Professional Sales</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lea Marie Boza</td>
<td>– Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Randolph Bradbury</td>
<td>– Marketing</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurt Green Bradshaw</td>
<td>– Risk Management/Insurance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Ann Bragg</td>
<td>– Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenneth Maxwell Brda</td>
<td>– Finance</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ashley Marcella Bremer</td>
<td>– Entrepreneurship and</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Kaye Brett</td>
<td>– Hospitality Management</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Daniel K. Brian (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Management
Haley Lynn Brinton (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Nicholas Franklin Brock – Marketing
Seth Alexander Brotherton – Entrepreneurship
Alexandra Kristin Cafferty – Accounting and Finance
Brent Christopher Brown (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems and Economics
Douglas Anthony Brown Jr. – Finance
Matthew Brown – Finance
Zachary Krissyn Brown – Professional Golf Management
Katherine Lynn Brummer – Risk Management/Insurance
Jordan Marie Brunker – Management
Tanisha Jennae Bryant – Hospitality Management
Michael James Buckland – Professional Sales
Elijah Muhammad Burch – Human Resource Management
Jami Lynn Burgess – Management
Jacob Richard Burton – Management
Kara Lynne Bush – Management
Catherine Elizabeth Butler (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Real Estate
Rachel Elizabeth Butterfield – Management
Rachel Elizabeth Butterfield – Marketing
Arkın Buyukozturk (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management and Finance
Mara Buzatu (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Retail Management
Evan Timothy Byrd – Accounting
Amerigo Philip Caffo – Finance
Sarah Marijke Cai – Hospitality Management
Fabian C. Caicoya – Marketing
Adam Tyler Caldwell – Marketing
Jimmy Calvo (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Accounting
Sebastian Enrique Camacho – Management Information Systems
Sebastian Enrique Camacho – Human Resource Management
Arthur Suguiama Camara – Finance
David Lee Campa (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Economics
Emily Jane Campbell – Risk Management/Insurance and Editing, Writing, & Media
Jack Ryan Canty – Management
Mitchell James Capell – Finance and Real Estate
Alexandria Payge Caplan – Real Estate
Craig Charles Cappai – Management Information Systems
Madison Marie Cappeller – Marketing
Katharine Grace Caraboe – Accounting
Tyler B. Carbonell – Finance
Andrew F. Carpenter – Finance
Chelsea Elizabeth Carroll – Marketing
Gabrielle Marie Carroll – Finance
Michael Dalton Carter – Marketing and Finance
Ryan Philip Caunitz – Professional Sales
Brittany Christine Casciano – Marketing
Connor Daniel Casey (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Sean M. Casey – Finance and Management Information Systems
Harry Gordon Cashin – Finance
Anthony Michael Castillo – Marketing
Andrea Danielle Cates (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Angelo Sebastian Cedeno – Finance
Kellen Reid Chambers – Finance and Sport Management
Steven Jay Chambers – Professional Golf Management
Brandon Chan (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Management
Ian K. Chapkis – Management
Christa Ann Chapman – Hospitality Management
Briana Rache Charniak – Marketing and Sport Management
Emily Elizabeth Chase – Marketing
Xiaowen Chen – Accounting
Nicole Danielle Childree – Business Administration
Angela Bella Christiano – Marketing
Brent Alexander Christman – Risk Management and Insurance
Austin Philip Ciresi – Professional Sales
Emily Reagan Clark – Marketing
Kasi Courtney Clark – Marketing and Management
Daniel Alberto Cocconcelli (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Quinn Bernard Cockrell (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Nicole Danielle Cody (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Rachel M. Coe – Finance
Kathryn Josephine Cofrancesco – Professional Sales
Austin Chase Cohoe – Finance and Management
Adrian Sinjin Cohen – Finance and Real Estate
Conner William Cole – Management
Andrew Patrick Collins – Risk Management/Insurance
Sean Alexander Collons – Finance and Risk Management/Insurance
Danielle Marie Columbus (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Isabella Papilion Comboni – Marketing
Daniel Enrique Rezko Combs – Finance
Douglas Joseph Condon (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Allison Nicole Coniglio – Human Resource Management
Andrea Marie Contreras – Marketing and Editing, Writing, & Media
Cesar Antonio Contreras Pazo (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Keegan Thomas Conway – Hospitality Management and Real Estate
Deanna Cook – Human Resource Management and Management Information Systems
Jeremy Nathaniel Cook – Accounting
Garett Boyett Marketing
Connor J. Coppola – Finance
Amanda Morgan Corin – Finance and Sport Management
Katherina Vanessa Costarangos Castillo – Retail Management
Drexel Michael Costello – Management
Ashlynne Brooke Counts – Finance
Ashlyne Brooke Counts – Marketing
Alyssa Nicole Cowley (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance
Crawford Joseph Cox IV – Finance
Candace Maureen Coyle (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Johnny Blue Craig Jr. (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems
Isaac Samuel Cramer – Accounting
Katy Ann Corras – Marketing
Ana Belén Croston De León – Management
Natalie Marie Crum – Retail Management
Melissa Marie Cubillos-Villafuerte – Marketing
Chandler Paige Cudia (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems
Chandler Paige Cudia (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Professional Sales
Samuel Thomas Cumbie – Management
Connor Cureton – Marketing
Kaylin Alexis Czajkowski (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing
Emily Grace D’Angelo – Real Estate and Management
Deelaney Wood Dabkowski – Marketing
Christine Jessica Daly – Finance and Real Estate
Gabrielle Nicole Dame – Finance and Real Estate
Shelby Marie Dana – Accounting
Adriana Danielli – Accounting
Michael James Daniels (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting
Michael James Daniels (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Tessa Marie Daniels – Risk Management/Insurance
Nicholas Danilo – Marketing
Lindsey Anne Dasher – Professional Sales
Casey Joseph Davis – Risk Management/Insurance
Carl D. Dawson III (CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Caitlyn Anna De Palo – Marketing
Kathryn Mary Dedousis – Hospitality Management
Matthew P. Deegan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance
Allison DEL Forn (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Marketing
Victoria Lydia Del Rio (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Michael Christopher Delisle – Finance
Madelynne Hunter DelLoach (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Risk Management/Insurance
Carly Amanda Demarest (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Adam Fariz Demetre – Finance
Oksana Sophia Deputat – Accounting
Alexandra Kate Dering – Management Information Systems and Management
Amanda Faith Derr – Marketing
Lucretia Davis Dessaint – Risk Management/Insurance
Katherine Rachel Devonmille – Retail Management and Human Resource Management
Devin Reece DeWitt – Accounting
Dorothy A. Diblin – Hospitality Management
Kevin Andrew DiCalvo – Finance and Real Estate
Dustin John DiCarlo – Accounting
Sylvia Lenore Dickerson – Marketing and Management Information Systems
Lauren Nicole Diego – Marketing
Jack Ryan Digney – Finance
James Fletcher Dimore – Finance and Real Estate
Brian Charles Dolan – Professional Sales
Matthew James Donohoe – Real Estate
Avery Nicole Donohue (CUM LAUDE) – Management and Retail Management
Lily Anne Donovan – Hospitality Management
Bryson William Doole – Finance
Kyle Patrick Dooley – Finance
Kaitlin Marie Dozier – Finance
John James Drennen III – Professional Sales
Kelsey Drew (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Entrepreneurship
Kelsey Drew (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management
Sarit Dror – Marketing
Alexander Thomas Dry (CUM LAUDE) – Management
Hailey Kathryn Dudley (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Professional Sales and Sport Management
Jessica K. Duke – Business Administration
Alison Brooke Wagstaff – Marketing 
Jasmine Larice Waite – Finance 
Chase Franklin Walker (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Professional Sales 
Kadeem Oniel Walker (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance 
Shelby Kathleen Walker – Finance and Management 
Scott Andrew Wallace – Entrepreneurship and Management 
James Immert Hallis (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Real Estate 
Katie Alexandra Wallshein (CUM LAUDE) – Entrepreneurship and Professional Sales 
Casey Lane Walsh – Hospitality Management 
Michael David Walsh Jr. (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Real Estate 
Jacob Bradley Wasserman – Risk Management/Insurance 
Andres Luis Waterhouse – Risk Management/Insurance 
Colton Thomas Watkins – Accounting 
Kelsey Susan Wawrzyniakowski – Hospitality Management 
Samantha Lynn Webster – Hospitality Management 
Lena Weeks (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Real Estate 
Emily Sara Wegman – Risk Management/Insurance and Real Estate 
Carl Alexander Weigold (CUM LAUDE) – Finance 
Samantha Lauren Weisberg – Hospitality Management 
Emily Christine Werlink – Human Resource Management 
Courtney Elizabeth West – Accounting 
Nicholas George Wethy (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting 
Dana Kathleen Wheeler (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Management Information Systems 
Chandler Adam Whelan (CUM LAUDE) – Finance 
Sydney L. Whitehead – Marketing 
Peter Bradley Whittelsey (CUM LAUDE) – Hospitality Management and Real Estate 
Jacquelyn Taylor Wickers – Professional Sales 
Morgan Ashley Widell – Professional Sales 
Alexander Christian Widner – Risk Management/Insurance 
Daniel Jared Widmoyer – Finance 
Tamara Margisca Wiggemans (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance 
Craig Wiggins Jr. – Finance 
Craig Wiggins Jr. – Real Estate 
Hope Addison Wiggins (CUM LAUDE) – Marketing 
Cassandra Lynn Wilhelm – Marketing 
Jake Austin Wilkerson (CUM LAUDE) – Finance and Real Estate 
John Paul Xavier Will – Finance and Real Estate 
Clyde Allen Williams Jr. – Real Estate 
Hunter John Williams – Risk Management/Insurance 
Kristopher Davon Williams (CUM LAUDE) – Accounting 
Megan Irene Williams – Marketing 
Sheila M. Williams – Accounting 
Taylor Michael Williams – Marketing 
Cameron Covington Wilson – Finance and Real Estate 
Jack Wyatt Wilson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance 
Rachel Lynn Wilson – Finance and Real Estate 
Devin Emmanuel Winter – Retail Management and Retail, Merchandising and Product Development 
Brandon Matthew Wise – Entrepreneurship and Professional Sales 
Jonathan Richard Wittel – Risk Management/Insurance 
Tessa Jolie Wittenberg – Hospitality Management 
Madison Renee Wobert (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Marketing and Finance 
Ryan Scott Wolfe – Finance 
Andrew Martin Wolsky (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance 
Brittany Anna Wonka – Finance 
Katelyn Alyssa Wosnock (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Accounting and Finance 
Justin Michael Wood (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Professional Golf Management 
Matthew Wright – Accounting 
Ryan Jake Yafna (CUM LAUDE) – Finance 
Ashley Marie Ygarza – Hospitality Management 
Eric Thomas Y innovation – Finance 
Jesu Yi – Accounting 
Bradley Joseph Young – Risk Management/Insurance and Real Estate and Professional Sales 
Shane Colton Young – Business Administration 
Alex Yu (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Finance 
Joanna Mae Zebos – Management 
Ryan Bruce Ziegelboim – Real Estate 
Timothy Zimet – Accounting 
Timothy Zimet – Finance 
Carly Grae Zuckerlman – Marketing and Professional Sales 
Ansley Elizabeth Zumf (CUM LAUDE) – Management Information Systems 
Stephanie Zuriga Galvis – Marketing and Management 
Master of Accounting With Major In 
Bianca Bello Almero – Taxation 
Anthony Steven Caceres-Marrero – Assurance and Advisory Services 
Chenling Huang – Taxation 
Timothy Kerr Icardi – Taxation 
Keyur Rajesh Patel – Assurance and Advisory Services 
Ryan Marshall Stipe – Taxation 
Duo Shu Wei – Assurance and Advisory Services 
Master of Business Administration With Major In 
Jeniffer Shaharanaz Abdullah – Business Administration 
Michael Kayle Abernathy – Business Administration 
Anthony Steven Alex – Business Administration 
John Wilfred Baugher – Business Administration 
Ashley Nicole Beckman – Business Administration 
John W. Benson – Business Administration 
Steven Christopher Blum – Business Administration 
Allison Bradshaw – Business Administration 
Kayleigh Renee Buck – Business Administration 
Summer Nicole Calenberg – Business Administration 
Alan Robert Chartier – Business Administration 
Peter Lap Cheong Chong – Business Administration 
Christopher Nathaniel Clarke – Business Administration 
Daniel K. Crosson – Business Administration 
Kirsten Nicole Crowley – Business Administration 
Elizabeth Bauer Czerwinskis – Business Administration 
Katelyn Andrea DeRosier – Business Administration 
Bradley Keith Dukes – Business Administration 
Brandon McLean Earle – Business Administration 
Sean Craig Goldstein – Business Administration 
Edward Dunn Gregory – Business Administration 
Christian Brice Griffith – Business Administration 
Christopher John Hammer – Business Administration 
Aaron Anthony Heil – Business Administration 
Antonio Marquis Hemingway – Business Administration 
Freddie Eugene Hendrickson III – Business Administration 
Brandon Ryan Ianiero – Business Administration 
Muneeb Irfan – Business Administration 
Nisha Jayakumari Unnikrishnan Nair – Business Administration 
Sheila Josil – Business Administration 
Marcelo Koji Kawabata – Business Administration 
Anastasya Kroyer – Business Administration 
Nicholas Alan Krupp – Business Administration 
Michael G. Lawrence Jr. – Business Administration 
Robert Bradford Leeman – Business Administration 
Chao Li – Business Administration 
Yechun Li – Business Administration 
Robert Margolis – Business Administration 
Jonathon Weston Miller – Business Administration 
Robert Nappi – Business Administration 
Michael Alexander Nimon – Business Administration 
Amy Jackson Price – Business Administration 
Austin Bradley Schwartz – Business Administration 
Nicole Alexa Selkov – Business Administration 
Shea Marie Souliere – Business Administration 
Cole David Stade – Business Administration 
Anthony Stimac – Business Administration 
Reid Adam Surkan – Business Administration 
Eric Edwin Sweet – Business Administration 
Craig Arthur Thomas – Business Administration 
RaeChanze Lanae Thompson – Business Administration 
Elizabeth Ann Turner – Business Administration 
Stefan Vujanovic – Business Administration 
Sara Elise Weagraff – Business Administration 
Cullen White – Business Administration 
Brenton Phillip Williams – Business Administration 
Joseph James Wolf – Business Administration 
Ellis Wade Wright – Business Administration 
Master of Science With Major In 
Leonard M. Bethia – Management Information Systems 
Parker Daniel Blake – Finance 
Tanner Bommich – Finance 
Joshua Paul Brown – Finance 
Julie Elizabeth Brown – Marketing 
Alberico Jose Bryant – Risk Management 
Nicholas Richard Summara – Finance 
Rahib Salim Chehayeb – Finance 
Yu Chen – Marketing 
The Florida State University
Jeffrey Eric Anderson – Marketing
B.S., University of Central Missouri
M.B.A., Pepperdine University
Major Professor: Dr. Ruby Lee

“Product and International Diversification: The Influence of Business and Political Network Structural Complexity”

Kaylee Jo Hackney – Organizational Behavior & Human Resources
B.A., Eastern Illinois University
M.B.A., Eastern Illinois University
Major Professor: Dr. Pamela Perrewa

“Great Expectations: An Analysis of Job Stress and Pregnancy”

John Nolan Harris – Organizational Behavior & Human Resources
B.S., University of Alabama
Major Professor: Dr. Gerald Ferris

“Leader Political Skill and Work Relationship Favorability: An Examination of Mediating Characteristics and Follower Outcomes”

Charm Patrick McAllister – Organizational Behavior & Human Resources
B.S., United States Military Academy at West Point
M.A., American Military University
Major Professor: Dr. Pamela Perrewa

“Three Essays Examining the Role of Self-Regulation in the Workplace”

Michelle Ann McAllister – Accounting
B.S., United States Military Academy at West Point
M.B.A., University of Colorado, Colorado Springs
Major Professor: Dr. Alan Blay

“An Examination of the Relationship between Individual Fraud Impressions Formed during Fraud Brainstorming and Subsequent Auditor Judgments and Decisions”

Stephanie Lynn Arnott (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Rexhep Avmet – Criminology
Courtney Evan Bagby – Criminology
Steven Alexander Baird – Criminology
Brittany Rose Barnett – Criminology

Natalie Marie Barreiro – Criminology
Preston James Bates – Criminology
Nancy Baumgart – Criminology
Alexander Robert Beek (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Tyler Scott Bell – Criminology and Psychology
Wesley Lawrence Bell – Criminology and Psychology

Christina Bello – Criminology
Natalie Marie Benedit – Criminology
Chelsea Marissa Berger – Criminology
Brandon Berrios – Criminology

Lana Rose Betts (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Devin Cormack Bieelski (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Danielle Allisson Blake – Criminology
Timothy Berenger Bohr – Criminology
Nathaniel William Boles – Criminology
Jeffrey Louis Borrelli – Criminology
Jessica Alice Boswell (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Italian
Le’Otis Rashaud Boswell-Johnson – Criminology and Psychology

Jennifer Karen Bradley – Criminology
Lauren C. Brooker (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Lasean Sheree’ Brown – Criminology
Quantesa Lesha Joyce Brown – Criminology
Taneka Brown – Criminology
Elizabeth Morgan Butler (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Philosophy
Marcos Augusto Cabello (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Philosophy

Matthew William Caddell – Criminology
McKyla Cadden – Criminology and Psychology
Jason Alexander Calderon – Criminology
Audrey Kystron Campbell – Criminology
Alyssa Meghan Cheslo-Brown – Criminology
Courtney Samone Clark (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology

Davis Clarke – Criminology
William Kyle Clawson – Criminology
Ja’Coreyah Clayton – Criminology and Sociology

Kolra S. Coleman – Criminology
Daniel Thomas Cook Jr. – Criminology
Tanner Allen Cook – Criminology
Jason Scott Coombs – Criminology
Haley Juhayna Cornish – Criminology and Psychology

Jeremy Luciano Thomas Cramarossa – Criminology
Brian D. Crespo – Criminology
Daniel Adam Croom (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology

Jonathan Paul Cutler – Criminology
Lynzai Noel Cutler – Criminology and Political Science

Jamie Matthew Dziszka – Criminology
Liam S. David – Criminology
Monisha Shalimar Dawkins – Criminology
Jeffrey James De Trano – Criminology

Kayla Rose Deerin – Criminology
Carolina A. Del Campo – Criminology
Daisy Delatorre (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and International Affairs

Brant Taylor Dermody – Criminology
Jordan Leigh Direktor – Criminology
Chelsea May Drummond (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology

COLLEGE OF CRIMINOLOGY AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Bachelor of Science

With Major In

Alexandra Grace Acquaviva – Criminology and Psychology

Isabella Cecilia Agrusa (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Marianne Kashi Aguilar (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Sociology
Joshua Earl Allanson – Criminology
Mark Andrew Alvarez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Daria Amari (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Russian
Marissa Marion Ambrosio (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Sociology
Anthony Anderson Jr. – Criminology
Zachary Paul Ange – Criminology
Edgar Andres Aristizabal – Criminology

THE FLORIDA STATE UNIVERSITY

Spring Commencement 2017
Devin John Duffy – Criminology
Darius Paul Dunbar – Criminology
Kevin Joseph Eddy – Criminology
Kathleen Nicole Edmier (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Kyle Allen Eggert – Criminology
Kyle Steven Eggner – Criminology
Eliezer Javier Escobar – Criminology
Manase Etienne (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Dylohn M. Farragut – Criminology
Gregory Michael Fears (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Emilio Figueroa III (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Emily Wolf Flack – Criminology
Mary Elisabeth Funkhouse – Criminology
Parker Reid Galloway – Criminology
Yailenys Garces (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Matthew Alexander Garcia – Computer
Criminology - Criminology
Sofia Jeannette Gillespie (CUM LAUDE) WITH HONORS – Criminology and Psychology
Melissa Beth Goldstein – Criminology
Emily Mae Graetz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Rebecca Lee Grbinich – Criminology
Kaley Elizabeth Groth – Criminology
Jasmine Guzman – Criminology
Jordan Addison Haimon – Criminology and Political Science
Jonathan Patrick Hall (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Criminology and Russian
Randall Scott Halpin – Criminology
Astoria Ophelia Harris – Criminology
Ke’Vonn Harris – Criminology
Richard Michael Harryal (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Heather Marie Hawkins – Criminology and Psychology
Jeffrey Philip Heath – Computer Criminology - Criminology
Benjamin David Hebert – Criminology
Darrielle Alicia Henderson – Criminology
Michael Reid Henley – Criminology
Victoria Alicia Hernandez – Criminology and International Affairs
Jonathan Abel Herrera – Criminology
Emily Elise Hever (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Spencer Warren Hodge – Criminology
Emily Lauren Hoffer – Criminology
Lauren Elizabeth Hopper – Criminology
Evan Daniel Hunt – Criminology
Rodney Wayne Huston – Criminology
Lindea Yvette Jefferson – Criminology
Michael James Jobe (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Crystal Alexis Jones – Criminology
Danielle Elizabeth Jones – Criminology
Mikaela Jones – Criminology and Psychology
Ricardo Andres Juarbe – Criminology
Ryan J. Jungwirth (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Nicole C. Kanaskie – Criminology and Management
Alicia Rose Kapolis – Criminology
Douglas Matthew Karst – Criminology
Kayla Lorrizzi Kell – Criminology
Vincent Kerr Jr. – Criminology
Patrick Joseph Kerrick – Criminology and Sport Management
Candice Ann Kettell – Criminology
Mohamad Khablan – Criminology
Daniel Baden King – Criminology
Jacquelyn Diane Kinni (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Brooke Ellen Kinsley – Criminology
Nickalaus Alan Kiphuth – Criminology
Alyssa Jordan Knisley (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Criminology and Psychology
Jacob W. Krauss – Criminology
Austin M. Kratsch – Criminology
Brian Philip Krueger – Criminology
Thomas Andrew Kurzt – Criminology
Madeline Marie Lane (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Samantha Jane Lawrence – Criminology
Derek Leach (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Marian Danielle Long – Criminology
Heather Loveridge – Criminology and Psychology
Estefania Luna Riveros – Criminology and Psychology
Jason Paul Luthringer – Criminology
Joshua Steven Machado – Criminology
Emily Marie Mackedon – Criminology
Sophia Elizabeth Magley (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Political Science
Megan Jean Marcotte – Criminology and Psychology
Paul Richard Marraffini – Criminology
Taylor Layne Marris (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Zachary Markangale – Criminology
MacKenzie Paige Masters (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
George Edward Mastics III – Criminology
Katelyn Marie Mastro – Criminology and Psychology
Vanessa Victoria Mata – Criminology and International Affairs
Angel L. Mathias – Criminology and Psychology
Edsel Ford Matthews III – Criminology
Joshua Reid Maynard – Criminology
Anthony Christopher Mazzola – Criminology and Psychology
Sean Patrick McClaskie – Criminology
Joseph Parker McFarland – Criminology
Douglas Blake McKeebby – Criminology
Joshua E. McIn (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Sara Elizabeth McLaughlin – Criminology
Erin Nicole McNamara (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Taylor Jade Melendy – Criminology
Daniel Jay Meyers – Criminology
Kristen Mayfield – Criminology
Gina Marie Miloine – Criminology and International Affairs
Jake Logan Mitchell – Criminology
Andrew Raymond Moats – Criminology and Professional Sales
Alexander Janes Money – Computer
Criminology - Criminology
Katherine Ibeeth Moore-Moreno – Computer
Criminology - Criminology
Ashlin Hannah Morgan (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Social Science
James M. Morgan – Criminology and Religion
Jennifer Monique Morisseau – Criminology
Tyler Chase Morris – Criminology
Ashley R. Navarrete (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Political Science
Ridelaune No-Neune – Criminology and Psychology
Jennie Frances O’Hara – Criminology and Psychology
Stephanie Ann Obregon – Criminology
Graeme Ryan O’Brien – Criminology
Crystal Marie Ortiz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Tiara Bree Owens (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Sociology
Jennifer Nicole Passarella – Criminology
Krista Jo Peirce (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Luiz Pereira (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Political Science
Pedro Rafael Pereira – Criminology
Alyssa Bridget Perez – Criminology and Psychology
Daniel Perez – Criminology
Gabriel Perez – Criminology
Christopher Anthony Petersen – Criminology
Brandon Michael Pfister – Criminology and Psychology
Rachel Lindsay Polakoff – Criminology
Mikayla Preston – Criminology
Matthew MacNab Priest – Criminology
Tyler Steven Puntney – Computer Criminology
Sierra Renee Purden – Criminology
Stephen Noel Racicot – Criminology
Hakeem Alexander Rainey – Criminology
Nathan Jacob Joseph Rands – Criminology
Joseph A. Raspante – Criminology
Zachary Logan Reda – Criminology
Charisma La’Dawn Reddick – Criminology and Psychology
Natalia Rivera – Criminology
Mar Rodriguez – Criminology
Priscilla P. Rodriguez – Criminology
Elizabeth Adrianne Roland – Criminology
Jason McLain Roughton – Criminology
Andrea Salas – Criminology
Amanda Christine Santos Rutherford (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Dayane Odelia Sanchez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Julian Andres Santiago – Criminology
Jacob Andrew Scarborough – Criminology
Brittany Paige Schillinger – Criminology
Morgan Taylor Schimp – Criminology
Marian Lynnette Scott – Criminology
Julian Paul Seeikins – Criminology
Shamra Megzena Sewell – Criminology
Madison Carmela Shaw – Criminology
Barrianna Nicole Sherkus – Criminology and Psychology
Tashana Kaydla Shields VII – Criminology and Psychology
Joseph Michael Sides – Criminology
Chelsea Arielle Sieger – Criminology
Andrew Dicker Sikora (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Psychology
Loren Ann Silva – Criminology
Rexford Jefferson Sirmans – Criminology
Serene Adele Smallwood – Criminology
Quesheba V. Smith – Criminology
Grace Iris Beauchamp Smokay – Criminology
Sarah Jane Sowards (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Grace Lindsay Stock – Criminology
Jesse Hil Spiegel – Criminology
Cody Carlton Stanaland – Criminology
Jake Richard Stein – Criminology
Felicia Bea Stephens – Criminology
Michael Angelo Stephens – Criminology
Zachary Tyler Stetz – Criminology
Jenna Marie Stinson – Criminology
Michael Stephen Strange – Criminology and Political Science
Madelyn Renee Sunberg – Criminology
Nicholas Antonio Shane Wayne Sylvester – Criminology
Nathan Alberto Szpilfeigel – Criminology
Brianna Jan Taggart – Criminology
Terrence Tiran Terlles – Criminology
Miles Edward Tesch – Criminology
Robbin Ewyone Thomas-Jones – Criminology
Kymere Roselia Thompson – Criminology
Tre’Ana Lynnae Thompson (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Amber N. Turbeville – Criminology and Political Science
Katherine Nicole van Dijk – Criminology
Thomas Gene VanDenhende – Criminology
Kylie Nichole Venezia – Criminology
Geneviève Bonnibel Vereb – Criminology
Anja Noell Von Der Osten (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Lauren Elizabeth Wade – Criminology
Cody Alexander Waldrop – Criminology
Kaitlin Nikole Ward – Criminology
Pamela Martin Watt – Criminology
Nicholas Stephen Watts (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Marissa Lynn Weaver (CUM LAUDE) – Criminology
Hannah Victoria Welsh (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Criminology and Media/ Communication Studies
Brittany Nicole White – Criminology
Caleb Coleman White – Criminology
Michelle Ann White – Criminology and Psychology
Christopher James Williams – Criminology
Jordan Algestus Williams – Criminology
Charles Lamar Wimberly – Criminology
Lynne Nicole Zimmerman – Criminology

Master of Science
With Major In
Michael H. Barbera – Criminal Justice Studies
Robert Burgess – Criminal Justice Studies
William Michael Casey – Criminology
Alyssa Celeste Cauldero – Criminology
Tyler Witte Duncan – Criminology
Madalyn Sophie Gainey – Criminal Justice Studies
David L. Gillespie – Criminal Justice Studies
Daniel Christopher Griggs – Criminal Justice Studies
Crystal Marie Grissam – Criminal Justice Studies
Daric R. Harvey – Criminal Justice Studies
Charles M. Keller Jr. – Criminal Justice Studies
Haley Ann Kostory – Criminology
Kristin Marie Lloyd – Criminology
Michael Q. Maguire – Criminology
Tony Alonzo Mashburn II – Criminal Justice Studies
Kimber Suzanne McDaniel – Criminology
Darinka Milojicev – Criminology
Wesley McCoy Myers – Criminology
Amanda Nicole Nearbin – Criminology
Lauren Neidigh – Criminology
Michael David Perkins – Criminal Justice Studies
Lindsey Brooke Post – Criminology
Pamela D. Presnell – Criminology
Timothy Schumacher – Criminology
Jordan Scott Sears – Criminology
Brooke Alexandra Sprague – Criminology
Courtney Anne Spratt – Criminal Justice Studies
Sean M. Taylor – Criminology
Jessica Welsh – Criminal Justice Studies
Alyssa N. Wesolowski – Criminology
Chelsea Chantale Ziegmont – Criminology

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In
Jamie Marie Gajos – Criminology
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Kevin Beaver

"The Role of Gene-Environment Correlations during Early and Middle Childhood"

Samuel Joseph Alexander Scaggs – Criminology
B.A., University of Missouri, Kansas City
M.S., University of Missouri, Kansas City
Major Professor: Dr. William Bales

"The Aging Inmate Crisis: Institutional Adjustment and Post-Prison Outcome Differences between Older and Younger Prisoners"

Tracey Lynn Woodard – Criminology
B.S., Syracuse University
M.S., University of North Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Brian Statts

"Maternal Incarceration and Young Adult Arrest: Examining the Effects of Sibling Relationships"

Meghan Reid Hillenberg (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Corrina Ann Kohler (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work

Catherine Victoria Holmes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
John M. Hudson (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Chaniqua Marie James – Social Work
Nicole C. Jones – Social Work
Anna Michelle Lambert – Social Work
Mary Allision Lambert – Social Work
Shelby Denise Land – Social Work and Psychology

Kyla Nichole Lenox – Social Work
Tyler Allen Lima (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Queneisha Joy Livingston – Social Work
Morgan Michele Lodes (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work and Psychology
Madison Jane Maher (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work

Courtney Carolyn McFarland (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Lily Huang McLauchlin (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work and Political Science
Cecilia Marie McMillan – Social Work
Patrick William Meingast – Social Work
Carly Marie Miers (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Sydney Lee Nadeau (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work and Psychology
Tashana Nichole Noel – Social Work
Casey Nicole O’Neal (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work

Marisa Katherine Pereira (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Andrew L. Pettit (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Kristina Marie Reich (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Mariah Lee Rinehart (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Maja Saxena – Social Work
Sivan Rachelle Shearouse – Social Work
Amy Carol-Jean Shomberg (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Kendra A. Sievers (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Amanda McKinley Slater (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Samantha Lynn Smith (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work

Sydney Michele Smith (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Rachel Marie Sullivan – Social Work
Rachel Jacqueline Taggart – Social Work
Linda Washburn (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Sierra Jontea Washington – Social Work
Kelsey Devin Whalen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work and Editing, Writing, & Media
Madison Rae Wideman (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work

Tezeta Yima – Social Work
Kylie Sharon Yonge (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Candice Symone Youmans – Social Work

Master of Social Work
With Major In
Jennifer Shaharanaz Abdullah – Social Work
Christine Allmand – Social Work
Michelle Hagens Anderson – Social Work
Ashreil Tashay Andre – Social Work
Shani Askhenazy – Social Work
Rene Michelle Austin – Social Work

JaniShaka Zynonna Beauchamp – Social Work
Patricia Ann Bent – Social Work
Ashley Blakely – Social Work
Lazaru Rey Borges – Social Work
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-College of Social Work-
Bachelor of Social Work
With Major In
Lindsey Erin Armstrong – Social Work
Alexis Grace Basik – Social Work
Berline Maria Belony – Social Work
Marissa Lauren Blunt (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Kristan Alexandra Bonanno – Social Work
David James Bonilla-Ciferri – Social Work
Pamela Yvonne Brown – Social Work
Mara Ernestina Burnside – Social Work
Abigail Anne Cazel (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Victoria I. Clifford (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Jennifer Lynn Coates (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Alexis Colby (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Austen Dudley George Crawford (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Melissa Karla Delossion – Social Work
Alexandra Delis – Social Work
Kathryn Grace Doles (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Madison Jo Doyle (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work and Sociology
Sincilla Dutreuil (CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Ariel Tatiana Edwards – Social Work
Katelyn Marie Ellwood – Social Work
Brittany Karoline Elzey (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work and Psychology
Jennifer Dawn Evans – Social Work
Christina Eileen Ferguson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Mallory Anne Hoy – Social Work
Veronica Leigh France – Social Work
Christopher Wayne Gaines (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Tiffany Renee Gonzalez – Social Work
Elizabeth Michelle Goodwyn (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Courtney Blair Gowen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Jessica Carlin Greenhalgh – Social Work
Jennifer Leigh Grogg – Social Work
Kristi Lee Grumbling – Social Work
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Andrew Philip Bracken – Social Work
Tanya Leigh Bush – Social Work
Renata L. Chambers – Social Work
Cassandre Charnel – Social Work
Andrea Ruth Christianson – Social Work
Natalee Ann Coat – Social Work
Hattie Grace Corbin – Social Work
Alexandra Corona – Social Work
Ashley Taylor Corrothers – Social Work
Jakiya E. Dieujuste – Social Work
Sarah Wheelis Farmer – Social Work
Brittany Ryan Ferrell – Social Work
Amanda Hollingsworth Finnell – Social Work
Ashley Charlotte Gaffney – Social Work
Alysia Debra Garcia- – Social Work
Nadia Cecelia Gladden – Social Work
Taylor Nicole Gonzalez – Social Work
Paige J. Gruzlewski – Social Work / Public Administration
Amber Nicole Hamilton – Social Work
Kelly Heffner – Social Work
Megan Hiner – Social Work
Janissia L. Jackson-Robinson – Social Work
Joanne Jean – Social Work
Mary Kathleen Jennings – Social Work
Nadia Zahara Jomaa – Social Work
Brenna Leigh Kim – Social Work
Maureen Ann Kosik – Social Work
Maureen Ann Koss – Social Work
Amanda Jean Koura – Social Work
Ivan G. Larriviere – Social Work
Kelsey Sue Latter – Social Work
John Joseph Lorio – Social Work
Sony Luxama – Social Work
Tiffany MacBain – Social Work
Sonnie Elizabeth Mayewski – Social Work
Kimber Suzanne McDaniel – Social Work
Julie Ann McDermott – Social Work
Stacy Ryder Miller – Social Work
Suzanne Marie Miller – Social Work
Sheila Michele Nobles – Social Work
Megan Kay O’Connor – Social Work
Askim Cebeci Okten – Social Work
Katie Olson – Social Work
Eva Manousakas Page – Social Work
Cheryl Ann Picone – Social Work
Liselor Pierre – Social Work
Stephanie Lynn Postell – Social Work
Brittany Ann Rice – Social Work
Isabella Schmid – Social Work
Danniele Nicole Scott – Social Work
LaCandia Nichole Selby – Social Work
Kelly Ann Silberman – Social Work
Kelly Jon Small – Social Work
Heather Ann Smith – Social Work
Kassandra Anne Stainne – Social Work
Joy Ellen Steiner – Social Work
Bonnie Ann Stewart – Social Work
Alexander Sullivan – Social Work
Rebecca Jean Tauber – Social Work
Sydney Morgan Thomas – Social Work
Eden B. Tompkins – Social Work
Eliana Vazquez – Social Work
Elizabeth Anne Vermette – Social Work
Gina Marie Vogt – Social Work
James Arthur Waber – Social Work
Amaris Cornelia Walden – Social Work
Melissa Renee Ware – Social Work
Carla Rae Weber – Social Work
Cullen White – Social Work
Ashley Nicole Wilfong – Social Work
Candiaci Williams – Social Work
David Lee Williams III – Social Work
Reisha J. Williams – Social Work
Grace Catherine Willms – Social Work
Bryan Thomas Wimberly – Social Work
Annie Wood – Social Work
Brittany Mahalia Woodgett – Social Work
Kotrish Renee Wright – Social Work
Suvonia Lashon Yon – Social Work
Stephanie René Yongue – Social Work
Peter W. Yun – Social Work
Audra Joy Zaragoza – Social Work
Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In
Stephanie Grace Prost – Social Work
B.S.W., Florida State University
B.S., Florida State University
M.S.W., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Stephen Tripodi
“The Perception Gap in Prison Health Care: Correlates of Interpersonal Agreement of Patient Quality of Life”

COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Bachelor of Arts
With Major In
Yasser Feraa Atiya – Music - Liberal Arts
Lauren Alexander Barreiro – Music - Liberal Arts
Nicholas Stephen Bergero – Commercial Music
James Alan Blanchard – Jazz
Mary Elizabeth Bradfield (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Commercial Music
Jesse Tyler Byers – Commercial Music
Jonathon Frank Catino – Commercial Music
Kendall Michele Creedon – Music - Liberal Arts
Jeffrey Edelstein (MAGNA CUM LAUDE (WITH HONORS)) – Music - Liberal Arts
Logan Thomas Elton – Music - Liberal Arts
Jason Matthew Faust – Jazz
Nyan Maxx Feder (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Jazz
William Wayne Gwaltney III – Music - Liberal Arts
Jonathan Martin Hartway (CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
Brandon Lawrence LaRosa – Music - Liberal Arts
Emily Ann Longo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
Kody James Lusk – Music - Liberal Arts
Meredith Rose Mank (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
Robert James Muriel – Jazz
Ellison Serena Pipkorn – Music - Liberal Arts
Ryan Raymond Raines (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Jazz
Jonathan Michael Riviere – Music - Liberal Arts
Noelle Jillian Rueschman (CUM LAUDE) – Music - Liberal Arts
Ira Michael Stecher – Music - Liberal Arts
Robert John Sullivan – Jazz
Ashley Diane Wright – Music - Liberal Arts
Bachelor of Music
With Major In
Glenda Adelina Barr Lopez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Percussion Performance

Jessica Anne Bass (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Voice Performance
Andrew David Bockman (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Percussion Performance
Esther Dickmann (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Voice Performance
Veronica Sophia Eres (CUM LAUDE) – Guitar Performance
Taylor Kate Eubanks (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Theatre - Music
Carol Marie Gomez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Voice Performance
Erin Kathleen Griffith – Music Therapy
Bridget Elizabeth Harper – Music Therapy and Psychology
Alexandria Leonette Harrington (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Work
Mia Marlene Hartley (CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
Sergio Herrera (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Music Composition
Seth Stephen Johnson (CUM LAUDE) – Brass Performance
Berkeley Ann Jones (CUM LAUDE) – Music Theatre – Music
Madison Norita Kronheim (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
Andrew Jose Lopez – Brass Performance
Angel Jonathan Lozada – Music Theatre - Music
Cameron Thomas Duncan MacMillan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – String Performance
Isabelle Wanjiru Maina (CUM LAUDE) – Voice Performance
Rebekah Rae Martin (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
Casie Rose McCrea (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
John Matthew McGovern (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Percussion Performance
Paul Vézina Meunier (CUM LAUDE) – Guitar Performance
Sarah Marie Michaela (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
Connor Milstead (CUM LAUDE) – Guitar Performance and Music Theory
Emory Alexander Mulick – Voice Performance
Leigha Marie Nilsen (CUM LAUDE) – Woodwind Performance
Amy Elizabeth Nungesser (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Piano Performance and Organ Performance
Lara Cassidy Papit (CUM LAUDE) – Woodwind Performance
Sabrina Adrian Gedwed Peterson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Percussion Performance
Luis Emmanuel Rosado-Bermudez – Guitar Performance
Kathleen Ann Sachariaison – Music Therapy
Taylor A. Shorey – Woodwind Performance
Kenneth Price Sukhia – String Performance
Toria Nicole Troxel – Woodwind Performance
William Ryan Whitehead – String Performance
Maureen Rose Young (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Music Therapy
Bachelor of Music Education
With Major In
Michael Edward Adams – Instrumental Music Education
Jordan Alexander (CUM LAUDE) – Choral Music Education
Zachary Lewis Bacak (CUM LAUDE) – Instrumental Music Education and Jazz
Theodore Allen Branson II – Instrumental Music Education
Robert William Burk IV – Exercise Science
Danielle Dolores Burke (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Jade Alexandra Burke – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Tamara Diamond Nicole Byrd – Family & Child Sciences
Cody Matthew Cacciatore – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Michelle Irene Cagan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Shawn A. Cibeleira – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Alexandra Brooke Call – Family & Child Sciences
Alyssa Marie Camarena – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Janelle Melissa Campbell – Exercise Science
Mackenzie Danielle Canganelli – Family & Child Sciences
Katia Cardona – Family & Child Sciences
Leah Nicole Casey – Exercise Science
Amanda Elizabeth Castaneda – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Thaddeaus Ramiah Castaneda II – Food & Nutrition Science
Raven Marie Caudill – Family & Child Sciences
Samantha Maria Caufield – Family & Child Sciences
Rachelle Cezalien – Family & Child Sciences
Ryan Donald Chong – Food & Nutrition Science
Kelly Mary Christensen (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Amanda Frances Citek – Family & Child Sciences
Cassidy Rae Clark – Exercise Science
Alexandra Christina Clayton – Exercise Science
Nichole Korinne Clayton – Family & Child Sciences
Liz Marie Clement Macia – Family & Child Sciences
Madison Erin Cloud – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Shannon Keanna Cochran – Family & Child Sciences
Sara Kaye Compton – Exercise Science
Amanda Virginia Cool – Family & Child Sciences
Laura Marie Cook – Family & Child Sciences
Zachary Gable Cooley – Exercise Science
Erin Arelys Cortes – Exercise Science
Paige Cos (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Elaina Rose Cristobal (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Leah Jeanne Crooks – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Alexandra Marie Curtin – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Chandler Elizabeth Cury – Family & Child Sciences
Anna Sophia Davis – Exercise Science
Kamryx Reyennan Danzy Davis (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Sarea Ashton Davis – Exercise Science
Elizabeth Brooks Davis (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences and Psychology
Jennifer Leah Dawson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Victoria De Leon – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Courtney Marie Dean (CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Brad Andrew DeDeur – Exercise Science
Brittany Lucia Delia Noce – Exercise Science
Claire Derricks – Family & Child Sciences
Adriana Nicole Diaz – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Ericka Isabell Diaz – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Max Anthony Diaz – Athletic Training
Conley Rey Diaz-Gomez (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Alexander Calogero Dolce (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Alex Bongiovanni – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Steve Dorcin – Family & Child Sciences
Rebecca Kaitlin Douglas (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
April R. DuCasse – Family & Child Sciences
Sydney Layne Dukas – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Grace Elizabeth Duncan (CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Madison Alexandra Duncan – Family & Child Sciences
Brandon Hughes Duren – Exercise Science
Andrew Christopher Eaton – Exercise Science
Stefanie Lauren English – Dietetics
Samay Ersoff – Exercise Science
Andrea Ann Escalante – Exercise Science
Maxx Alexander Esteves – Exercise Science
Olgia-Alycea Favreau – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Kally A. Feldman – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Amanda Marie Fiegler – Family & Child Sciences
Samantha Figueroa (CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Alexandra Fitzpatrick – Exercise Science
Michael John Flagg Jr. – Food & Nutrition Science
Alexandra Erin Fleet – Dietetics
Khatherine Flick – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Joyce Marie Fless – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Mary Grace Flynn – Family & Child Sciences
Melanie Jo Foligno – Family & Child Sciences
Buck Colton Fortier – Exercise Science
Stephanie Margaret Foye – Family & Child Sciences
Adrian Michael Franco – Exercise Science
Melissa Freitag – Exercise Science
Kristen Nicole Frixione – Family & Child Sciences
Natalie June Fruit – Exercise Science
Malorie Nicole Fry (CUM LAUDE) – Dietetics
Kaitlin Elizabeth Gallagher (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Kimie Elizabeth Gallager – Family & Child Sciences
Erica Nicole Gallup (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Alessia Laura Gandin – Food & Nutrition Science
Sebastian Garcia-Umpierre – Exercise Science
Kassandra Garrandes – Exercise Science
Ryan Matthew Garoussi – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Allison Nicole German – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Danny Ben Gersowsky (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Jessica McKelvey (Magna Cum Laude) – Exercise Science
Zachary Andrew McNulty (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Navarre Patricia Meadows (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Gabriella Nicole Mecca – Family & Child Sciences
Clayton James Meiron – Exercise Science and Psychology
Caitlin Elizabeth Melnyk – Family & Child Sciences
Kelly Dawn Mendoza – Family & Child Sciences
Jennifer Anne Meriney (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Wesley Keith Merriman – Exercise Science
Adeline Metzmacher – Family & Child Sciences
Alexandra Diana Meus – Family & Child Sciences
Lauren Taylor Miko – Family & Child Sciences
Laura Lynn Moeder (MAGNA Cum LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Fabiola Marie Moleiro – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Daniel Fernando Molina Mejia – Exercise Science
Bennett Alexander Molyneaux – Exercise Science
Alexandra Christine Moore – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Rachel Anne Moore (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
AnneMarie Margaret Mosiello – Family & Child Sciences
Eliza Adams Mosman (CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Kayla Marie Muguerra – Exercise Science
Kristin Mercedes Mullins (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Pauline Waithira Muturi (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Sarena Danielle Nelson – Exercise Science
Monica Leila Nemat – Exercise Science
Melisande Marie-Josephine Nestor – Family & Child Sciences
Haley Shaye Nettles – Family & Child Sciences
Rayne Alicia Neunie – Family & Child Sciences
Emily Neuwirth – Dietetics
Hannah Grace Newman – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Angela Rose Niedenfuer – Exercise Science
Elizabeth Lauren Nimitz (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Samantha Rae November (CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Brittany AnnMarie O’Brian – Exercise Science
Maggie Claire O’Neill – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Carrie Frances Odom – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Sarah Ojalvo – Exercise Science
Tatiana Nicole Olivier – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Kelsey Nicole Orr – Family & Child Sciences
Daniela Ortiz – Exercise Science
Francesca Noelle Otero-Vargas (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences and Psychology
Camille Palmer – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Danielle Marie Palor – Exercise Science
Marissa Sky Van Matro Parminter – Dietetics
Emily Jean Payton (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Amanda Nadine Pelletier – Dietetics
Zachary James Perry (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Courtney Marie Peters – Family & Child Sciences
Ana Cristina Phelan Nunez – Exercise Science
Callie Jo Phillips – Exercise Science
Nicole Noel Phillips – Exercise Science
Sydni Jade Piersen (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Joseph Niggio Pizzino – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Kaylee Spiegelhalter Placeres – Exercise Science
Cassidy Lyn Pope (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Stephanie Posada – Family & Child Sciences
Amanda Prager – Family & Child Sciences
Chelsea Kathryn Prentice – Family & Child Sciences
Helen Mae Price – Family & Child Sciences
Jasmine Danielle Price (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Abigale Elizabeth Pruitt – Family & Child Sciences
Rachel Louise Quinones – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Emily Clara Quirk – Family & Child Sciences
Chalé Aliyah Rackley – Family & Child Sciences
Jessica Ramirez (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Melissa Rascovsky – Dietetics
Courtney Alexandra Ratzliff – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Abigail Elizabeth Reed – Family & Child Sciences
Mirren Elizabeth Reed – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Erika Rose Richard (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Jennifer Jane Riebesell – Family & Child Sciences
Amanda Victoria Riera – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Maria Rivera – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Maria Paz Rivero (CUM LAUDE) – Dietetics
Danielle Erin Robins – Exercise Science
Emily Megan Robinson (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Joshua Roe (CUM LAUDE) – Dietetics
Gabriella Marie Rogers (MAGNA Cum LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Matthew Charles Rosen – Exercise Science
Mallory Lee Rubenstein – Family & Child Sciences
Robert Nicholas Saller – Exercise Science
Ashley Heather Saul (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences and Psychology
Briana Haley Saul – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Amanda Mae Saxton (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Peri Schellenberg (MAGNA Cum LAUDE) – Dietetics
Sara Kathryn Schluender (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences and Editing, Writing, & Media
Madison Rose Schmidt – Family & Child Sciences
Amber Ruth Schroeder – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Melissa Danielle Schubert – Exercise Science
Mandi Blake Schultman – Family & Child Sciences
Mary Elizabeth Schwerer (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Zachary Tyler Scisciente – Family & Child Sciences
Hayley Wynne Seawell (MAGNA Cum LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Melissa L. Segno – Family & Child Sciences
Lindsay Maria Self – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Lyndse Michele Serino (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences and Psychology
Sophia F. Servideo – Exercise Science
Delia Sultane Halaby Shash (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Michelle Luverne Shepherd – Exercise Science
Savannah Ashland Shoemaker – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Megan Taylor Sicard – Exercise Science
Jamie Elizabeth Sierra – Family & Child Sciences
Morgan Nicole Signor – Family & Child Sciences
Katie Lynn Silecky – Exercise Science
Phillip Rex Sims Jr. – Exercise Science
Morgan Annalee Sinclair (MAGNA Cum LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Kaitlyn Marie Skelston – Exercise Science
Haley Kathleen Slocum – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Sarah Marie Smith – Exercise Science
Jenna Alexandra Sneads – Family & Child Sciences
Chelse Marie Snider (MAGNA Cum LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Neil Rohan Sood – Exercise Science
Yaniet Sosa (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Rafaela Sousa – Exercise Science
Adesua Lena Spann – Dietetics
Jannese Louise Spencer – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Joie Lynn Stadelnikas (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Krista Lynn Staee – Exercise Science
Rachel A. Stafford – Exercise Science
Mackenzie Christine Stanley (MAGNA Cum LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Geordan Alexa Stapleton – Dietetics
Jessica Rachel Starnes – Exercise Science
Scott Andrew Stearns (CUM LAUDE) – Athletic Training
Jordan James Stein – Exercise Science
Angela C. Steinberg – Family & Child Sciences
Haley Sloane Steinberg – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Alexis Marie Stephenson – Family & Child Sciences
Lauren Emily Stern – Family & Child Sciences
Jesse Stevens – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Jada Elizabeth Stipe – Family & Child Sciences
Courtney Paige Sullivan (MAGNA Cum LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Juliana Marie Sutton (MAGNA Cum LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Rachel Sarah Swadlow (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Doretta D. Sweet-Williams – Family & Child Sciences
Christine Carolyn Targett – Family & Child Sciences
Christopher Logan Taylor (MAGNA Cum LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Vladislava K. Tchorioukovanova – Exercise Science
Alexa V. Jaminal Tcson – Family & Child Sciences
Jake Harrison Teich – Exercise Science
Cydney Nichole Terryn (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
David Elliot Toteibaum (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Lindsay Katherine Thomas – Exercise Science
Nicole Elizabeth Thomas – Dietetics
Shannon Faye Thomas – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Julia Elizabeth Thompson (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Nicole Marie Tira – Athletic Training
Jenna Marie Tobin – Exercise Science
Nicole Marie Toledo (CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Emily Renee Toms (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Emily Toomajanian – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Noelle Maria Torrillo – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Febianne Toussaint – Family & Child Sciences and Sociology
Bao-Vi Nguyen Tran – Family & Child Sciences
Simon Tran (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Payton Amberly Travis (CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Angela Maree Trott (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Erica Rachelle Turner – Athletic Training
Sarah Brittany Tye – Exercise Science
William Alexander Tyre – Exercise Science
Amber Lynn Tyrie – Family & Child Sciences
Brittany Marie Underwood (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Mehuliben Upadhyaya (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Alexandra Marie Urban – Family & Child Sciences
Taylor Urow – Family & Child Sciences
Daniel Anthony Valdes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Ashley Nicole Vallejos – Food & Nutrition Science
Vanessa Lorraine Vasquez – Exercise Science
Rachel Nicole Vinson – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Jonas Joseph Volkman – Exercise Science
Emily Paige Waldmann (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Sarah Denae Waldy – Family & Child Sciences
Katherine Lee Walker (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Corinne Elizabeth Wallis – Exercise Science
Caleb FritzAllen Ward – Athletic Training
Delanie Marie Ward – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Lydia Ware (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Jakob Marion Warpinski-Bitting (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Elyse Mackenzie Warren (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Hannah Kathryn Webster (CUM LAUDE) – Exercise Science
Janay Nicole Webster – Family & Child Sciences
Charles Daniel Wendel – Exercise Science
Abigail Lynn Westhoffen (CUM LAUDE) – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Hannah Lila Wherry – Exercise Science
Janice Nicole White (CUM LAUDE) – Family & Child Sciences
Morgan Elizabeth Wilder – Exercise Science
Richard Tyk Teo – Exercise Science
Kayla Wirth – Retail, Merchandising and Product Development
Kaylee Marion Zymkowski – Family & Child Sciences

Master of Science
With Major In

Kathryn Faye Dooley – Sports Nutrition
Elizabeth Claire Griffis – Family & Child Sciences
Katrina Anne Hall – Nutrition & Food Science
Elizabeth Patricia Hinchcliffe – Global Merchandising & Product Development
Xingyi Jiang – Nutrition & Food Science
Nicholas P. Massie – Sports Sciences
Edward Luis Pagan – Sports Sciences
Sarah Grace Spann – Sports Nutrition
Richard Jeffery Vance – Sports Sciences
Abigail Margaret VanLuvanee – Sports Nutrition
Jacob Wayne VanWart – Exercise Physiology
Yuyan Wu – Nutrition & Food Science

Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In

Daniel Alan Baur – Exercise Physiology
B.A., University of Pittsburgh
M.S., James Madison University
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Oomsbe
“The Effects of Pre-Exercise Modified Stretch on Adipose Tissue Lipolysis and Running Performance”

Andrew S. Benesh – Marriage & Family Therapy
B.S., Georgia College and State University
M.F.T., Mercer University Macon
Major Professor: Dr. Ming Cui
“Predicting Child Welfare Future Placements for Foster Youth”

Julia Ellen Inglis – Nutrition & Food Science
B.S., University of North Florida
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Jasminka Ilich-Ernst
“Identifying Osteosarcopenic Obesity in a Group of Older Women”

Pegah JafariNasabian – Nutrition & Food Science
M.D., Islamic Azad University
Major Professor: Dr. Jasminka Ilich-Ernst
“Analyzing Bone, Muscle and Adipose Tissue Biomarkers to Identify Osteosarcopenic Obesity Syndrome in Older Women”

Behnam Keshavarz – Nutrition & Food Science
B.S., Shiraz University
M.S., University of Tehran
Major Professors: Dr. Yun-Hwa Peggy Hsieh and Dr. Qinchun Rao
“Immunodetection of Allergens from Mullet (Mugil cephalus) and Salmon (Salmo salar)”

Negin Navaei – Nutrition & Food Science
B.S., Georgia State University
Major Professor: Dr. Bahram H. Arjmandi
“Regular Consumption of Pears May Improve Parameters Associated with Metabolic Syndrome in Men and Women”

Kayla M. Reed – Marriage & Family Therapy
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institution and State University
M.S., University of Kentucky
Major Professor: Dr. Mallory Lucier-Greer
“The Role of Basic Psychological Needs in Determining Well-being: A Study of Diverse Samples of Emerging Adults”

Jamila Evans Reynolds – Marriage & Family Therapy
B.A., Trinity University
M.S., Northwestern University
Major Professor: Dr. Melissa Gonzales Backen
“Predictors of Ethnic-Racial Socialization Profiles in Early Childhood Among African American Parents”

Mathew Calvin Withers – Marriage & Family Therapy
B.S., Northwest Missouri State University
M.S., Utah State University
Major Professor: Dr. Lenore McWey
“Parent-Adolescent Relationship Factors and Longitudinal Adolescent Depression: A Latent Profile Analysis”

COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science
With Major In

Cayse Nicole Abbott – Exceptional Student Education
Jordan Elisabeth Alberts – Social Science Education
William Albino Jr. (CUM LAUDE) – Exceptional Student Education
Jacob Burke Allison – Sport Management
Sophina Andrade (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Stuart Issac Ascher – Sport Management
Lauren Ruth Askew – Social Science Education
Allison Elizabeth Auker (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
David Owens Bailey Jr. – Sport Management
Michelle A. Baker – Elementary Education
Hannah Kellogg Bartholomew (CUM LAUDE) – Early Childhood Education
Gabrielle Marie Bevillard (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Livingay Lane Boggus (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Amy Marie Boocher (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exceptional Student Education
Matthew Scott Bovarnick – Sport Management
Kasey Lynne Bradden (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Forrest Benjamin Brewton – Sport Management
Kaitlyn Tamera Broden – Exceptional Student Education
Alexia Shante Brown – English Education
Brittany Daniella Brown (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Jake Edward Burch – Social Science Education
Victoria Aileen Burnett (CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Ariel Kirsten Busing (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Shane Calabrese Carmody – Sport Management
Kathryn Elizabeth Carr – Sport Management
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Amy Kate Carter (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Elizabeth Linda Lynn Cassity – English Education
Hannah Marie Christenberry (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Bret Matthew Clein (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Logan Calena Clemons (CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Abigail Elizabeth Coates (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Elizabeth Brooke Cooper (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Delaney Christine Costello (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Visual Disabilities Education
Kevin Ray Cox (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Victoria Hope Daddis – Sport Management
Sarah Joy Davenport (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Vic'Toria Neikea Davenport – Elementary Education
Lauren Noelle Disla (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Jacylin Leigh Dombroski – Early Childhood Education
Logan Joseph Eagen (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Anne Waggoner Elam (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Early Childhood Education
Amber Lynn Etheridge (CUM LAUDE) – Exceptional Student Education
Robert Joseph Estrada, Jr. – Sport Management
Katelyn Danielle Hatcher (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Taylor Michele Halbig – Social Science Education
Kristen Lynn Harder (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Lindsey Nicole Harrell (CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Katelyn Danielle Hatcher (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Morgan Elizabeth Hendrikse (CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Angela Elizabeth Hernandez-Robles (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Chelsea Renee’ Hickox – English Education
Ralph Faith Hinder – English Education
McKenzi Faith Hively – Elementary Education
Ryan James Hoefeld – Sport Management
Nicoll Kristen Hook (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Early Childhood Education
Nicole G. Hopkins (CUM LAUDE) – Early Childhood Education
Kevin Patrick Hoppey – Sport Management and Psychology
Alicia Jazmynnorton (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Jeana Beverly Hughes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Krystena Kathleen Hutchins – Social Science Education
Allison Danielle Jackson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exceptional Student Education
Kai James – Sport Management
Olivia Rose Jaze (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Kaitlyn Grace Johnson (CUM LAUDE) – Exceptional Student Education
Raven Skylar Jordan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Kaylyn Sue Julian (CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Jennifer Catherine Karpinski (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Kenna Sue Kimbrell – Exceptional Student Education
Joshua Isaac Klein – Sport Management
Chelsea Nicole Knight – Sport Management
Jenna Suzanne Knowles (CUM LAUDE) – Early Childhood Education
Angela Suzanne Kolhagen – Exceptional Student Education
Lauren Catherine Kovach – Exceptional Student Education
Christina Jane Kovacs-Bane – Visual Disabilities Education
Stuart Johann Langer-Marshall – Sport Management
Jessica Kimberly Lashington (CUM LAUDE) – Early Childhood Education
Amanda Marie Lawyer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Visual Disabilities Education
Zachary Taylor Lima (CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Aubrey Ann Longley (CUM LAUDE) – Exceptional Student Education and Psychology
Braxton Linton III – Sport Management
Katherine Aime Lopez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Samantha Margaret Lowe – Early Childhood Education
Hailey Marie Luke (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Matthew David Magee – Sport Management
Nicole Marie Molina (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Katelyn Elizabeth Moloney (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Kylee Elizabeth Mooney (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Jessica L. Morgan (CUM LAUDE) – Early Childhood Education
Angel Diana Morris – Exceptional Student Education
Yukako Noi – Sport Management
Morgan Catherine O’Brien – Exceptional Student Education
Anne Mercedes Palmasani – Elementary Education
Steven Travis Palmer – Sport Management
Vincent Pandolfo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Hannah Lynn Parker (CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Thomas Anthony Parrotta – Sport Management
Jami Lee Pekas (CUM LAUDE) – Early Childhood Education
Sydney Lauren Petcoe – Early Childhood Education
Stephanie Nicole Phillips – Sport Management
Benjamin Pickeral – Sport Management
Carolyn Renee Poppell – Elementary Education
Meghan Elyssa Potter (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Ashleigh Dulari Ramdorsingh – English Education
Jacob Johann Rashid – Sport Management
Sarah Margaret Raynor (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exceptional Student Education
Mitchell Elliott Reiter – Sport Management
Edwin Tracy Rhodes V – Sport Management
Lance Allen Roache – Sport Management
Katelyn Elizabeth Rodd (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Christopher James Rolfs – Sport Management
Jamael Rashad Romans – Sport Management
Tara Eleanor Rooney – Sport Management
Beth P. Roshaven (CUM LAUDE) – Visual Disabilities Education
Kathleen Elizabeth Ruppert (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Exceptional Student Education
Alexandra Joann Russo (CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Cameron J. Salley (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Thais Marie Sanchez – Social Science Education
John Riley Woodward Sanders – Sport Management
Anna Grace Schmitz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Natalie Michelle Shafer (CUM LAUDE) – Early Childhood Education
Jasmine Marianna Elizaldes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Bianca Rae Simon – Elementary Education
Bianca Rae Simon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Social Science Education
Brittany Marisa Sinitch – (CUM LAUDE) – English Education
Ivey Alma-Lena Raines Slaughter – Sport Management
Caleb Joseph Smith – Social Science Education
Jeremey Tyler Smith – Sport Management and History
Zachary Taylor Smith – Social Science Education
Megan Elizabeth Smoller – (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Dylan Rayner Staley – Sport Management
Shelby Grace Stanway – Exceptional Student Education
Ruth Leah Stepakoff – Early Childhood Education
Lacey Brionni Strickland – Elementary Education
Samantha Ann Strickland – Visual Disabilities Education

Ivey Alma-Lena Raines Slaughter – Sport Management
Zachary Taylor Smith – Social Science Education
Megan Elizabeth Smoller – (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Dylan Rayner Staley – Sport Management
Shelby Grace Stanway – Exceptional Student Education
Ruth Leah Stepakoff – Early Childhood Education
Lacey Brionni Strickland – Elementary Education
Samantha Ann Strickland – Visual Disabilities Education

Keanu Isaiah Tavares – Sport Management
Anna Joyce Taylor – Social Science Education
Jaynell Ann Taylor – Elementary Education

Samantha Michel Taylor – Early Childhood Education
Alyssa M. Tencza – Sport Management
Dave Elizabeth Thompson – Exceptional Student Education
Maria Lanakila Castro Tomassetti – (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Seline Elizabeth Trinidad – (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Samantha Elizabeth Trich – (CUM LAUDE) – Exceptional Student Education
Emily Lauren Tweedell – (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Elementary Education
Christopher Martin Uhl Jr. – Sport Management
Kaitlyn Valiente – Social Science Education

Lauren Leigh Brunner – Mental Health Counseling
Molly Kathleen Buckley – Higher Education
Catherine Eleanor Burke – Social Historical & Philosophical Foundations of Education
Sarah Jane Burke – Mental Health Counseling
Holly Campbell – Mental Health Counseling
Eric Catafago – Social Science Teaching
Betty Ann Caulkins – Visual Disabilities
Yihua Chai – Social Historical & Philosophical Foundations of Education
Shannon Chase-Nice – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies

Dustin Ambrosio Wynn Chason – (CUM LAUDE) – Sport Management
Jinjushang Chen – Learning & Cognition
Qianning Chen – Foreign & Second Language Education

Cheryl Kathleen Cirs – School Psychology
Larry Eugene Clark Jr. – Educational Leadership/Administration
Jessica Margaret Coons – Higher Education
Matthew Corbett – Higher Education
Katherine A. Cornelison – Foreign & Second Language Education
Alexis Christine Coryell – School Psychology
Caroline Marie Cox – Higher Education
Catodrra Leishell Crear – Visual Disabilities
Elizabeth Jane Crum – Visual Disabilities
John J. Davison – Educational Leadership/Administration
Patricia de la Rivaherrera – Mental Health Counseling

Robert Alexander Deason Sr. – English Education
Andrew Michael Dentauz – Learning & Cognition
Shawna Asha Durtschi – Learning & Cognition
Elizabeth Eaves – Visual Disabilities
Ian Sebastian Escalante – Sport Management
Kenneth J. Estes Jr. – Sport Management
Amber Lynn Etheridge – Exceptional Student Education
Joshua Andrew Fellerman – Sport Management
Yueyang Feng – Foreign & Second Language Education
Jack Campbell Ferguson – Sport Management
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Mara Anicia Martinez – Exceptional Student Education
William Michael Massey – Social Science Teaching
Ryan Nathaniel Mazon – Career Counseling
Nathaniel James McAluiffe – School Psychology
Joshua Lee McIntosh – Sport Management
Tyler Edward McNamara – Sport Management
Tara Ann McNeal – Mental Health Counseling
Krysta Nicole Medved – Sports Psychology
Kayla Lynn Megonegal – Exceptional Student Education
Madeline Christina Victoria Merts – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Joel Sena Messan – Measurement & Statistics
Jennifer E. Messiner – Sport Management
Joseph R. Miller – Elementary Education
Peyton Miller – Exceptional Student Education
Jielin Ming – Measurement & Statistics
Houra Mohammadiamin – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
George Emanuel Moore Jr. – Sport Management
Avita Janeé Morgan – Visual Disabilities
Christina Marie Morisi – School Psychology
Jordan Christopher Nation – Higher Education
Takuya Nishimura – Sport Management
Myles Jordan Notkin – Sport Management
Kristine Leann O’Brien – Mental Health Counseling
Morgan Catherine O’Brien – Exceptional Student Education
Anthony Francis Onimus – Sport Management
Kailleen Frances Paige – Higher Education
Ashley Erin Palelis – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Taylor Glenn Pentz – Career Counseling
Felicia Casandra Perez – Mental Health Counseling
Jaclyn Marie Petruzzelli – Mental Health Counseling
Austin Piazza – Sports Psychology
Samantha Nicole Picciano – Visual Disabilities
Almecia Endeelease Pillers – Visual Disabilities
Natalie Anne Portalatin – Educational Leadership/Administration
Michael D. Press – Social Science Teaching
Lindsey Pauline Proulx – Higher Education
Alejandro David Pulido – Mental Health Counseling
Marc-André Olivier Rameau – Mental Health Counseling
Azmak Rasul – Measurement & Statistics
Sarah Margaret Raynor – Exceptional Student Education
Emma Frances Reed – Sport Management
Hillary Anne Rimel – School Psychology
Kathryn Francesca Roberts – Mental Health Counseling
Kelly Romano – Mental Health Counseling
Ernest Charles Ross – Sport Management
Trenton Robert Ross – Sport Management
Amanda L. Roy – Higher Education
Kathleen Elizabeth Ruppert – Exceptional Student Education
Kerri Salter – Visual Disabilities
Erin Monique Satterwhite – Higher Education
Taylor Sauban – English Teaching
Emily Shae Scott – Mental Health Counseling
Rachel Anne Scott – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Bruce Edward Screws Jr. – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Alyssa Shears – Higher Education
Shannon Ruth Shurtygin – Instructional Systems and Learning Technologies
Katherine Sipula – Visual Disabilities
Shelby Grace Stanway – Exceptional Student Education
Heather Lynn Stitely – Higher Education
Aaron Christopher Taylor – Sociocultural & International Development Education Studies
Josua James Taylor – Social Science Teaching
Terri Nadine Thomas – Higher Education
Davee Elizabeth Thompson – Exceptional Student Education
Wesley R. Thrower – Mental Health Counseling
Ami-Linda Torres – Special Education Studies
Samantha Elizabeth Trritch – Exceptional Student Education
Madhulika Vajjhala – Education Policy & Evaluation
Erica M. Vazquez – School Psychology
Nicole Lauren Vilmure – Exceptional Student Education
Shuyu Wang – Mathematics Education
Dillon Lee Warner – Higher Education
Amy Georgia Watts – Sport Management
Alexandra Helene Weiss – Exceptional Student Education
Blake Addison Weiss – Higher Education
Aaron Jesse Wieland – Higher Education
Meghan Elizabeth Wilde – Mental Health Counseling
Justin Pyle Willcockcs – Social Science Teaching
Briana Jacqueline Williams – Sport Management
Samantha Kay Williams – Exceptional Student Education
D’Evelyn Amanda Wymore – Higher Education
Fanq Yang – Learning & Cognition
Hope Elizabeth Young – Higher Education
Shelby Young – Higher Education
Education Specialist
With Major In
Megan I. Attanasio – School Psychology
Jennifer Elizabeth Baker – School Psychology
Jacqueline Gabbard Belle – Career Counseling
Samantha E. Brenner – Mental Health Counseling
Jal Lisa Marie Brown – Mental Health Counseling
Lauren Leigh Brunner – Mental Health Counseling
Sarah Jane Burke – Mental Health Counseling
Holly Campbell – Mental Health Counseling
Christen Kathleen Cirkis – School Psychology
Alexis Christine Coryell – School Psychology
Patricia de la Rivaherrera – Mental Health Counseling
Rachel Elizabeth Festinger – School Psychology
Shannon Diane Focaracc – School Psychology
Zachary Ryan Guy – Career Counseling
Kristen Lee Haller – Career Counseling
Sydney Teal Hanselman – Mental Health Counseling
Shar’Dane Devonna Harris – Mental Health Counseling
Kylie Noelle Hyde – Mental Health Counseling
Sherly Laguerre – Educational Leadership/Administration
Stephanie Rae Lamboy – School Psychology
Sherry Lynn Langston – Educational Leadership/Administration
Ryan Nathaniel Mazon – Career Counseling
Nathaniel James McAluiffe – School Psychology
Tara Ann McNeal – Mental Health Counseling
Christina Marie Morisi – School Psychology
Kristine Leann O’Brien – Mental Health Counseling
Taylor Glenn Pentz – Career Counseling
Felicia Casandra Perez – Mental Health Counseling
Jaclyn Marie Petruzzelli – Mental Health Counseling
Alejandro David Pulido – Mental Health Counseling
Marc-André Olivier Rameau – Mental Health Counseling
Hillary Anne Rimel – School Psychology
Kathryn Francesca Roberts – Mental Health Counseling
Shane Steven Robinson – Educational Leadership/Administration
Kelly Romano – Mental Health Counseling
Emily Shae Scott – Mental Health Counseling
Wesley R. Thrower – Mental Health Counseling
Erica M. Vazquez – School Psychology
Robyn Drayne White – Educational Leadership/Administration
Meghan Elizabeth Wilde – Mental Health Counseling
Lauren Patricia Williams – Educational Leadership/Administration
Doctor of Philosophy
With Major In
Dawnette Evette Banks – Education Policy & Evaluation
B.S., Florida State University
M.A.S.S., Florida A&M University
Major Professor: Dr. Patrice Iatolotara
“The Impact of Class Size on the Distribution of Teacher Quality in Florida’s Elementary-Schools”
Lori Jean Best – Combined Program-Counseling Psychology & School Psychology
B.S., University of Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Steven Pfeiffer
“Self-Esteem and Locus of Control: A Longitudinal Analysis of Twice-Exceptional Learners”
Stephanie Lynn Brown – Sociocultural & International Development Education Studies
B.S., University of Miami
M.Ed., University of Central Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Stacey Rutledge
“Negotiating Position during the Process of Design within a Researcher-Developer-Practitioner Partnership: An Activity Systems Analysis”
Kimberly A. Colleghi – Sports Psychology
B.A., Canisius College
B.A., Canisius College
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Craig Chow
“Athlete Transition: Effects of Coping on Self-Concept Clarity of NCAA Athletes”
Brian Joseph Foster – Sports Psychology
B.Kin., University of Calgary
M.S., Ball State University
Major Professor: Dr. Craig Chow
“The Contributions of Psychological Skills and Mindfulness to NCAA Student-Athlete Well-Being”
Mary Priya Jerry – Social, Historical, and Philosophical Foundations of Education
B.A., Mahatma Gandhi University
M.A., Pondicherry University
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Jeffrey Ayala Milligan
“Community College Development in India: Variations in the Reception and Translation of the U.S. Community College Model by Indian Administrators to Suit Indian Contexts”
Audrienne Ruth Shifflett (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – French
Anna Magdalene Shiley – Italian
Shelton Brayte Goethe Singletary – Philosophy
Juanita Estrella Smith – Women’s Studies
Keeley Erin Smith (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Literature and Media/Communication Studies
Randall Shadd Smith Jr. – Humanities
Wayne Scott Snyder Jr. – Russian
Gary Antonio Soza (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Chinese & Japanese
Ashley Maree Starr – Humanities
Sydney Lynn Stelter – Editing, Writing, & Media
Tyler Maxwell Sterling – Editing, Writing, & Media
Patrice Elizabeth Stuart (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Monica Marie Suarez – Humanities
Ian Denniston Swaby – Editing, Writing, & Media
Samantha Kate Swantek (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Suzanna Jane Talada – Editing, Writing, & Media
Malachi J. Tatsum – Philosophy
Alexandra Grace Taylor – Editing, Writing, & Media
Allison Michelle Terry – Editing, Writing, & Media
Katherine Tripp-Teller (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Christopher Alexander Thomas-Rose – Editing, Writing, & Media
Phoebe Marie Thomas – Editing, Writing, & Media
Kayli Raina Tomasheski (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media and Theatre
Rachel Emily Townsend – Editing, Writing, & Media
Ian Powell Tramm – Creative Writing and Italian
Gabrielle Kellen Tribou (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Gabrielle Kellen Tribou (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Humanities
Robert Bradley Ulrich – Creative Writing
Matthew Dewitt Upthegrove (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – History and International Affairs
Lindsey Utermohle – Humanities
Shannon Lynn Utter (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Literature and International Affairs
Abigail Mauree Valero – Humanities
Joseph Stephen Valley – Spanish
Bailey Bretsch Van Horne – Editing, Writing, & Media
Adrian Vargas – Editing, Writing, & Media
Alejandro Jose Vasquez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing
Carmen Icea Vazquez – Creative Writing
Christopher John Voltz (CUM LAUDE) – Editing, Writing, & Media
Amanda Montgomery Voyles – Women’s Studies and Philosophy
Brielle Maria Wagner – Creative Writing
Ellen Marie Waidner (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Spanish
Brittany Zoe Walker (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Religion
Keaton Rae Wall – Humanities
Peter J. Wallace – Humanities
Amelia Taylor Weiss – Humanities
Brian Nicholas Whittington – Editing, Writing, & Media
Krislyn Elise Wilkie (CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing and Literature
Jacquelyn A. Williams – Creative Writing
Richard Tyler Williamson – French
Joy Alexandra Willis – Environmental Science & Policy
Sean Michael Willis – Literature
Emily Delane Wilson – Editing, Writing, & Media
Haley Rebekah Wilson – Humanities
Stephanie Nicole Wilson – Humanities
Matthew C. Wisely – Philosophy and Religion
Nora Elizabeth Woods – Editing, Writing, & Media
Thomas Lee Woodward V (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Religion & Classics
Domenic Jon Wray – History
Remi Alan Sokol Wyczynski – Japanese Language & Culture
Carmen Nicole Young (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Creative Writing and Theatre
William Harrison Zloch – History
Sofia Zunjic – Humanities
Bachelor of Science With Major In
Kudra Abaco – Psychology
Robert Ronald Abblett (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Criminology/Computer Science and Applied & Computational Mathematics
Rachel Abercrumbie – Biological Science and Psychology
Cooper Everette Abernathy – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Garrett Michael Abrahamsen – Chemistry
Eric Matthew Adams – Computer Science
Kia Jewell Adams (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Ryan Morgan Adams – Biological Science
Samara Zoe Affonso – Biological Science
Mollie Avital Aklepi – Psychology
Sahara Rose Alami (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Anthropology
Alejandro Albizu – Psychology
Jared Allen Aldrich – Environmental Science
Jared Allen Aldrich – Geology
Courtney Ariel Alexander (CUM LAUDE) – Physical Science
Chase Terrance Allen (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Melissa Adams – Psychology
Brooke Kyline Altman – Psychology
Madison P. Altman – Biological Science
Ashley Cristy Alvarez – Biological Science
Melissa Marie Alvarez (CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Marianna Malacca Alves (CUM LAUDE) – Chemistry
Audrey Charlotte Amerson – Psychology
Kristen Nicole Amico (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Sarah Margaret Amiro – Biological Science
Charmayne Denise Anderson – Biological Science
Sarah Michael Anderson (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Sean Adriand Andrew (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Shaun Michael Anderson (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Glen Richard Andree Jr. – Environmental Science
Julia Andrews – Environmental Science
Moniba Anees (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Gabriel Allyn Angel – History
Ronney Brandon Aovida – Computational Science
Lamina Abdelrauf Arafu – Biological Science
Andrew John Archer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Statistics
Nicholas Charles Arias (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Eliana Carolina Armas – Biological Science
Christiann Marie Assee (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Yasser Feraas Atiya – Computer Science
Lissette Baballan (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Amanda April Babcock – Meteorology
Amanda April Babcock – Biomathematics
Amanda April Babcock – Physics & Astrophysics
Amitpal Singh Bahga (CUM LAUDE) – Biomathematics
Rebecca Carolina Bajayo – Psychology and Criminology
Christopher Steele Baker – Biological Science
Jordan Taylor Baker (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Bethany Lynn Balette (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Sofia Ballestín – Psychology
Caroline Lee Baney (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jasmine Modupe Baptisté-Apénina – Psychology
Sombal Bari – Psychology
Lynda Marie Barket – Psychology
Alessandra Teresa Barthes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Chemistry
Katelyn E. Bassett – Anthropology
Nina Nemi Battista (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and International Affairs
Shelton Alicia Baugh – Biological Science
Megan Ashley Bayles (WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Claire McMaster Beaver – Psychology
Marlee Freda Bellford – Anthropology and International Affairs
Sebastian Benavides – Computer Science
Jared Anthony Bennett (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Megan Rae Blythe Bentley – Physics
Laura Melissa Berens – Biological Science
Jacob Scott Bernier – Physics
Melissa Jean Betters (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Jessica Raven Bie – Psychology
Beau Jacob Billings (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Matthew Ian Binder – Psychology
Alexa Kara Birmingham – Meteorology
Alexander Ryan Bishop – Biological Science
Corey Daniel Blancio – Actuarial Science
Jacob Alexander Bliven – Biological Science
Alli Jordan Blumstein (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Cassidy Brutton-Poulens (CUM LAUDE) – Mathematics
Morgan Ashley Boggs (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Statistics
Paul Sterling Bohlen – Biological Science
Christine Marie Nepote Bohling (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Applied Geosciences/FSU-Teach and Science or Mathematics Teaching/FSU-Teach
Craig Tyler Bolles (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Amy Alisa Boone – Psychology
David Wesley Boose II – Biochemistry
Morgan Rae Bowman – Environmental Science
Andrew Yanick Boyle – Psychology
Nina Marie Bracciano – Biological Science
Griffin Maclennan Frerries – Mathematics
Griffin Maclennan Frerries – Physics
Daniel Bradley – Environmental Science
Matthew Lane Bradley – Computer Science
Matthew Ryan Branch (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Katelin Dasya Brea – Psychology
Alexander Oliver Brinkerhoff – Meteorology
Nermima Brijak – Chemistry
Skyler Marie Bronson – Biological Science
William Burt Brooks III – Biomathematics
Emily Katherine Brown (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Environmental Science and Anthropology
Corey D. Bichel-Smith (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Physics & Astrophysics
McKenna Elise Buchanan – Psychology
Sean Thomas Buchanan (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Meteorology
Brandon David Buck – Biological Science
Gianna Marie Buda (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Valerie Kay Bullock (CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Nathaniel Anthony Burkett – Actuarial Science
Samantha Anne Burleigh – Biological Science
Brooke Anna Burley (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Lauren Michelle Burns – Psychology
Ja’Kheria Nicole Calloway – Psychology
Colby Kristina Cameron – Chemical Science
Jade Luciana Caputo – Psychology
Shelby Louise Carbay (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Helmut Alxsey Cardenas – Computer Science
Corinne Nicole Carlton (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Psychology and Biological Science
Cerenity I’Chelle CarMichael – Psychology
Corinne Carlton – Psychology and Biological Science
Cynthia Marie Collyer – Psychology
Donald Martin Collins – Biological Science
Alexandra Elisabeth Cina – Psychology
Kayla Taryn Choi – Psychology
Nada Antelle Cortes – Psychology
Sierra Violet Cortes (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Evelyn Carolyn Craig – Psychology
Mary Catherine Costello – Biological Science
Kenneth Ricardo Cote – Environmental Science
Haley Elizabeth Crammer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Megan Patricia Craig (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Nathanial Scott Craver – Computer Science
Kimy Amanda Crawford (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Alex Jordan Cramer – Biological Science
Kelly Louise Crocker (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Emilee Marie Cruz (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kathleen Araceli Cuellar (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Miles Harrison Currie (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Physics & Astrophysics
Andrew David Currie (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Christian Albert D’Angelo – Psychology
Dalia Dagher – Psychology and International Affairs
Rebecca Elizabeth Daigle – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Kelcey Marie Davis – Biological Science
Zachary Hunter Daily (CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Science
Chystal Jodi-Ann Daley – Psychology
Danielle Frances Daly – Psychology
Yuliya Danyuk (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Environmental Science
Theresa Marie Dash – Environmental Science
Sloan Catherine Davidson – Psychology
Devin Davis – Psychology
Andrea Ruth Dawson – Statistics
Cameron Scott Dawson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Roxana De La Luz Arieta (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Robert Alexander de la Torre – Biological Science
Joseph Vincent De Marco Jr. – Mathematics
Elizabeth Shealy Deaton – Psychology
Michael Jeremy Deese (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
Francesca Isabel Delgadillo – Biological Science
Rachel Marie Delgado – Psychology
Madelyne Hunter DeLoach (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Joseph Ryan Depasquale (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Mathematics
Faith M. Deruelle – Environmental Science and Creative Writing
Jenna Marie Desranleau – Psychology
Corrine A. Detrick – Psychology
Daniel Elliot Diamond (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Andrew Diaz – Psychology
Gianna Ann Diaz (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
Nicholas Alexander Diaz – Psychology
Catherine Mary Dietrick – Environmental Science
Alexandra Dilioa (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Reginald Dale Dixon Jr. – Biological Science
Shanquell Marida Dixon – Biological Science
Nadia Rohini Diyaljie – Biological Science
Madeline Nicole Doody (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Vanessa Lima Domingos (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Briana Donovan – Environmental Chemistry
Weedley Mosley Dor – Psychology
Alyssa Ricki Dorfman – Biological Science
Kimberly Ann Doscher – Psychology and Women’s Studies
Peter Dragna (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Rachel Marie Drummey (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biochemistry
Justin Duhaime – Computer Science
Mackenzie Marie Dummer – Psychology
Laura Rose Dunn – Biological Science
Natalia Andrea Duque (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Kathryn Leigh Eckhardt – Biological Science
Amanda Emily Edelman – Creative Writing
Jessica Mae Ellis – Biological Science
Leah Victoria Ellis – Biological Science
Shareef Mamdouh Elsakka (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Hannah Lani Emerson – Psychology
Michael Leonard Emery – Biological Science
Erin Taylor Emott (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Dana Nicole Engel (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Lauren Marie Engle (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychological Science
Kinley Montana Erickson (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kisbel Espinal – Psychology
Monica Margaret Esposino – Biological Science
Caroline Esteves – Biological Science
Amelia Emily Kay Estry (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Mendi Etienne – Environmental Science
Chloe Erica Ettinger (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Brandon T. Everhart – Computer Science
William Henry Fallar – Biological Science
Lucas James Faltings (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biochemistry
Helena Faria – Actuarial Science
Samreena Farooqui – Psychology
Mikha A. Feldman – Psychology
Mary Chandler Ferguson – Psychology
Travis Shane Ferguson – Environmental Science
Alejandro Fernandez – Biological Science
DeShaun Daniel Fernandez – Psychology
Katrina Alexa Fernandez – Psychology
Samantha Jezabel Fernandez Estrada – Environmental Science
Benjamin Jacob Feuerstein – Biological Science
Dominic Francis Fezzie (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Tristan Michael Ficarro – Actuarial Science
Kristin Anne Ficco – Psychology
Veronica Janelle Figueroa (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Ronald Rolando Finklea – Psychology
Carson L. Flowers (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Camill Edgar Folsom – Psychology
Michelle Elizabeth Fehr – Biological Science
Joseph Barry Ford – Biological Science
Andrea Danielle Forde – Biological Science
Ivy Marie Forester – Psychology
Jennifer Ann Fortunato (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Ryan Douglas Fortune (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Jennifer Fought (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Geology
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Virginia Leigh Fourguean (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Bianca Alexis Fox (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Danielle Jean Fox – Chemistry
Veronica Leigh France (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Daniella Michelle Frank (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Gali R. Frank – Psychology
Andrew Steven Frisch – Computer Science
Jill S. Fulford (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Jacob Scott Fulton – Psychology
Kail Lynn Funk (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Chelsea N. Gagnon – Psychology
Sarah Marie Gagnon (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Danielle Miranda Garcia – Psychology
Gustavo Samuel Garcia – Biological Science
Hudson Michelle Garcia – Psychology
Sophia Cristina Garcia (CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Alexander William Garvin – Computer Science
Matthew Garcia – Biology
Despina Ann Gensch – Biological Science
Rolando Gabriel Gerenas (CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Science
Christine Ellen Geshel – Computational Science
Louis Raymond Gigliotti III – Psychology
Jessica Ellen Gagel – Psychology
Branden Giraudy – Psychology
Patrice Lee Goodwin – Chemistry
Sarah Chelsea Goralski (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Amanda M. Gorgy (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Matthew David Gourgue – Biological Science
Johnathon Robert Graham – Statistics
Darcy Caroline Grainger – Psychology
Elizabeth Grater (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
Adam Wood Gray – Biological Science
Kayla Reneé Green – Psychology
LaQuanna Shanae Green – Psychology
Jordan Daniell Greene (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kellie Marie Greene – Psychology
Bradford Derek Greipp – Psychology
Kourtney Jean Grenon – Psychology
Alexandra Gross – Psychology
Heidi Elizabeth Grosser (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Tyler Michael Grossi (CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science and Statistics
Matthew Robert Grubb – Actuarial Science
Victoria Anne Gruber (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Taylor Marie Grybek – Psychology
Alexandra Skye Guarino (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Joseph Vincent Mihm Guerrero (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Linzy Gump (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Sean Gunter (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Kristen Taylor Guthrie – Chemical Science
Andra Nicole Gutierrez – Biological Science
Henry Shelley Gwynn – Biological Science
Jessica Hagarty – Psychology
Parisa Devon Haghigh – Biological Science
Parisa Devon Haghigh – Geology
Stephanie Elizabeth Haidukewych – Psychology
Kendall Rae Hale (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Chlóe Halfhide – Psychology
Jessica Hall – Geology
Mark Austin Halperin – Biological Science and Philosophy
Sydney E. Halpern (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Morgan Kelsey Hamlin (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science
Adel James Gilian Hanna (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Catherine Helene Hanna (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science and Spanish
Kenneth George Hanselman (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Physics
Angela Harbour (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Koree Harris – Psychology and Computer Criminology/Computer Science
Madelyn Marklin Harrison (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Hannah Leilani Hartman (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science and Spanish
Colleen Michelle Hartnagel – Psychology
Alicia Harvey – Psychology
Kalisa Tamam Vilayat Harvey – Biological Science
Francesca Hasapes – Psychology
Jason C. Hawkins – Computer Science
Annie Elizabeth Hawley – Psychology
Nina Marie Hayes – Biological Science
Anna Saville Hayward – Biochemistry
Daniel A. Hazy – Computer Science
Ghita D. Heidt – Chemistry
Ashley Brooke Heller (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Trevor Helms – Computer Science
Steven Gray Hellock – Mathematics and Philosophy
Taylor Helvie (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Michelle Mei Hémon – Biological Science
Jefferson Boyd Hemphill – Environmental Science
Patricia Catherine Henkel – Psychology
Zachary Charles Henning – Mathematics
Thaxter Cole Hensley (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Physics and Mathematics
Emma Louise Herbach – Statistics and Psychology
Patricia Hernandez – Psychology
Peter Ryan Hernandez – Biological Science
Liana Marie Herron – Psychology
Carl Michel Hilaire – Psychology
Sebastian Walter Hilip – Environmental Science
James Hoang – Computational Biology
Eli Leighton Hodge – Psychology
Kristie Denise Hodges – Chemistry
Leah Irene Holladay (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Alisia Renya Holland – Geology
Connor Q. Holland – Biological Science
Jamie Leigh Holmes (CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Hannah Louise Holt (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Physics
Rachel Jennie Holt – Editing, Writing, & Media
Brandie Nicole Honor – Psychology
Philippe-Serge Royer Hook (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Lindsay Marie Hoop (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Lindsay Kathryn Hooper (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science and Spanish
Christina Mae Michiko Horimoto – Psychology
Erin Elizabeth Horn (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Ann Rose Horowsky – Anthropology
Kenneth House – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Megan Michelle Howell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Spencer Charles Howett – Psychology
Elizabeth Ann Hull (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Yasmine Sidra Humeda (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Benjamin Robert Hurley – Computer Science
Kamara Ancilla Hyatt – Psychology
Chelsee Renee Imbriglio (CUM LAUDE) – Mathematical Economics
Timothy Ryan Ingle – Computer Science
Arturo Joseph Iturralde – Actuarial Science
Kaley Elinor Ivester – Psychology
Caleb Timothy Jackman – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Nysirha Zorana Jackson – Psychology
Shatericka D. Jackson – Psychology
Carly Ann Jamarowicz – Statistics
Taylor Daniell James – Mathematics
Benscar Jeboobie – Biochemistry
Antonio Jimenez, Jr. – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Danielle Katrina Johnson – Environmental Science
Sarah Elizabeth Johnson (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Zachary Douglas Johnson (CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Joseph Arthur Johnston – Environmental Science
Isabella Marie Jones – Biological Science
Natalie Grace Jones – Psychology
Ryan Matthew Jones – Meteorology
Scott Andrew Jones – Computer Science
Shelby Mauranna Jones – Psychology
Briania Leann Jordan – Psychology and Spanish
Carson Dale Victor Jordan – Psychology
Kalen Elaine Jordan – Psychology
Sam Richard Kahla – Physics
Weston Robert Kalapp – Actuarial Science
Govind Harikumar Kallumkal (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Delaney Marie Kapusta – Psychology
Christina Marie Keller – Anthropology
Chase Thomas Kelley (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Paula Lynne Kennedy – Biochemistry
Sarah Taylor Kerbel – Psychology
Evan Alexander Kerr – Psychology
Bridget Claire Kidd – Psychology
Jordan Nicole Kilgore – Psychology
Caitlin Lily Kilpatrick – Mathematics
Wooyeong Kim (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Carly King – Psychology
Moriah Lee King – Psychology
Sarah Ann King – Psychology
Farah Kiswani – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Jonathan Kline (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Perry D. Victor Knight – Environmental Science
Ronette Danielle Kortbein (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Mathematics/FSU-Teach and Science or Mathematics Teaching/FSU-Teach
Marius Mathew Kostelic (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biochemistry
Kevin Michael Koster (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Chemical Science
Nicholas A. Kostrab – Computer Science
Jesse James Krehi – Physics & Astrophysics and Religion
Jordan Leech Krzak – Psychology
Courtney Nicole Kurtz – Psychology
Brady William Kuzmick – Environmental Science
Lizbeth Suzanne Labriola – Biological Science
Taylor Frances Lafayette – Psychology
Guertine Laguerre – Psychology
Connor Singh Lamba – Biological Science
Monica Lambrano – (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Teresa Olga Lamelas – Psychology
Miranda Lee Land – Psychology
Dakota Henry Landau – Environmental Science
Joseph Michael LaNeve – Environmental Science
Sara Lanyi – Psychology
Erika Anne Larson – Psychology
Austin Lewis Larese – Psychology
Joseph Michael LaNeve – Environmental Science
Jenna Marie Lundquist – Computer Science
Abigail Lee Lukacik (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Chemistry
Bing Lin – Psychology
Kayleigh Carys Lewis – Psychology
Alanna Erinn Lewis – Psychology
Wendy Caridad Laza-Sibila (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Malvina Arianna AuShante Lee – Psychology
David M. Lebron – Psychology
Amber Luna Lechner (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Psychology
Ja’Lynn Roberts Lee – Biological Science
Mackenzie Melissa Lee (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Sukyoung Lee (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Nuanxin Len (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Kurt Jacob Lenkway (CUM LAUDE) – Actuarial Science
Marc Edward Leonard – Computer Criminology
Allison Michelle Leonard – Computer Science
Kayleigh Carys Lewis (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Qiushui Li – Actuarial Science
Cameron Geoffrey Lierman (CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Bing Lin – Computer Science
Kelly Ann Lincoln (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Kaitlyn Marie Lisenby (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Jierong Liu – Computer Criminology/Computer Science
Tyler Bjorn Loaiza – Biological Science
Jasmine Symone London – Psychology
Lauren Grace Lopes – Biological Science
Pauline Yasbel Estomata Lopez – Actuarial Science
Amanda Carolina Lora (CUM LAUDE) – Psychological Science
Isabelle C. Loureiro – Psychology
Anthony Lamar Lowe – Psychology
Sierra Rose Lowe (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Stephen Lu (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Abigail Lee Lukacik (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Jenna Marie Lundquist – Psychology
Michelle Tran Ly (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Eamonn Rodger Lynch – Biological Science
Alexa Lin Lyons-Hoewy – Environmental Science
Ronald Aaron MacKenzie (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Allison Jean Mackie – Psychology
Matthew Dallas Mackie – Meteorology
Katherine Morgan Mandell Mackoul (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Daniel Patrick MacLennan (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science and Psychology
Brandon Lee Medani – Computer Science
Hassan G. Makhzoun – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Mary Anne Maloney (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and International Affairs
Ian Harold Maltaz – Biological Science
Nevin Manimala – Statistics
Ralph Eugene Dustin Manning – Applied & Computational Mathematics
Jenifer C. March (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Michelle P. Marchand (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Political Science
Desiree Marquez – Biological Science
Christopher C. Marrone – Actuarial Science
Karyn Emberton Martel – Biological Science
Drew Michael Martin (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Kiera Imani Martin – Biological Science
Juan Carlos Martinez – Biological Science
Kyra Dianna Mason (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Anthony Gabriel Massaro (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Sophia Rose Masse (CUM LAUDE) – Statistics
Dayshon Tyree Mathis (CUM LAUDE) – Physics and Mathematics
Nicolas Ryan Marvinfield (CUM LAUDE) – Biochemistry
Kayla Marie Mays – Psychology and Criminology
William Conner McCaill Parker (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science
Haley Meagan McCann (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Elizabeth McCarthy – Psychology
Cameron McClellan – Biochemistry
Megan Leigh McConnaughay – Psychology and Exercise Science
Devin Leigh McConnaughay – Biological Science
Alexys Nicole McElroy – Statistics
Zachary William Girard McElroy (CUM LAUDE) – Meteorology
Carla Dorothy McKee (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Joshua McLain – Psychology
Kenneth Paul McManus – Computer Science
Andrew McMillan (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Leah Breanne Means – Biological Science
Daniel Harrison Herman Meister – Biological Science
Morgan Nicole Metlani – Biological Science
Lisa Melcher (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Alana Paige Mellers (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Brian McNabb (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Ashley Lauren Mercer – Psychology
Christine Nicole Mercer – Psychology
Lauria Camila Merchán – Biological Science
Alcides Miguel Mercado (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Family & Child Sciences
Joshua Logan Metcalf – Computer Science
McKayla Michelle Michaud (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Svetlana E. Mikled – Psychology
Kyla Michelle Miller – Psychology
Curtis Ken Odom – Psychology
Michael Changmin Oh – Biological Science
Chente Ortiz (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Sylvia Ortiz – Anthropology
Amanda Milani – Psychology and Editing, Writing, & Media
Emily Marie Mingote (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology and Family & Child Sciences
Carla Cristina Minet – Biological Science
Christina Michelle Mino – Environmental Science
Benjamin Daniel Mogul – Psychology
Antonio A. Mojica – Computer Science
Joseph Ian Molenda – Environmental Science
Madeleine Molenda – Actuarial Science
Hanna Ashlee Mollet (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Samantha Jo Serveda Moncera – Biochemistry
Janie Zeleane Monders (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Melissa Shannice Mongiello – Psychology
Shae Montalvo (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Psychology
German A. Montero (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biotechnology
Caleigh Alyssa Moose – Psychology
Shahrzad Moradi (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Anne Mary Moran (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Tatiana Starr Morehouse – Computational Science
Henry Moreno (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science
Raymond Morie (WITH HONORS) – Mathematics
Marissa Lauren Morris – Psychology
Thomas Lawrence Morrissey IV – Actuarial Science
Rebecca Marie Morrow – Environmental Science
Cody Edward Morton – Biological Science
Alyssa Danielle Mosquera – Meteorology
Mohammed Mosaffak – Computer Science
Lindsey Nicole Muller (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Jonathon Muniz – Biological Science
Shannon Lucille Munro – Biological Science
Adrian Claudiu Munresan – Computer Science
Aubrey Rose Murphy – Chemistry
Jonathan John Mwukyanjala – Biological Science
Marcelina Lapuz Nagales – Computational Science
Steven David Naglis – Computer Science
Christopher Matthew Naso – Biochemistry
Patrick Orin Nave (WITH HONORS) – Mathematics
Margarita Shania Nazario – Psychology
Hannah Lillian Nelson – Psychology
Kelsey Ann Nesbit – Psychology
Taylor Michelle Ness – Anthropology
Kianna Tashana Newman – Psychology
Lisa B. Nguyen – Psychology
Lynsey Ngoc Nguyen (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science
Cassidy Patricia Nicholas – Mathematics/FSU-Teach and Science or Mathematics Teaching/FSU-Teach
Holley Renee Nicholson – Psychology
Paul Niesto – Computer Science
Viviana Andrea Novas – Psychology
Natalie Karina Nunez – Psychology
Grisel Alexandra Nuñez – Chemical Science
Stephen Tarek Nuss (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology
Shannon Michelle O’Brien – Psychology
Kurtis Kyle Odom – Computer Science
Michael Changmin Oh – Biological Science
Sylvia Ortiz – Anthropology
Yves Huens Richoux Orzel — Statistics and Economics
Qiana Sherel Oston — Psychology
Joseph Edward Ottolino (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Geology
Bret Tyler Owen — Biological Science
Sofia Maria Padilla — Psychology
Tiffany Padilla — Psychology
Caroline Marie Pagel — Psychology
Maria Alexandra Palacino — Psychology
Tiffany Padilla — Psychology
Jodi A. Peleuzuela — Biological Science and Psychology
Nathan William Paluch (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Biological Science
Abbie Marjorie Parmenter — Psychology
Alexander Steven Parodi — Anthropology
Kamryn Lauren Parry — Psychology
Dimple Chat Patel (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Biological Science
Neet Himanshu Patel (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Computer Science
Alyssa Christine Patneaude — Biological Science
Lance Lewis Payne — Environmental Science
Andrea Gabriela Paz — Psychology
Katherine Elizabeth Pedrick (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Psychology
Daniel Penman — Biological Science
Luis Penagos (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Computer Science
Alyssa Nicole Perez — Biological Science
Christian Perez — Biological Science
Marcos Roberto Perez — Biological Science
Chandler Bailey Perrin — Computer Science
Brandy Kay Perry — Computer Science
Daniel J. Pertwee — Environmental Science
Scott Gunnar Petersen — Anthropology and History
Kyle Gregory Pfeiffer — Psychology
Camille Joana Pierce — Biological Science
Camille Joana Pierce — Biochemistry
Daniel Philip Pincus — Chemical Science
Mercedes Maria Pineda — Anthropology
Michelle Piquet — Psychology
Rachel J. Pittell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Psychology
Kristen Leigh Pitts — Psychology
Andris Tristan Pitysingh — Chemistry
Vincent Joseph Pizzulli III — Applied & Computational Mathematics
David A. Polack (WITH HONORS) — Psychology
Gio Paulo Guevarra Ponce (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Biological Science
Richard Matthew Porcoro — Computer Science
Brian Todd Posey — Computer Science
Charisa Keyla Powell — Computer Science
Ethiana Lovely Previsul — Psychology
Raigan Caroline Priest — Psychology
Berose Prosper — Biological Science
Ashley Nicole Prow (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Environmental Chemistry
Ashley Nicole Prow (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Biomathematics
Daniel C. Pruett — Biochemistry
Mark Vincent Przystawski Jr. — Biological Science
Maria Mercedes Puig Kreis (WITH HONORS) — Psychology
Nicholas William Purdy — Computer Science
Camille Quainoo — Psychology
Tara Quinno (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Psychology
Adam Kareem Raad (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Psychology
Quinn Carroll Rainer (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) — Biological Science
Alexa Lee Ramirez — Biological Science
Wesley Ramirez (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Physical Science
Yessica Doreen Ramos — Psychology
Rachael Elissa Ravner — Meteorology and Media/Communication Studies
Blake E. Rawitt — Computer Science
Anthony P. Rawls — Computer Science
Julia Alison Ream (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Applied & Computational Mathematics
Simon Ariel Reby — Computer Criminal/Computer Science
Callie Rose Reda — Psychology
Cayla Michelle Reddick — Psychology
Hulon O’Neal Reeves Jr. — Computer Science
Cara Marlene Reiff (CUM LAUDE) — Psychology
Kris Reig — Biological Science
Clint Joseph Regal — Biological Science
Katherine Marie Reyes — Psychology
Eminie A. Reyes (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) — Psychology
Hannah O. Reynolds-Kershner (CUM LAUDE) — Psychology
Stephanie Richard — Psychology
Asasia Soleil Reid (CUM LAUDE) — Psychology and Women’s Studies
Meredith Lynne Ridgell (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Psychology and Management
Ashley Nicole Rignesian — Psychology
Kathryn Michelle Risk — Chemistry
Robert P. Rittmeyer — Psychology
Chase Timothy Roberts — Chemical Sciences/FSU-Teach and Science or Mathematics Teaching/FSU-Teach
Olivia Mae Roberts (CUM LAUDE) — Physical Science
Ashley Nicole Robinson — Biochemistry
Syndee Nicole Robinson — Psychology
Israel R. Rocha — Psychology
Sabra Malena Rodriguez — Biological Science
Deilah Knight Rogers — Applied & Computational Mathematics
Jamie Rojas — Psychology
Christopher Dayron Romero — Computer Science
Kyle Griffith Romines (WITH HONORS) — International Studies
Andres Mauricio Rondon — Meteorology
Todd Sanderson Root — Psychology
Richard Anthony Rosario (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Psychology and Economics
Shaianne Renee Rosenthal — Biological Science
Esther Faith Rowan — Psychology
Philip Thomas Rozanski — Environmental Science
Mikayla Alexis Ruane (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Psychology
Shannon Lany Ruark — Environmental Chemistry
Shannon Leigh Ruark — Biological Science
Jasity Jada Rush — Biological Science
Courtney Drew Russell — Physical Science
Kayla Russell — Biological Science
Kristen Nicole Russo — Psychology
Vera Louise Ruud — Environmental Science
Yevgeniy Ryasinskiy (WITH HONORS) — Computer Science
Austin Hobie Ryder — Chemical Science
Deyvon Jeffery Ryott — Psychology
Alanis Rea Sabates — Psychology
Rachael Marie Sabra (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) — Biological Science
Samantha Marie Sadler (CUM LAUDE) — Psychology
Briana Lashay Saffold — Psychology and Sociology
Santiago Saiki — Psychology
Sara Elizabeth Sainsbury — Psychology
Erica Lynn Sakala — Psychology
Nikole Marie Sales — Psychology
Brittany Nicole Saldiar (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Biological Science
Kristen Nicole Salem — Biochemistry
Ryan Austin Salom — Biological Science
Michelle Meital Sanabria (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) — Psychology
Miroslav Sanader (CUM LAUDE) — Computer Science
Alejandro Mario Sanchez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) — Physics
Alexandra Sanchez — Psychology and Management
Anacarla Sanchez (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Psychology and Editing, Writing, & Media
Jacob Louis Sanchez — Biological Science
Kevin Sanchez — Chemistry
Sierra Lynnae Sanchez — Biological Science
Rolando Augusto Sanchez Medaglia — Actuarial Science
Andrea Patricia Sanchez Zelaya (CUM LAUDE) — Psychology and Sociology
Freeman Christian Sanders (CUM LAUDE) — Geology
Ken Christopher Sanders — Applied & Computational Mathematics
Veronica Santana (CUM LAUDE) — Psychology
Alex Ryan Sapernstein (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) — Physics
Valentina Natalie Saracino (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) — Psychology and Biological Science
Xan Sarr — Psychology
Madison Mahoney Savage — Biological Science
Kelsey Scallan — Biological Science
Giselle Elise Scarano — Biological Science
Logan Schatzberg — Chemical Science
Emily Ann Schirrter (CUM LAUDE) — Psychology
Vanessa Renee Schuchart (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Psychology and Social Work
Samantha Nycole Schultz — Psychology
Michelle Anne Schulte — Biological Science
Shane Andrew Scorza — Actuarial Science
Ana Isabella Garcia Seeger — Psychology and International Affairs
Luciana Serrano — Statistics
Ryan James Sexton — Applied & Computational Mathematics
Franco Sferrazza (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) — Computer Science
Suzanne Victoria Shanley — Psychology
Jessica Brooke Shannon (CUM LAUDE) — Biological Science
Christopher G. Sharp — Chemistry
Reesa Alexa Sharpe — Psychology
Monica Ann Shevock — Biological Science
Xing Shi — Computer Science
Bryce D. Shirk — Biochemistry
Emily Victoria Shoemaker — Psychology
Megan Noel Shugrue — Biological Science
Savannah Laynne Sierco (CUM LAUDE) — Environmental Science
Jennifer Simes — Psychology
Thomas Aurum Sims — Physics
Ethan Sivek — Statistics
Courtney Jane Skinner — Psychology
Kaitlin Hovon Afford — Psychology
Catherine Nicole Smith (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) — Psychology
Claire Margaret Smith — Chemistry
Taylor Annette Smith (CUM LAUDE) — Psychology and Biological Science
Eleni Ihreann Tsigelnitskaya – Environmental Science

Morgan Jana Tischler – Environmental Science

Kathryn Yearwood Turner – Environmental Science

Evanne Treadway – Environmental Science

Kathleen Marie Treat – Environmental Science

Emma Mae Trends – Chemistry

Mary Frances Trescott – Chemistry

Evelyn Marie Tresta – Chemistry

Elyse Marie Treglia – Chemistry

Allison Marie Treumann – Chemistry

Caroline Anne Tremblay – Chemistry

Hannah Marie Tremble – Chemistry

Mary Kay Tremblay – Chemistry

Shawna Elizabeth Tremblay – Chemistry

Caroline Marie Tremblay – Chemistry

Morgan Elizabeth Tremblay – Chemistry

Kyla Marie Tremblay – Chemistry

Kathleen Marie Tremblay – Chemistry

Abigail Thompson – Mathematics

Melissa Anne Thompson – Mathematics

Lauren Marie Thompson – Mathematics

Kathleen Marie Thompson – Mathematics

Melissa Thompson – Mathematics

Kathleen Marie Thompson – Mathematics

Karen Marie Thompson – Mathematics

Erika Marie Thompson – Mathematics

Stephanie Marie Thompson – Mathematics

Catherine Marie Thompson – Mathematics

Andrea Nicole Thompson – Mathematics

Amanda Diane Trefil (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science

Laura Ann Truax – Computer Science

Leidy D. Trujillo (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology

Colton Tyler Tuck – Computer Science

Kyle A. Tucker – Computer Science

Emily ReneAnn Gordon Turia – Biological Science

Brody Alexander Ulrich (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science

Victor Emanuel Urgiles – Geology

Yordan Andrey Urutola – Psychology

Danna Carolina Useche Lora – Computer Science

Daniel Paul Vail – Biological Science

Abbey Meyer Valgeo (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology

Elena Vallalta – Psychology

Nicole Elizabeth Valle – Psychology

Tammie Lynne Van Neel (CUM LAUDE) – Chemistry

Summer Rae Vanbuskirk – Psychology

Hana Elle Vanszol – Psychology

Joseph William VanWart (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science

Deborah Vargas – Psychology and Family and Child Sciences

Maurice Velez – Biological Science

Luis Alexander Vasquez – Computer Science

Jasmine Ahimsah Vaz-Baker (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology

Justin Velez – Psychology

Elizabeth Anna Ventrelle (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology

Christian Reginald Victor-Louis – Environmental Science

Kyle Violette (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Chemistry

Alissa Vokes – Actuarial Science

Harsh Jain Vollenweider – Psychology

Nicholas James Waddell (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science

Kaylee Danielle Wall – Psychology

Nicholas Stephen Watts (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology

Kayla Marie Wellman – Psychology

Andrew Davis West (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology

Amber Nikole Wetherington – Psychology

Tyler Flynn Whalen – Actuarial Science

Megan Lee Whitt – Physics & Astrophysics and Applied & Computational Mathematics

Lauryn Faith Whitcomb (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology

Brian Janas Whitehead (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science

Toni-Anne Denise Whitehorn – Actuarial Science

Brandy Marie Whiteman (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Applied & Computational Mathematics

Katherine Anne Whitley (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science

Robert Wojciech Wieglusz Jr. – Biological Science

Philip Matthew Wiezorek – Computer Science

Courtney Lee Wiggins (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology

Angela Jansen Wibber – Applied & Computational Mathematics

Katie Ashlynn Wilburn – Psychology and Sociology

Eileen Kristin Wildermuth – Psychology

Hannah Marie Wiley – Computer Science

Emily Nathaniel Wilkinson – Psychology and Sociology

Ayeshas Nicole Wilkinson – Environmental Science

Jacob Tanner Willard – Psychology

Jessica Ashley Willey – Environmental Science

Andrea Nicole Williams (CUM LAUDE) – Environmental Science

Ashleigh Anna May Williams – Biological Science

Kaiwon Emmanuel Williams – Chemistry

Malinda Victoria Williams – Meteorology

Morgan Nicole Winn (CUM LAUDE) – Biomathematics

Michelle Wirbiezcas Lozano (CUM LAUDE) – Psychology

Austin Tyler Womack – Computer Science

Katie Mei Wong – Psychology

Maddison E. Woods – Anthropology

Xiaolu Wu – Biological Science

Sarah Jean Wugofskei (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Meteorology

Jessica Michael Wyatt – Psychology and Sociology

Kelsey Liane Wyatt – Statistics

Thomas Yamashita – Computer Science

Christine Yanes – Psychology

Nathan Evan Yang – Computer Science

Anna Elizabeth Yannakopoulos (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Physics and Computational Science

Gabrielle Brianna Yap Sam (CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science

Jennifer Ashley Yehrogram (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Computer Science and Applied & Computational Mathematics

Guy Gerard Yelenics – Psychology

Sergio Yep (CUM LAUDE) – Computer Science

Criminology/Computer Science

Derek Allan Yohn – Computer Science

Nicole Marie Young – Psychology

Alexa Grace Zambrano – Biological Science

James Alexander Zamora (MAGNA CUM LAUDE) – Biological Science

Zachary Andrew Zubeck (CUM LAUDE) (WITH HONORS) – Biological Science

Ekaterina Zuniga Vorotnikova (SUMMA CUM LAUDE) – Psychology

Lara Gabrielle Zygaia (WITH HONORS) – Physics

Master of Arts

With Major In

Tucker Frederick Adkins – Religion

Whitney Lauren Anders – Spanish

Bradley F. Anderson – English

Holly Brocke Bassett – Literature

Breaden James Belcher – Public History

Aleksandra A. Benedict – German

Aleksandra A. Benedict – Slavic

Marlena Briane Cameron – History & Philosophy of Science

Janire Campo-Larrinaga – Spanish

Clare Alicia Case – Literature

Emily Kristine Coggleshall – Slavic

Jessica Nicole Coker – History

Monique N. Colberg – Religion

Joseph Caleb Cottle – Literature

Andrea Renee Deyhouse – Religion

Chelsea Alison Elzinga – History

Kaitlyn Victoria Fitzgerald – Classical Archaeology

Christina Marie Giarrusso – English

Richard D. Gibbs IV – French

Marc Collier Govoni – Religion

Courtney Elizabeth Hickey – German

Holly Brooke Horner – Literature

Darrell Andrew Jordan – Philosophy

Svea Kristin Klaus – German Studies

Ivy Jane Klein – Italian Studies

Melissa Lynn Ludke – Classical Archaeology

Margaret Elizabeth Mahan – Literature

Bettina Mayer – Italian Studies
Gabrielle Bellot – Creative Writing  
B.A., Saint Leo University  
M.F.A., Florida State University  
Major Professor: Professor Mark D. Winegardner  
“The Cruel and Astonishing Tale of Imogen Cabral da Gama”

Jason Parker Bieber – History  
B.A., SUNY, Stony Brook  
M.A., St. John’s University  
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Creswell  
“Schlleifer, Politics, and Strategy: The Influence of Civil Military Relations on German Military Strategy, 1890-1914”

Lindsey Marie Biggs – Neuroscience – Biology  
B.S., Colorado State University  
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Meredith  
“Functional Circuity of the Medial Amygdala and Main Intercalated Nucleus in the Golden Hamster”

Charles Earl Blume – Classics  
B.A., Harvard University  
M.A., University of Vermont  
Major Professor: Dr. Francis Cairns  
“The Farm and Its Poetic Landscape in Hesiod’s Theogony and Works and Days”

Briana Jeanne Carroll – Neuroscience – Psychology  
B.A., Oberlin College  
Major Professor: Dr. Richard Hyson  
“Regulation of Inhibition in a Sound Localization Circuit”

Charleen Rose Case – Social Psychology  
B.S., Miami University, Ohio  
M.S., Florida State University  
Major Professors: Dr. Jon Maner and Dr. James McNulty  
“The Pitfalls of Prestige: When and Why Leaders Prioritize Popularity over Group Performance”

Giulio Colotto – Classics  
B.A., University of Naples ‘Federico II’  
M.A., University of Naples ‘Federico II’  
Major Professor: Dr. Tim Stover  
“Si Tantus Amor Belli Tibi, Roma, Nefand’. ‘Love and Strife in Lucan’s ‘Bellum Civile’”

Sarah Morrow Cerniglio – Literature  
B.A., University of Virginia  
M.A., Georgia State University  
Major Professor: Dr. Helen M. Burke  
“Advice and Discontent: Staging Identity through Legal Representation on the British Stage, 1660-1800”

Yuanda Chen – Financial Mathematics  
B.S., Peking University, China  
M.S., University of Virginia  
Major Professor: Dr. Alek Kercheval  
“Modeling Limit Order Book Dynamics using Hawkes Processes”

Jason David Cleveland – Statistics  
B.S., Jacksonville State University  
M.S., Jacksonville State University  
Major Professor: Dr. Wei Wu  
“Robust Function Registration using Depth on the Phase Variability”

Jordan T. Collier – Creative Writing  
B.A., Texas Tech University  
M.A., University of North Texas, Denton  
M.F.A., Syracuse University  
Major Professor: Dr. James H. Kimbrell  
“The Lubbock I Carry”

John Lowell Crow – Religion  
B.A., Kennesaw State University  
M.A., University of Amsterdam  
Major Professor: Dr. Amanda Porterfield  
“Occult Bodies: The Corporal Construction of the Theosophical Society, 1875-1935”

Yao Dai – Biomathematics  
B.S., Shanghai Jiaotong University  
M.S., Florida State University  
Major Professor: Dr. Mike Mesterton-Gibbons  
“Game-Theoretic Models of Animal Behavior Observed in Some Recent Experiments”

Samira Daneshgar Asl – Oceanography  
B.S., Shahid Rajaei Teacher Training University  
M.S., K. N. Toosi University of Technology  
Major Professor: Dr. Ian MacDonald  
“Movement and Fate of Natural and Unnatural Oil Slicks in the Gulf of Mexico”

Matthew J. Dauphin – Literature  
B.S., Arizona State University  
M.A., Bowling Green State University  
Major Professor: Dr. Barry J. Faulk  
“The Laws of Fantasy Remix”

Patrick V. Day – Literature  
B.A., University of Mississippi  
M.A., Longwood University  
Major Professor: Dr. David F. Johnson  
“The Anglo-Saxon Chronicle in the Seventeenth Century: Transmission, Translation, Reception”

Laura E. Drislane – Clinical Psychology  
B.A., Northwestern University  
M.S., Florida State University  
Major Professor: Dr. Christopher Patrick  
“Bridging Personality and Neurobiology in the Study of Psychopathology: Interfacing the Five Factor Model of Personality with the Triarchic Neurobehavioral Trait Framework”

Cristian Andres Escobar Bravo – Molecular Biophysics  
B.S., Universidad de Santiago de Chile  
Major Professor: Dr. Tim Cross  
“Challenges in Characterizing Membrane Proteins and Intrinsically Disordered Regions Involved in Mycobacterium Tuberculosis Cell Division”

Yolanda Jocelyn Franklin – Creative Writing  
B.A., Florida State University  
M.F.A., Lesley University  
Major Professor: David K. Kirby  
“Blood Vinyls”

Jingcheng Fu – Materials Chemistry  
B.S., Hefei University of Technology  
M.S., Florida State University  
Major Professor: Dr. Joseph B. Schlenoff  
“Polyelectrolyte Association and Nanocomposite Application”

Vladimir Jacques Geneus – Statistics  
B.S., University of Massachusetts-Amherst  
M.S., Northeastern University  
M.S., Florida State University  
Major Professor: Dr. Eric Chicken  
“Nonparametric Change Point Detection Methods for Profile Variability”

Junxian Geng – Statistics  
B.S., Wuhan University  
M.S., Florida State University  
Major Professors: Dr. Elizabeth Slate and Dr. Debdeep Pati  
“Bayesian Models for Capturing Heterogeneity in Discrete Data”

Natalie L. Geyer – Oceanography  
B.S. University of Evansville  
Major Professor: Dr. Markus Huettel  
“Spatiotemporal Dynamics of Phytoplankton in Apalachicola Bay, Florida”

Larryrenty Gennady Gutev – Physical Chemistry  
B.S., Florida State University  
M.S., Florida State University  
Major Professor: Dr. Naresh S. Dalal  
“Computational Studies of Magnetically Doped Semiconductor Nanoclusters”

Reema Raihana Habib – Classics  
B.A., Bryn Mawr College  
M.F.S., George Washington University  
M.A., Bryn Mawr College  
Major Professor: Dr. Christopher Pfaff  
“Protective Magic in Ancient Greece: Patterns in the Material Culture of Apotropaia from the Archaic to Late Hellenistic Periods”

Benjamin Frederick Harper – History  
B.A., Florida State University  
M.A., Dartmouth College  
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Creswell  
“The Bridge to Victory: The Iranian Crisis and the Birth of the Cold War”

Corey Scott Harris – Mathematics  
B.S., The University of Texas, Austin  
Major Professor: Dr. Paolo Aluffi  
“Segre Classes: Computations and Applications”

Jacob Eugene Hicks – Religion  
B.A., Baptist College of Florida  
M.Div., Southeastern Baptist Theological Seminary  
Major Professor: Dr. Amanda Porterfield  

Ryan Erick Honeyager – Meteorology  
B.S., University of Florida  
M.S., Florida State University  
Major Professor: Dr. Guosheng Liu  
“The Impact of Microstructure on an Accurate Snow Scattering Parameterization at Microwave Wavelengths”

Steven Joseph Honeywell – Physics  
B.S., Florida State University  
M.S., Florida State University  
Major Professor: Dr. Laura Reina  
“Automated One-Loop QCD and Electroweak Calculations with NLOX”
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Misha Rai – Creative Writing
Bachelor of Journalism, University of Delhi
M.A., University of Leicester
M.A., Bowling Green State University
Major Professor: Dr. Diane K. Roberts

“Blood We Did Not Spill: A Novel”

Rupsa Roy – Geology
B.S., Jadavpur University
M.S., Indian Institute of Technology, Roorkee
Major Professors: Dr. Vincent Salters and Dr. Yang Wang

“Study of “Hidden Reservoir”, and Paleotemperature and Paleoelevation Reconstruction: a Geochemical Approach based on Mantle Xenoliths and Modern Freshwater Snail Shells Respectively”

Andrew Michael Sackman – Biological Science
B.S., Washington and Lee University
Major Professor: Dr. Darin Roktya

“The Genetics of Adaptation of ssDNA Viruses”

Bikash Chandra Saha – Computational Science
B.S., Bangladesh University of Engineering and Technology
M.S., Tennessee Technological University
Major Professor: Dr. Ming Ye

“Modeling of Complex Behaviors of Submarine Debris Flows”

Renée-Michèle Sasson – Humanities
B.M., University of North Carolina
School of The Arts
M.M., Manhattan School of Music
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Aimee Boutin

“Confessions in Fiction, Opera, and Memoir: Subversive Elements of Cortesian Celebrity in Nineteenth-Century Paris”

Gary Floyd Sheppard, Jr. – Creative Writing
B.A., Mississippi College
M.A., DePaul University
M.F.A., University of Mississippi
Major Professor: Professor Mark D. Winegardner

“Trance: A Novel”

Harold L. Short II – Religion
B.A., State University of New York, Albany
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Nicole Kelley


Elizabeth Marie Sims – Meteorology
B.S., Florida State University
M.S., University of Massachusetts, Amherst
Major Professor: Dr. Guosheng Liu

“Improving Satellite-Based Snowfall Estimation: A New Method for Classifying Precipitation Phase and Estimating Snowfall Rate”

Sebhat Cecil Sonmez Poyraz – Humanities
B.A., Ankara University
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Peter Garretson

“Nationalism, Modernity and the ‘Woman Question’ in the Late Ottoman Empire and the Early Turkish Republic from the Perspectives of the ‘Ideal/New Women’”

Leona H. Sparaco – Mathematics
B.S., Siena College
Major Professor: Dr. Kathleen Petersen

“Character Varieties of Knots and Links with Symmetries”

Mercedes Spencer – Developmental Psychology
B.S., Cameron University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Richard Wagner

“A Latent Change Score Modeling Approach to Investigating Developmental Relations Between Phonological Awareness and Decoding Ability in Early Readers”

John Ryan Stackhouse – History
B.A., Acadia University
M.A., University of Guelph
Major Professor: Dr. Robert Gellately


Raymond Blake Stricklin – Literature
B.A., Murray State University
M.A., University of Louisville
Major Professor: Dr. Stanley E. Gontarski

“Overwriting Literature: Acts of Cultural Terrorism in the Control Era”

Liang-Hsuan Tai – Applied & Computational Mathematics
B.S., National Sun Yat-sen University
Major Professors: Dr. Kyle Gallivan and Dr. Srivastava

“Trend and Variable-Phase Seasonality Estimation from Functional Data”

Debra Ann Trusty – Classics
B.A., University of Evansville, Indiana
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Daniel Pullen

“Ceramic Analysis of Mycenaean Cooking Ware Vessels and Its Implications for Early State Political Economies”

Nicholas R. Vafai – Biological Science
B.S., Georgia Institute of Technology
Major Professor: Dr. Steven Lenhart

“Screening Lipophilic Drug Compounds and Their Effects on Topographically-Driven Cell Migration and Outgrowth”

Elena Katherine Vogel – Spanish
B.A., Ohio State University
M.A., Ohio State University
Major Professor: Dr. Michael Leeser

“Native vs. Non-native Processing of Spanish: the Role of Lexical and Grammatical Aspect”

Teng Wang – Computer Science
B.S., Zhengzhou University
M.S., Huazhong University of Science and Technology
Major Professor: Professor Weikuan Yu

“Exploring Novel Burst Buffer Management on Extreme-Scale HPC Systems”

Daniel Weingard – Biomathematics
B.A., Rutgers University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Richard Bertram

“Scroll Waves: And How They Interact with Non-Reactive Knots, Tori, And Spheres”

Katherine A. Wesolek – Spanish
B.A., Flagler College
M.A., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Brenda Cappuccio

“Detecting Dictators: Historic Representation in Hispanic Detective Fiction”

Christine Michelle Wilson – Spanish
B.A., Florida Southern College
M.A., University of South Florida
Major Professor: Dr. Delia Poey

“Recovering Narratives: Issues of Gender Violence, Trauma, and Shame in Contemporary Latin American Texts”

John Maxwell Wyse – Biomathematics
B.A., Goshen College
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Mike Mesterton-Gibbons

“The Impact of Competition on Temporal Musth Strategies: A Game-Theoretic Approach”

Shuying Yang – Geology
B.S., China University of Geosciences
Major Professor: Dr. Munir Humayun

“Mantle Source Compositions by LA-ICP-MS Analyses of Volcanic Glasses from Hawaii and the Mid-Oceanic Ridges”

Vehpi Yildirim – Biomathematics
B.S., Uludag University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Richard Bertram

“Mathematical Modeling and Analysis of Gene Knockout Compensation in Pancreatic Beta-Cells”

Meggie Nguyen Young – Analytical Chemistry
B.S., University of California, Berkeley
M.S., Drexel University
M.S., Florida State University
Major Professor: Dr. Christian Bleiholder

“Trapped Ion Mobility Mass Spectrometry: the Influence of the Ion Charge Distribution to the Theoretical Calculated Momentum Transfer Cross Section & the Resolution and Accuracy of the Experimentally Measured Ion Mobility”

Ge Yu – Biochemistry
B.S., University of Science and Technology of China
Major Professor: Dr. Hong Li

“Structural and Biochemical Characterization of snoRNP Assembly Factors”
GARNET & GOLD SCHOLARS

- 

Jennifer Karpinski
Margo King
Breanna Kinnett
Alyssa Kisley
Katherine Koerner
Megan Kone
Ronette Kotkine
Colleen Koube
Andrea Lamers
Lauren Lange
Chloe Laniado
Daniella Lauriello
Hallie Laughery
Alexandra Lazcano
Amber Lechner
Kelsey Lewis
Steve Lizano
Morgan Lodes
Sydney Look
Hannah Lyon
Katherine Mackoul
Kelby Mahoney
Meredith Manx
Sydney Mann
Kiera Martin
Jena Martino
Meaghan Maus
Kathleen McClenahan
Ryan McWilliams
Andrea Megiel
Jennifer Meier

Sierra Cortes
Kristi Creel
Shelby Curran
Catherine Cuva
Madison Daunt
Michael (Mike) Delisle
Cathryn Dobrowski
Kelsey Drew
Rachel Drummond
Madison Duncan
Jeffrey (Jeff) Edelstein
Jessika Eglin
Marie Estrogo
Victoria Farinas
Tiffany Farr
Megan Federico
Bianca Fox
Danielle Frank
Micah Friedman
Mya Frieze
Laura Gayle
Krista Gomez
Haizea Gonzalez
Amanda Gorgy
Elizabeth Grater
Ashley Green
Linzy Gump
Diana Haver
William Hahn
Jonathan Hall
Dillon Hall-Rodriguez
Hana Hamilton
Ke'Von Harris
Savanna Hanley
Camerin Hatcher
Lauren Hayes
Lydia Hayes
Alexis Holland
Emily Holmes
Raleigh Hooks
Kelly Hurtado
Shumiya Islam
Victoria Jones
Brianna Jordan
Hali Jordan
Bianca Jytishi
Govind Kallumkal
Jennifer Karpinski
Margo King
Breanna Kinnett
Alyssa Kisley
Katherine Koerner
Megan Kone
Ronette Kotkine
Colleen Koube
Andrea Lamers
Lauren Lange
Chloe Laniado
Daniella Lauriello
Hallie Laughery
Alexandra Lazcano
Amber Lechner
Kelsey Lewis
Steve Lizano
Morgan Lodes
Sydney Look
Hannah Lyon
Katherine Mackoul
Kelby Mahoney
Meredith Manx
Sydney Mann
Kiera Martin
Jena Martino
Meaghan Maus
Kathleen McClenahan
Ryan McWilliams
Andrea Megiel
Jennifer Meier

Alana Mellers
Brian Menard
Philip (Phil) Mendez
Samantha Miler
Rene Miller
Allison Mills
Brittany Molina
Shahrzad Moradi
Jordan Moran
Isabella Moreira
Henry Moreno
Mia Perry
Aubrey Murphy
Amy Nafel
Monica Nemar
Jewel Ngatunyi
Lynsdey Nguyen
Ryan Nicholas
Elizabeth Nimitz
Devyn Nixon
Stephanie Nusche
Michael Oh
Ashley Oehorodn
Gabriela Oliveira
Richea Osei
Nicole Palenzuela
Christina Parodi
Kevall Patel
Shalini Patel
Andrea Paras
Lauren Polley
Erica Pope
Charisa Powell
Alexis Himmer
Savannah Price
Maria (Mercedes) Puig Kreis
Sosonia (Sosia) Quarrie
Emily Quirk
Quinn Rainer
Leah Ramsier
Heather Ray
Abigail Reed
Kris Reig
Brenden Rempert
Nicholas Riedrichson
Jasmine Richardson
Mary Beth Ritter
Elisabeth Rockteschel
Rose Rodgers-Dryfoos
Lauren Romanzak
Elizabeth Root
Brianna Safford
Brittany Saldivar
Ryan Salom
Michelle Sanabria
Alexis Sanchez
Deanna Sand
Abigail Sanders
Richard Sandover
Valentina Saracino
Kelly Scandone
Allison Schepers
Amanda Scherer
Lauren Schonek
Nicolas Schutz
Claire Seefried
Ana Seeger
Crystal Serrano
Tashana Shields
McCayla Sica
Amber Sieradski
Mazel Sievers
Jennifer Simms
Scarlett Singh
Cassidy Smith
Katy Smith
Megan Smith
Tatyana Smith

PHI KAPPA PHI

- 

Andrew J. Archer
Ann D. Aves
David Balbuena
Mary Dare Beaver
Christopher J. Brodkey
Devon D. Burns
Andrew Patrick Byers
Marcos Cabello
Johnny Blue Craig
Kelly L. J. Crocker
Camryx Davis
Paige E. Dillard
Elisa G. Ereckson
Brittany Feinberg
Patrick J. Fitzgerald

Gary Soza
Alexis Spangler
Desiree Stites
Mia Stroud
Patricie Stuart
Cristina Suarez
Mason Sutherland
Samantha Swantek
Terrence Taladua
Kelsey Tatum
Joshua Taylor
Ian Terry
Katherine Terwilliger
Ryan Thomas
Sean Tilley
Kayli Tomasheski
Nicholas Torgesen
Amanda Treff
Gabrielle Tribou
Erie Charm
Matthew Upthegrove
Shannon Utter
Joseph VanWart
Alejandro Vasquez
Nicholas Waddell
Ellen Waidner
Brittany Walker
Baillie Ward
Andrew West
Laury Whitemoc
Brandi Whiteman
Courtney Wiggins
Hannah Wilkes
Krislyn Wilkie
Kayla Williams
Chandler Wilson
Michelle Wirbiegas Lozano
Mikayla Withers
Madison Woodward
Thomas Woodward
Xiaolu Wu
Sarah Wugofski
Anna Yannakopoulos
Jennifer Yarboro
Carmen Young
James Zamora
Joseph Zeballos
Emily Zimmerman
Ekaterina Zuniga Vorotnikova
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To Be Commissioned as
Second Lieutenant
In the United States Air Force

Cooper Abernathy
Jhelia Akbari
Michael Cenedella
Jamie Eschbach
Mark Gabreski
Gerald Harris
Breanna Kinnett
Jonathan Klime
Raymond Lessig
Joel Marti
Allison Mills
Alyssa Mosquera
Brandon Pfister
Nathan Rands
Abigail Reed
Cody Rochford
Todd Root
Mazel Sievers
Dylan Toole
Victoria Unger
Thomas Vandenhende

To Be Commissioned as
Ensign
In the United States Navy

Alexander Brinkerhoff
Donald Gahres
Kristie Hodges
Brady Kuzmick
Thomas Sims

To Be Commissioned as
Second Lieutenant
In the United States Marine Corps

Paige Dillard
John Shaffer
Alexander Vrancic

Student Veterans of the United States Armed Forces

Andrew Mitchell Alderman
Jared Allen Aldrich
Nicholas Michael Alexander
Joshua Allason
Michelle A Baker
Kevin Peter Baxter
Steven Christopher Blum
Nathaniel William Boler
Jacquelyn Alexandra Bouie-Williams
Christopher Ray Bradbury
Matthew Lane Bradley
Ashleigh Melissa Bragiel
Benjamin Aaron Brock
Matthew Joe Buxkemper
Kaleb Tyler Casey
Tony U Cazarez
Cynthia Marie Collyer
Kevin Ray Cox
Corey S Cresap
Joshua M Dannheisser
Coralanne Jeanette Emborski
Donald Engle
Christopher A Estillete
Emilio Figueroa
Joseph Brady Franklin
Cameron K Fuqua
David L Gillespie

Roderick Beecher Gorby
Eric Anthony Green
Daniel C Griggs
David Edwin Hasenauer
Aaron Anthony Heil
Freddie Eugene Hendrickson
Jonathan Abel Herrera
Jonathan Michael Hill
Richard J Howell
John M Hudson
Justin Keith Jensen
Carrie Nicole Johnson
Vincent Kerr
Michael Britt Kiefer
Jacob Andrew Kilpatrick
Nicholas Alan Krupp
Ivan Gabriel Larrievier
Derek Leach
Kyra Lenox
Mark Tilton Llewellyn
Charn Patrick McAllister
Ryan Bruce McKibben
Fernando Simon Mendez
Michael J Mieir
James M Morgan
Matthew William Musolf
Robert Pullen
Anthony P Rawls
Kristina Marie Reich
Stephanie Robertson
Stephanie Robertson
Christopher Rodriguez
Andres Mauricio Rondon
Evan Scott Sarantos
Kyle Michael Schaefer
Mazel James Lee Sievers
Natalia Siwic
Tatyana J Smith
Candice Latrese Snodgrass
Candice Latrese Snodgrass
Renata LaChundra Stewart
Anthony Stimac
Rebecca Jean Tauber
Richard Ryan Taylor
Robbin Eynone Thomas-Jones
Mariano Alan Villanueva Cruz
Matthew O’Connell Ward
Craig Wiggins
Jordan Algustus Williams
Charles Lamar Wimberly
Bryan Thomas Wimberly
Domenic Jon Wray
Andrew Yui Young
Elizabeth Worley Zdunich